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Abstract. We consider the quantum cluster algebras which are
injective-reachable and introduce a triangular basis in every seed.
We prove that, under some initial conditions, there exists a unique
common triangular basis with respect to all seeds. This basis is
parametrized by tropical points as expected in the Fock-Goncharov
conjecture.

As an application, we prove the existence of the common trian-
gular bases for the quantum cluster algebras arising from represen-
tations of quantum affine algebras and partially for those arising
from quantum unipotent subgroups. This result implies monoidal
categorification conjectures of Hernandez-Leclerc and Fomin-Zelevinsky
in the corresponding cases: all cluster monomials correspond to
simple modules.
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1. Introduction

1.1. Background. Cluster algebras were invented by Sergey Fomin
and Andrei Zelevinsky around the year 2000 in their seminal work
[FZ02]. These are commutative algebras with generators defined re-
cursively called cluster variables. The quantum cluster algebras were
later introduced in [BZ05]. Fomin and Zelevinsky aimed to develop
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a combinatorial approach to the canonical bases in quantum groups
(Lusztig [Lus90], Kashiwara [Kas90]) and theory of total positivity in
algebraic groups (by Lusztig [Lus93][Lus94]). They conjectured that
the cluster structure should serve as an algebraic framework for the
study of the “dual canonical bases” in various coordinate rings and
their q-deformations. In particular, they proposed the following con-
jecture.

Conjecture (Fomin-Zelevinsky). All monomials in the variables of
any given cluster (the cluster monomials) belong to the dual canonical
basis.

This claim inspired the positivity conjecture of the Laurent phenom-
enon of skew-symmetric cluster algebras, which was recently proved by
Lee and Schiffler [LS13] by elementary algebraic computation.

It soon turns out that (quantum) cluster algebras are related to
many other areas. For example, by using cluster algebras, Bernhard
Keller has proved the periodicity conjecture of Y -systems in physics, cf.
[Kel13]. We refer the reader to B. Keller’s introductory survey [Kel12]
for a review of applications of cluster algebras.

However, despite the success in other areas, the original motivation
to study cluster algebras remains largely open. In literature, the follow-
ing bases have been constructed and shown to contain the (quantum)
cluster monomials.

(i) By using preprojective algebras, cf. [GLS11], Geiss, Leclerc, and
Schröer have shown that, if G is a semi-simple complex algebraic
group and N ⊂ G a maximal nilpotent subgroup, then the coor-
dinate algebra C[N ] admits a canonical cluster algebra structure.
They further established the generic basis of this algebra, which
contains the cluster monomials. As an important consequence,
they identified the generic basis with Lusztig’s dual semi-canonical
basis, which is a variant of the dual canonical basis, cf. [Lus00].

(ii) For commutative cluster algebras arising from triangulated sur-
faces, Musiker, Schiffler and Williams constructed various bases,
cf. [MSW13]. Their positivity were discussed in [Thu14]. Fock
and Goncharov also constructed “canonical bases” in [FG06].

(iii) For (quantum) cluster algebras of rank 2, Kyungyong Lee, Li Li,
A. Zelevinsky introduced greedy bases, cf. [LLZ14] [LLRZ14b][LLRZ14a].

As a new approach to cluster algebras, David Hernandez and Bernard
Leclerc found a cluster algebra structure on the Grothendieck ring of
finite dimensional representations of quantum affine algebras in [HL10].
They proposed the following monoidal categorification conjecture.

Conjecture (Hernandez-Leclerc). All cluster monomials belong to the
basis of the simple modules.
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Remark 1.1.1. If we consider Cartan type ADE, then the Fomin
and Zelevinsky’s original conjecture about dual canonical basis can be
deduced from Hernandez-Leclerc conjecture, because one can view dual
canonical basis elements as simple modules, cf. [HL15].

In fact, Hernandez and Leclerc has a stronger version of this conjec-
ture in [HL10]: there exists a bijection between the cluster monomials
and the real simple objects (a simple object S is called real if S ⊗ S
remains simple). Its analogue in cluster categories would be that all
rigid objects correspond to cluster monomials.

Partial results in type A and D were due to [HL10] [HL13b]. In-
spired by the work of Hernandez and Leclerc, Hiraku Nakajima used
graded quiver varieties to study cluster algebras [Nak11] and verified
the monoidal categorification conjecture for cluster algebras arising
from bipartite quivers. His work was later generalized to all acyclic
quivers by Yoshiyuki Kimura and the author [KQ14] (cf. [Lee13] for a
different and quick proof).

By the work of Khovanov, Lauda [KL09], and Rouquier [Rou08],
a quantum group Uq(n) admits a categorification by the modules of
quiver Hecke algebras, in which the dual canonical basis vectors corre-
spond to the finite dimensional simple modules. Therefore, Fomin and
Zelevinsky’s conjecture can also be viewed as a monoidal categorifica-
tion conjecture of the corresponding (quantum) cluster algebras.

1.2. Construction, results and comments. We shall consider quan-
tum cluster algebras A that are injective-reachable, namely, for any
seed t, we have a similar new seed t[1] whose cluster variables are the
“injectives” of t (Section 5.1). Notice that this assumption is satisfied
by the cluster algebras appearing both in Fomin-Zelevinsky’s conjec-
ture and Hernandez-Leclerc’s conjecture. Starting from t[1], we again
have a similar new seed t[2]. Repeating this process, we obtain a chain
of seeds {t[d]}d∈Z.

Inspired by Kazhdan-Lusztig theory [KL79], with respect to any
given seed t, we define the weakly triangular basis Lt to be the unique
bar-invariant basis, such that normalized products of quantum cluster
variables in t and t[1] has unitriangular decompositions into Lt with

non leading coefficients in q−
1
2Z[q−

1
2 ]. Lt is parametrized by the set of

tropical points D(t). It is further called the triangular basis w.r.t. t if
we can strengthen its triangularity property by an analog of Leclerc’s
conjecture (Section 5.4 6.1 6.3 Remark 9.4.4).

By a common triangular basis w.r.t. different given seeds we mean a
basis which is triangular w.r.t. each given seed and whose parametriza-
tion is compatible with tropical transformations. Our Existence The-
orem (Theorem 6.1.5) states that if there exists a common triangular
basis w.r.t. the seeds {t[d]}, d ∈ Z, such that it has positive structure
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constants, then this basis lifts to the unique common triangular basis
L w.r.t. all seeds, called the common triangular basis of A.

Furthermore, because the seeds t[d] are similar (Section 4), the ex-
istence of L is guaranteed by Reduced Existence Theorem (Theorem
6.1.6) which only demands the finite criterion that the cluster variables
along the mutation sequence from t to t[1] and t[−1] are contained in
the triangular basis Lt.

By construction, the common triangular basis L contains all the
quantum cluster monomials. Therefore, if we can show that the basis
consisting of the simple modules (or the dual canonical basis) produces
the common triangular basis, the monoidal categorification conjecture
is verified.

As applications, we prove the main results of this paper.

Theorem 1.2.1 (Main results, Theorem 9.4.1 9.4.2 9.4.3). The com-
mon triangular basis exist in the following cases.

(I) Assume that A arises from the quantum unipotent subgroup Aq(n(w))
associated with a reduced word w (called type (i)). If the Car-
tan matrix is of Dynkin type ADE, or if the word w is inferior
to an adaptable word under the left or right weak order, then
the dual canonical basis gives the common triangular basis after
normalization and localization at the frozen variables.

(II) Assume that A arises from finite dimensional modules of quan-
tum affine algebras (called type (ii)). Then, after localization at
the frozen variables, the basis of the simple modules gives the
common triangular basis.

In particular, all cluster monomials correspond to simples mod-
ules. This type includes those A arising from level N categories
CN in the sense of [HL10], thus verifying the Hernandez-Leclerc
conjecture at all levels N .

We also find an easy proof of Conjecture 8.3.3 about cluster struc-
tures on all integral quantum unipotent subgroups, cf. Theorem 9.1.3.

Remark 1.2.2 (Key points in the proofs). The existence theorem 6.1.5
is established by elementary algebraic computation and the combina-
torics of cluster algebras. We control the triangular bases by the posi-
tivity of their structure constants as well as their expected compatibility
with the tropical transformations. On the one hand, the expected com-
patibility implies that the new quantum cluster variables obtained from
one-step mutations are contained in the triangular basis of the original
seed, cf. Proposition 6.5.3 Example 6.5.4. On the other hand, if these
new quantum cluster variables are contained in the original triangular
basis, we can construct the triangular bases w.r.t. the new seeds which
are compatible with the original one, cf. Proposition 6.6.3.

When we consider applications of Reduced Existence Theorem (The-
orem 6.1.6) to a quantum cluster algebra A of type (i) or (ii), most
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initial conditions are obtained by induction based on the properties of
the standard basis (or dual PBW basis) and the T -systems. It remains
to verify that finite many quantum cluster variables are contained in
the initial triangular basis Lt0. Some of them are known to be Kirillov-
Reshetikhin modules, cf. [Nak03][GLS13][HL13b]. We compare the rest
with the characters of some variants of Kirillov-Reshetikhin modules in
the language of graded quiver varieties, cf. Section 7.4.

In the proofs, we often simplify our treatment by changing the co-
efficient part of the cluster algebra (this technique was introduced in
[Qin14] and called the correction technique , cf. Theorem 4.2.1).

Remark 1.2.3 (Berenstein-Zelevinsky triangular basis). The idea of
constructing the common triangular basis of a quantum cluster algebra
first appeared in the work of Berenstein and Zelevinsky [BZ14], whose
construction was over acyclic seeds. Their definition is very differ-
ent from ours. For general acyclic seeds, it is not clear whether their
construction agrees with the triangular basis in this paper or not.

Remark 1.2.4 (Assumption status). Existence Theorem relies on Clus-
ter Expansion Assumption. This assumption is well known for cluster
algebras arising from quivers (from skew-symmetric matrices) thanks to
the categorification by cluster categories. It might be possible to verify
this assumption based on the recent paper [GHKK14].

Recently, Gross, Hacking, Keel and Kontsevich [GHKK14] found
another positive basis of commutative cluster algebras parametrized
by tropical points and a more precise form of the Fock-Goncharov dual
basis conjecture was verified. Their work also implied the positivity of
the Laurent phenomenon of commutative cluster algebras.

When the author was preparing the present article, Seok-Jin Kang,
Masaki Kashiwara, Myungho Kim and Se-Jin Oh established an ap-
proach to cluster algebras on quantum unipotent subgroups by study-
ing simple modules of quiver Hecke algebras, which reduced the ver-
ification of the corresponding monoidal categorification conjecture to
one-step mutations in one seed [KKKO14]. This result allows them to
verify the conjecture for quantum cluster algebras arising from quan-
tum unipotent subgroups in a forthcoming paper, namely, all type
(i) quantum cluster algebras. The approaches in their paper and the
present paper are very different and the results are different too: they
verify all type (i) cluster algebras, while the present paper verify some
type (i) and all type (ii). Also, we will see that our triangular basis is
generated by the basis of simples and, consequently, their result implies
our Conjecture 9.2.1 for all type (i).

1.3. Contents. In the first part of Section 2, we recall basic definitions
and properties of quantum cluster algebras A and its categorification
(including the Calabi-Yau reduction). This part serves as a background
for the construction of the common triangular basis.
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In Section 3, we consider the lattice D(t) of leading degrees for every
seed t of a cluster algebra together with its dominance order ≺t. We
then define and study pointed elements in the quantum torus T (t),
whose name is borrowed from [LLZ14]. We recall the tropical transfor-
mation expected by [FG09]. We end the section by a natural discussion
of dominant degrees.

In Section 4, we recall and reformulate the correction technique in-
troduced in [Qin14], which is easy but useful to keep track of equa-
tions involving pointed elements when the coefficients and quantization
change.

In Section 5, we construct and study the injective pointed set It con-
sisting of normalized products of the cluster variables and the injectives
in any given seed t. We are interested in the cluster expansions of clus-
ter variables related to injective and projective modules and impose
Cluster Expansion Assumption.

In section 6, we introduce the (common) triangular bases Lt of a
quantum cluster algebra and give theorems guaranteeing their exis-
tence. We present basic properties of m-unitriangular decompositions
and introduce notions such as weakly triangular bases and admissibil-
ity. As a crucial step, we study one step mutations (Section 6.5). We
conclude the section by proving existence theorems for the common
triangular basis.

We devote the rest of the paper to the existence and applications of
the common triangular bases.

In Section 7, we review the theory of graded quiver varieties for
acyclic quivers and the associated Kirillov-Reshetikhin modules. As
the main result, we compute q, t-characters of a special class of simple
modules. These slightly generalize Nakajima’s notations and results
[Nak04][Nak03]. A reader unfamiliar with this topic might skip this
section and refer to Nakajima’s works.

In Section 8, we review the notion of monoidal categorification,
the quantum cluster algebras A(i) associated with a word i, and the
monoidal categorification conjecture in type (i). We then introduce
the quantum cluster structure A(i) on a subring R(i, a) of the graded
Grothendieck ring over graded quiver varieties, where the word i and
grading a are adaptable. We present the corresponding monoidal cat-
egorification conjecture.

In section 9, we show that the basis of the simple modules produces
the initial triangular bases of the corresponding quantum cluster alge-
bra A(i) after localization. In order to show that it lifts to the common
triangular basis, it remains to check that certain cluster variables are
contained in this basis. We mainly work in the case when i is the power
cN+1 of an acyclic Coxeter word c. Consequences are summarized in
the end.
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2. Preliminaries on additive categorification

2.1. Quantum cluster algebras. We review the definition of quan-
tum cluster algebras introduced by [BZ05]. Our notations will be sim-
ilar to those in [Qin12][KQ14].

Let m ≥ n be two non-negative integers. Let B̃ be an m× n integer
matrix. Its entry in position (i, j) is denoted by bij. We define the

principal part and the coefficient pattern of the matrix B̃ to be its upper
n× n submatrix B and lower (m− n)× n submatrix respectively. We

shall always assume the matrix B̃ to be of full rank n and its principal
part matrix skew-symmetrizable, namely, there exists a diagonal matrix
D whose diagonal entries are strictly positive integers, such that BD
is skew-symmetric.

The indices 1, 2, . . . ,m are called vertices. Let the intervals [1, n],
[1,m] denote their sets {1, 2, . . . , n}, {1, 2, . . . ,m} for simplicity.

A quantization matrix Λ is an m×m skew-symmetric integer matrix.

Definition 2.1.1 (Compatible pair). The pair (Λ, B̃) is called com-
patible, if their product satisfies

Λ · (−B̃) =

(
D
0

)
(1)

for some n × n diagonal matrix D = Diag(d1,d2, . . . ,dn) whose diag-
onal entries are strictly positive integers.

By [BZ05], the product DB is skew symmetric.
The quantization matrix Λ gives the bilinear form Λ( , ) on the

lattice Zm such that Λ(g, h) = gTΛh for g, h ∈ Zm. Here we use ( )T

to denote the matrix transposition.
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Let q be an indeterminate. Define q
1
2 to be its square root such

that (q
1
2 )2 = q. The quantization matrix Λ makes the usual Laurent

polynomial ring into a quantum torus.

Definition 2.1.2. The quantum torus T is the Laurent polynomial
ring Z[q±

1
2 ][X±1 , . . . , X

±
m] endowed with the twisted product ∗ such that

Xg ∗Xh = q
1
2

Λ(g,h)Xg+h,

for any g, h ∈ Zm.

We denote the usual product of T by ·. The notation Xg denotes the
monomial

∏
1≤i≤mX

gi
i of the X-variables Xi with respect to the usual

product. Recall that the Y -variables Yk, 1 ≤ k ≤ n, are defined as

XB̃ek , where ek is the k-th unit vector in the lattice Zm. The monomials
Y v, v ∈ Nn, are similarly defined as

∏
k Y

vk
k .

By [BZ05], the quantum torus T is contained in its skew-field of
fractions F .

The bar involution ( ) on T is the anti-automorphism of T sending

q
1
2 to q−

1
2 and Xg to Xg.

The quantum torus T contains the subalgebra AB = Z[q±
1
2 ][Y1, . . . , Yn].

The completion of AB is constructed by using the maximal ideal gen-

erated by {Yk}1≤k≤n and denoted by ÂB, which has a natural bar-
involution such that qsY v = q−sY v, v ∈ Nn. Following [GHKK14,
Section 1.2] [Dav16, Section 2.1], the completion of the quantum torus
T is defined to be

T̂ = T ⊗AB ÂB.(2)

Its bar involution is induced from that of T and ÂB.
View T̂ as a natural right ÂB-module. Let {Zi} be any (possibly

infinite) collection of elements in some finitely generated submodule∑
j=1,...,sX

η(j)ÂB , where η(j) ∈ D(t). Assume that for any Laurent

degree η, there are finitely many Zi with non-zero coefficient (Zi)η at
the Laurent monomial Xη. Then we can define the possibly infinite
sum in the submodule∑

i

Zi =
∑
η∈Zm

(
∑
i

(Zi)η)X
η.(3)

A sign ε is an element in {−,+}. For any 1 ≤ k ≤ n and ε, we

associate to B̃ the m×m matrix Eε whose entry at position (i, j) is

eij =

 −1 if i = j = k
max(0,−εbik) if i 6= k, j = k
δij if j 6= k

,
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and the n× n matrix Fε whose entry at position (i, j) is

fij =

 −1 if i = j = k
max(0, εbkj) if i = k, j 6= k
δij if i 6= k

.

Definition 2.1.3 (Quantum seed). A quantum seed is a triple (Λ, B̃, X)

such that (Λ, B̃) is a compatible pair and X = {X1, . . . , Xm} the X-
variables in the corresponding quantum torus T .

Let [ ]+ denote the function max { , 0}.
Definition 2.1.4 (Mutation [FZ02] [BZ05]). Fix a sign ε and an inte-

ger 1 ≤ k ≤ n. The mutation µk on a seed (Λ, B̃, X) is the operation

that generates the new seed (Λ′, B̃′, X ′):

B̃′ =EεB̃Fε,

Λ′ =ET
ε ΛEε,

X ′i =Xi, ∀ 1 ≤ i ≤ m, i 6= k,

X ′k =X−1
k · (

∏
1≤i≤m

X
[bik]+
i +

∏
1≤j≤m

X
[−bjk]+
j ).

The last equation above is called the exchange relation at the vertex
k. By this definition, the quantum torus T and the new quantum
torus T ′ associated with the new triple share the same skew-field of
fractions. By [BZ05, Proposition 6.2], for any element Z ∈ T ∩ T ′, Z
is bar-invariant in T if and only if it is bar-invariant in T ′.

Choose an initial quantum seed t0 = (Λ, B̃, X). We consider all

seeds t = (Λ(t), B̃(t), X(t)) obtained from t0 by iterated mutations at
directions 1 ≤ k ≤ n. be a given quantum seed. The X-variables Xi(t),
1 ≤ i ≤ m, are called quantum cluster variables. The quantum cluster
monomials are the monomials of quantum cluster variables from the
same seed.

Notice that, when j > n, the cluster variables Xj(t) remain the
same for all seeds t. Consequently, we call them the frozen variables
or coefficients and simply denote them by Xj. Correspondingly, the
vertices {n + 1, . . . ,m} are said to be frozen. The vertices 1, 2, . . . , n
are said to be exchangeable (or unfrozen) and form the set ex. Let

Z[q±
1
2 ]P denote the coefficient ring Z[q±

1
2 ][X±j ]n<j≤m. The frozen vari-

ables commute with any quantum cluster variable up to a power of q
1
2 ,

which situation is called q-commute or quasi-commute.

Definition 2.1.5 (Quantum cluster algebras). The quantum cluster al-

gebra A† is the Z[q±
1
2 ]-subalgebra of F generated by the quantum cluster

variables Xi(t), ∀t, ∀1 ≤ i ≤ m, with respect to the twisted product.
The quantum cluster algebra A is the localization of A† at the frozen

variables Xn+1, . . . , Xm.
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The specialization A|
q

1
2 7→1

gives us the commutative cluster algebra,

which is denoted by AZ.
For any given seed t, we define the corresponding quantum torus T (t)

using the data provided by t and Definition 2.1.2. Then the quantum
cluster algebra is contained in the quantum torus T (t), cf. the quantum
Laurent phenomenon [FZ02][BZ05]

Specialize q
1
2 to 1 and fix the initial seed t0. For any given cluster

variable Xi(t), 1 ≤ i ≤ m, by [Tra11] [FZ07], we define its extended
g-vector g̃i(t) in Zm such that the commutative cluster variable takes
the following form:

Xi(t)|q 1
2 7→1

= X g̃i(t)F (Y1, . . . , Yn),

where F (Y1, . . . , Yn) is the F -polynomial in [FZ07]. The restriction of
g̃i(t) to the first n components is called the corresponding g-vector,
which is the grading of the cluster variable Xi(t) when the B-matrix is
of principal coefficients type, namely, when

B̃(t0) = Bpr(t0) =

(
B(t0)

1n

)
.

We refer the reader to the survey [Kel12] for more details on the
combinatorics of cluster algebras.

Theorem 2.1.6 ([DWZ10][GHKK14] [Tra11, Theorem 6.1]). Any quan-
tum cluster variables Xi(t) has the following Laurent expansion in the
quantum torus T (t0):

Xi(t) = X(t0)g̃i(t) · (1 +
∑

06=v∈Nn
cv(q

1
2 )Y (t0)v),(4)

where the coefficients cv(q
1
2 ) ∈ Z[q±

1
2 ] are invariant under the bar in-

volution.

2.2. Quivers and cluster categories. We review the necessary no-
tions on the additive categorification of a cluster algebra by cluster
categories, more details could be found in [Kel08] [Pla11b].

Let B̃ be the m × n matrix introduced before. Assume that its
principal part B is skew-symmetric.

Then we can construct the quiver Q̃ = Q̃(B̃). This is an oriented
graph with the vertices 1, 2, . . . ,m and [bij]+ arrows from i to j, where

1 ≤ i, j ≤ m. We call Q̃ an ice quiver, its vertices 1, . . . , n the ex-
changeable vertices, and its vertices n + 1, . . . ,m the frozen vertices.
Its principal part is defined to be the full subquiver Q = Q(B) on the
vertices 1, 2, . . . , n.

Notice that we can deduce the matrix B̃ from its ice quiver Q̃. There-
fore, we say that the corresponding cluster algebra is of quiver type.

For any given arrow h in a quiver, we let s(h) and t(h) to denote
its start and terminal respectively. The quiver Q is called acyclic if it
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contains no oriented cycles, and bipartite if any of its vertices is either
a source point or a sink point.

Example 2.2.1. Figure 1 provides an example of an ice quiver, where
we use the diamond nodes to denote the frozen vertices.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Figure 1. The ice quiver associated the adaptable word
(1321321) and Cartan type A3

We fix the base field to be the complex field C. Following [DWZ08],

choose a generic potential W̃ for the ice quiver Q̃, namely, a generic

linear combination of oriented cycles of Q̃ which is not included in some
hypersurfaces ([DWZ08, Corollary 7.4]). Associate the Ginzburg alge-

bra Γ = Γ(Q̃, W̃ ) to the quiver with potential (Q̃, W̃ ). The restriction

of (Q̃, W̃ ) to the vertices [1, n] is called the principal part and denoted
by (Q,W ).

Claire Amiot introduced the generalized cluster category C in [Ami09]
as the quotient category

C = perΓ/DfdΓ,
where perΓ is the perfect derived category of dg-modules of Γ and DfdΓ
its full subcategory whose objects have finite dimensional homology.

The natural functor π : perΓ→ C gives us

Ti =π(eiΓ), ∀ 1 ≤ i ≤ m,

T =⊕ Ti.
By Pierre-Guy Plamondon’s work [Pla11b], the presentable cluster

category D is defined as the full subcategory of C which consists of
objects M such that there exist triangles

M1 →M0 →M → SM1,

M0 →M1 → S−1M → SM0,

with M1,M0,M
0,M1 in addT , and S is the shift functor in C. Fol-

lowing [Pal08], we define the index and coindex of M as the following
elements in K0(addT ):

IndTM = [M0]− [M1],

CoindTM = [M0]− [M1].
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It is natural to identifyK0(addT ) with Zm by using the indecomposable
summands Ti, 1 ≤ i ≤ m, of T as the natural basis elements. Then we
have

IndTM = [M0 : T ]− [M1 : T ],

CoindTM = [M0 : T ]− [M1 : T ],
(5)

where [ : T ] denote the multiplicities of the indecomposable summands
of T appearing in an element of K0(addT ). Notice that CoindTM =
−IndTS−1M .

Let F denote1 the functor Ext1C(T, ) from D to the category of
right modules of EndC T . Notice that the module FM is supported
on m-vertices the quiver EndC(⊕1≤k≤mTi) whose dimension is given by
Ext1C(⊕1≤i≤mTi, S

−1M).
If Ext(Tn+i,M) = 0, ∀1 ≤ i ≤ m − n, by [Pal08, Lemma 2.1 2.3],

[Pla11b, Lemma 3.6, Notation 3.7], we have

IndS
−1TM + IndTM = −B̃ · dimExt1C(⊕1≤i≤nTi,M).(6)

An object M in C is said to be coefficient-free if

(i) it contains no direct summand Tj for j > n, and
(ii) the module FM is supported at the principal quiver Q.

By [DWZ10] [Pla11b], we define the cluster characters for coefficient-
free objects M in D as

xM = xInd
TM(

∑
e∈Nn

χ(Gre FM)Y e),

where Gre FM denotes the variety of the e-dimensional submodules of
FM and χ the Euler-Poincaré characteristic.

By [Pla11b], there exists a unique way of associating an object T (t) =
⊕1≤i≤mTi(t) in D with each seed t such that

(1) T (t0) = T ,
(2) if two vertices t and t′ are related by an edge labeled k, then the

object T (t′) is obtained from T (t) by replacing one summand
in a unique way.

Theorem 2.2.2 ([DWZ10][Pla11b][Nag13]). For any seed t and vertex
1 ≤ i ≤ m, the commutative cluster variable Xi(t)|q 1

2 7→1
equals the

cluster character xTi(t) of the object Ti(t).

2.3. Calabi-Yau reduction. In this subsection, we assume that the

Jacobian algebra of the quiver with potential (Q̃, W̃ ) is finite dimen-
sional. Consider the full subcategory of U consisting of the coefficient-
free objects. Take the ideal (ΓF ) consisting of the morphisms factoring
through some Tj, j > n. Then, by [IY08][Pla13], U = U/(ΓF ) is equiv-
alent to the generalized cluster category of (Q,W ).

1Our functor F is the composition of S with the functor F in [Pla11b].
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For any coefficient-free object X, denote its image in U by X. Let Σ
denote the shift functor in U/(TF ). Any given ΣdTk, 1 ≤ k ≤ n, d ∈ Z,

has the lift ΣdTk by [IY08]. Define ΣdT = (⊕nk=1ΣdTk)⊕ (⊕n<j≤mTj).
For any given 1 ≤ k ≤ n, by taking M = Σ−1Tk in (6), we get

IndS
−1TΣ−1Tk + IndT (Σ−1Tk) = −B̃(T ) · dimExt1C(⊕1≤i≤nTi,Σ

−1Tk).

Lemma 2.3.1. We have IndS
−1TΣ−1Tk = −IndΣ−1TTk.

Proof. Tk fits into a triangle of the following type ([Pla13, Lemma
3.15]):

Σ−1Tk → TF → Tk → SΣ−1Tk,

where TF is some direct sum of Tj, j > n. Rewrite it as the triangle

S−1TF → S−1Tk → Σ−1Tk → TF .

Recall by (5) that IndS
−1TΣ−1Tk (resp.IndΣ−1TTk) is defined as the

multiplicities of the summands of S−1T (resp. Σ−1T ) appearing in the
isoclass of Σ−1Tk in K0(addS−1T ) (resp. K0(Σ−1T )). Also, we have

S−1T =(⊕1≤i≤nS
−1Ti)⊕ (⊕n<j≤mS−1Tj)

Σ−1T =(⊕1≤i≤nΣ−1Ti)⊕ (⊕n<j≤mTj)
We deduce that

IndS
−1TΣ−1Tk = [S−1Tk : S−1T ]− [S−1TF : S−1T ]

= [Σ−1Tk : Σ−1T ]− [TF : Σ−1T ]

= −IndΣ−1TTk.

�

The following equality follows as a consequence

IndT (Σ−1Tk) + B̃(T ) · dimExt1C(⊕1≤i≤nTi,Σ
−1Tk) = IndΣ−1TTk.(7)

Notice that Ext1C(T,Σ
−1Tk) is the k-th projective right-module of the

Jacobian algebra principal of (Q,W ). We will later discuss this equality
in Example 5.3.2 with more details.

3. Dominance order and pointed sets

3.1. Constructions. Let t be any seed. We associate with it a rank m
lattice D(t), called the degree lattice. While D(t) is always isomorphic
to Zm, throughout the paper, we shall distinguish D(t) for different t.

Definition 3.1.1 (Dominance order). For any given g̃′, g̃ ∈ D(t), we

say g̃′ ≺t g̃ (or g̃ dominates g̃′) if we have g̃′ = g̃ + B̃(t)v for some
0 6= v ∈ Nn. We denote g̃′ �t g̃ if g̃′ ≺t g̃ or g̃′ = g̃.

Lemma 3.1.2. For any g̃1 ≺t g̃0, there exists finitely many g̃2 such
that g̃1 ≺t g̃2 ≺t g̃0.
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Proof. Notice that B̃(t) is of full rank. The claim follows from defini-
tion. �

Recall that the quantum torus T (t) is the Laurent polynomial ring
generated by Xi(t), 1 ≤ i ≤ m.

Definition 3.1.3 (Leading term). For any Laurent polynomial Z ∈
T (t), the leading terms are those Laurent monomials of Z such that,
among all the Laurent monomials of Z with non-zero coefficients, they
have maximal multidegrees with respect to the order ≺t.
Definition 3.1.4 (Pointed element). If a Laurent polynomial Z ∈ T (t)
has a unique leading term whose degree is η, we say its leading (or
maximal) degree is degt Z = g̃. If its leading term has coefficient qα for
some α ∈ 1

2
Z, we define the normalization of Z in the quantum torus

T (t) to be [Z]t = q−αZ.
We say Z is pointed at g̃ (or g̃-pointed) if Z has a unique leading

term, and this term has degree g̃ with coefficient 1.

We remark that the normalized element [Z]t is pointed by construc-
tion. For simplicity, we often denote degt Z and [Z]t by degZ and [Z]
respectively when the context is clear.

By Theorem 2.1.6, the Laurent expansions of quantum cluster vari-
ables in any quantum seed T (t) are pointed elements.

Notation. The set of Laurent polynomials in T (t) pointed in degree
g̃ ∈ D(t) is denoted by PT g̃(t). The set of all pointed elements in T (t)
is denoted by PT (t).

Apparently, we have PT (t) = tg̃∈D(t)PT g̃(t).
Definition 3.1.5 (Pointed set). Let W be any given subset of D(t).
A subset L of PT (t) is said to be pointed at W (or W -pointed) if the
degree map induces a bijection

degt : L ' W.

In this case, we use L(g̃) to denote the preimage of g̃ ∈ W in L.
Namely, we use L( ) to denote the inverse of the degree map.

It immediately follows from the definition that any pointed set is
Z[q

1
2 ]-linearly independent.

Given any W -pointed subset L of PT (t) and a pointed element Z ∈
PT (t), we define the set

[Z ∗ L]t = {[Z ∗ L(g̃)]t|g̃ ∈ W ]}.(8)

Then [Z ∗ L]t is a (degt Z +W )-pointed set, where degt Z +W denote
the degree set {degt Z + g̃|g̃ ∈ W}.
Example 3.1.6. By [Pla13], for any commutative cluster algebra stud-
ied in [GLS11], the dual semicanonical basis, after localization at the
frozen variables, is a D(t)-pointed set for any seed t.
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Let {Zi} be any (possibly infinite) collection of elements in some

finitely generated submodule
∑

j=1,...,sX
η(j)ÂB of T̂ . Assume that they

have distinct unique maximal leading degrees. Then, by Lemma 3.1.2,
for any Laurent degree η, only finitely many Zi have leading degree
superior than η. It follows that the (possibly infinite) sum

∑
i Zi is

well defined by (3).

Definition 3.1.7 (Unitriangularity). Let L be a given W -pointed sub-
set of PT (t) for some W ⊂ D(t). Any pointed element Z ∈ PT (t)
is said to be ≺t-unitriangular to L, if it has the following (possibly
infinite) expansion into L:

Z = L(degZ) +
∑

g̃′≺tdegZ

bg̃′L(g̃′), bg̃′ ∈ Z[q±
1
2 ].(9)

If the coefficients bg̃′ are further contained in m = q−
1
2Z[q−

1
2 ], we say

Z is (≺t,m)-unitriangular to L.
A subset of PT (t) is said to be ≺t-unitriangular (resp. (≺t,m)-

unitriangular) to L if all its elements have this property.

We might write the notation ≺t as ≺ or simply omit it, when this
order is clear from the context.

Remark 3.1.8. It follows from Lemma 3.1.2 that the coefficients bg̃′
in (9) are uniquely determined by Z. In fact, denote the coefficient of
the Laurent expansion of Z at any given degree g̃′′ ≺t degt Z by zg̃′′ and
that of L(g̃′) by ag̃′,g̃′′. We must have the following equation:

zg̃′′ = 1 · adegt Z,g̃′′ +
∑

g̃′′≺tg̃′≺tdegt Z

bg̃′ag̃′,g̃′′ + bg̃′′ · 1.

It follows that the coefficient bg̃′′ is determined by those bg̃′ appearing.
By Lemma 3.1.2, this is a finite algorithm for any given g̃′′.

In general, there could exist many infinite expansion of Z into L if
we don’t require them to take the unitriangular form (9).

Example 3.1.9. Take a seed t with B̃ =

(
0
−1

)
and, for simplicity,

q = 1. The quantum torus becomes T = Z[X±1 , X
±
2 ]. We have Y1 =

X−1
2 , AB = Z[Y1] = Z[X−1

2 ] and the completion T̂ = T ⊗AB ÂB =
Z[X±1 , X2][[X−1

2 ]].
Let us take the Z2-pointed set to be {Xd2

2 X
d1
1 |d2 ∈ Z, d1 ∈ N} ∪

{Xd2
2 (X ′1)d

′
1|d2 ∈ Z, d′1 ∈ N}, where X ′1 = X−1

1 X2 +X−1
1 = X−1

1 X2(1 +
Y1). By the algorithm in Remark 3.1.8, we obtain the unique ≺t-
unitriangular decomposition of the pointed element Z = X−1

1 as:

Z = X−1
2 X ′1 −X−2

2 X ′1 +X−3
2 X ′1 −X−4

2 X ′1 · · · .
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Lemma 3.1.10 (Expansion properties). Let L be any D(t)-pointed
subset of T (t) and Z be any pointed element in T (t). Then the following
statements are true.

(i) Z is ≺t-unitriangular to L.
(ii) If Z and L are bar-invariant and Z is (≺t,m)-unitriangular to

L, then Z equals L(degZ).

(iii) If Z is a Z[q±
1
2 ]-linear combination of finitely many elements of

L, then such a combination is unique and takes the unitriangular form
(9).

Proof. (i)The statement follows from the algorithm in Remark 3.1.8.
(ii) We have a (≺t,m)-unitriangular decomposition:

Z = b+
∑

degt b′≺tdegt b

c′b′,

where b, b′ ∈ L, coefficients c′ ∈m. Because Z, b, b′ are invariant under
the bar involution, we have all c′ = 0 and, consequently, Z = b.

(iii) Suppose that some Lt(η), η ∈ D(t), appears in the expansion of
Z into L with non-zero coefficient b(η), such that η ⊀t deg

t Z. Because
the expansion is finite, we can always find a degree η such that it
is maximal among those having this property. Then the coefficient
of X(t)η of Z equals b(η) 6= 0. But the coefficient of this Laurent
monomial in the pointed element Z must vanish. This contradiction
shows that such η cannot exist. �

Let us consider triangular matrices P = (Pg1g2)g1,g2∈D(t) such that

Pg1g2 ∈ Z[q±
1
2 ] and Pg1g2 = 0 unless g2 �t g1. Then the product of two

such such infinite matrices is well defined, because its entries are given
by finite sum by Lemma 3.1.2, and the result remains triangular.

Lemma 3.1.11 (Inverse transition). Let M, L be any two D(t)-pointed
subsets of T (t). If M is (≺t,m)-unitriangular to L, then L is (≺t,m)-
unitriangular to M as well.

Proof. For any g̃ ∈ D(t), let us denote

M(g̃) = L(g̃) +
∑
g̃1≺tg̃

cg̃,g̃1L(g̃1), cg̃,g̃1 ∈m,

L(g̃) = M(g̃) +
∑
g̃1≺tg̃

bg̃,g̃1M(g̃1).

Expand RHS of the second equation by using the first equation. Then
the coefficient of any factor L(g̃2), g̃2 ≺t g̃, appearing in RHS is the
following three terms’ sum

cg̃,g̃2 + bg̃,g̃2 +
∑

g̃2≺tg̃1≺tg̃

bg̃,g̃1cg̃1,g̃2 ,

which must vanish.
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We verify the claim by induction on the order of the degrees g̃2

such that g̃2 ≺t g̃. If g̃2 is maximal among such degrees, the last
term vanishes and we have bg̃,g̃2 ∈ m. Assume bg̃,(g̃2)′ ∈ m for any
(g̃2)′ such that g̃2 ≺t (g̃2)′. Then the first and last term belong to m.
Consequently, bg̃,g̃2 ∈m belong to m as well. �

3.2. Tropical transformation.

Definition 3.2.1 (Tropical transformation, [FG09][FZ07, (7.18)]). For
any 1 ≤ k ≤ n, the tropical transformation φµkt,t : D(t) → D(µkt) is
the piecewise linear map such that, ∀g̃ = (g̃j)1≤j≤m ∈ D(t), the image
g̃′ = (g̃′j)1≤j≤m = φµkt,t(g̃) is given by

g̃′k = −g̃k,
g̃′i = g̃i + bik(t)[g̃k]+, if 1 ≤ i ≤ m, i 6= k, bik ≥ 0,

g̃′j = g̃j + bjk(t)[−g̃k]+, if 1 ≤ j ≤ m, j 6= k, bjk ≤ 0.

(10)

Remark 3.2.2. The piecewise linear map (10) is the tropicalization
of the rule [FG09, (13)]. It describes the mutation of the tropical Z-
points X (Zm) = D(t) of the X -variety (the variety of the tropical

Y -variables for the cluster algebra defined via B̃(t)T ). Fock and Gon-
charov conjectured that these tropical points parametrize a “canonical”
basis, [FG06][FG09, Section 5].

On the cluster algebra side, Fomin and Zelevinsky wrote this trans-
formation in [FZ07, (7.18)] and conjectured that it describes the trans-
formation of the g-vectors of cluster variables. When the cluster alge-
bra admits a categorification by a cluster category, this formula (10)
can be interpreted as the transformation rule of the indices of object in
the cluster category, cf. [DK07][KY11][Pla13]. We refer the reader to
[FZ07, Remark 7.15] [Pla13, Section 3.5] [FG09]for more details.

The following observation is obvious.

Lemma 3.2.3 (Sign coherent transformation). Assume that two vec-
tors η1, η2 in D(t) are sign coherent at the k-th component, namely,
we have simultaneously η1

k, η
2
k ≥ 0 or η1

k, η
2
k ≤ 0. Then the tropical

transformation (10) is additive on them:

φµkt,tη
1 + φµkt,tη

2 = φµkt,t(η
1 + η2).

Given two seeds t1, t2 which are related by a mutation sequence ←−µ
from t1 to t2, we define φt2,t1 to be the composition of tropical trans-
formations given by (10) along ←−µ .

Theorem 3.2.4 ([Pla13, Theorem 1.1 1.3] [GHKK14]). We have
(i) The transformation φt2,t1 is independent of the choice of the mu-

tation sequence from t1 to t2.
(ii)For any quantum cluster variable Xi(t), we have

degt
2

Xi(t) = φt2,t1 deg
t1 Xi(t).(11)
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Proof. For cluster algebras arise from quivers, the claims were verified
in terms of the indices of generic objects in the cluster category, cf
[Pla13, Theorem 1.1 1.3]. For an arbitrary cluster algebra, the claims
can be interpreted as properties of the leading degrees of the theta basis
{ϑg̃}, cf. [GHKK14]. �

Proposition 3.2.5. For any seed t, t′, the quantization matrices satisfy

Λ(t′)(degt
′
Xi(t), deg

t′ Xj(t)) = Λ(t)ij.

Proof. For quantum cluster algebras arising from quivers, the claim was
proved in [Qin12, Proposition 2.4.3(bilinear form)] by using bilinear
forms in triangulated categories.

By translating (10) into multiplication by Eε in Definition 2.1.4, we
see that the claim can be deduced from the sign coherence of g-vectors,
which was verified in [GHKK14] for all quantum cluster algebras. �

Let prn : Zm → Zn denote the projection onto the first n-components.
For any g̃ in D(t), we denote the projection prn g̃ by g.

Notice that φt′,t has the inverse φt,t′ . As the coefficient-free version
of the piecewise linear map φt′,t, we have the following restriction map.

Lemma 3.2.6. The restriction prn φt′,t|Zn : Zn → Zn is a bijection of
sets.

Proof. It suffices to verify the statement for the case t′ = µkt, where
we have (prn φt′,t)(prn φt,t′) = 1. �

We are interested in the pointed sets whose leading degree parametriza-
tion is compatible with the tropical transformation rules.

Definition 3.2.7 (Compatible pointed sets). Let ti be a seed and Li a
D(ti)-pointed set, i = 1, 2. We say that L1 is compatible with L2 if, for
any η ∈ D(t1), we have

L2(φt2,t1η) = L1(η).

In particular, we have L1 = L2 as sets.

By Theorem 3.2.4, this compatibility relation is transitive.

Conjecture 3.2.8 (Fock-Goncharov basis conjecture). A has a basis
L which is in bijection with D(t) for any t such that, for any seeds t, t′,
the following diagram commutes

L ' D(t)
|| ↓ φt′,t
L ' D(t′)

.

Remark 3.2.9. By [GHKK14], for general cluster algebras, the above
Fock-Goncharov basis conjecture does not hold and modification is needed.

There could exist different bases verifying this conjecture. Examples
include the generic basis (related to dual semicanonical basis) [Pla13][GLS12],
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the theta basis [GHKK14], and the triangular basis (related to dual
canonical basis) in this paper.

3.3. Dominant degree. We introduce the following cone.

Definition 3.3.1 (Dominant degree cone). For any given seed t, define
the dominant degree cone D†(t) ⊂ D(t) to be the cone generated by the
leading degrees degt(Xi(t

′)) of all cluster variables, for any 1 ≤ i ≤ m
and seed t′. Its elements are called the dominant degrees of the lattice
D(t).

By (11), we have D†(t) = φt,t0D†(t0), ∀ t, t0.
The following observation follows from the definition of D†(t).

Lemma 3.3.2. Let Z be any element in the quantum cluster algebra
A†. Then, for any seed t, the ≺t-maximal degrees of the Laurent ex-
pansion of Z in T (t) are contained in D†(t).

Definition 3.3.3 (Bounded from below). We say that (≺t,D†(t)) is
bounded from below if for any g̃ ∈ D†(t), there exists finitely many
g̃′ ∈ D†(t) such that g̃′ ≺t g̃.

Remark 3.3.4. For A of type (i) or (ii) (Section 1), let t0 denote the
canonical initial seed. In Section 9.1, we shall see that (≺t0 ,D†(t0)) is
bounded from below.

The following question arises naturally. While a positive answer
would be a strong and useful property, the question remains open.

Question 3.3.5. If (≺t0 ,D†(t0)) is bounded from below, is it true that
(≺t,D†(t)) is bounded from below for all t?

4. Correction technique

In [Qin14, Section 9], the author introduced the correction technique
which tells us how to modify bases data by adding correction terms
when the quantization and the coefficient pattern of a quantum cluster
algebra change. In this section, we recall and reformulate this correc-
tion technique. It will help us simplify many arguments by coefficient
changes.

4.1. Similarity and variation. Let var∗ : ex(2) ∼→ ex(1) be any iso-
morphism of finite n-elements sets. We associate to it an isomor-
phism var : Zex(1) ∼→ Zex(2)

such that we have (var v)k = vvar∗(k),

∀v = (vk) ∈ Zex(1)
. The isomorphism var : Zex(1)× ex(1) ∼→ Zex(2)× ex(2)

is defined similarly.

Let B̃(i) = (b
(i)
jk ) be an J (i) × ex(i) matrix, i = 1, 2, where J (i) has

m(i) elements and ex(i) ⊂ J (i) has n elements. The matrices B̃(1) and
B̃(2) are called similar, if we have B(2) = varB(1) for some choice of
var∗ : ex(2) ∼→ ex(1).
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Example 4.1.1. Consider the matrices B(1) =

 0 1 0
−1 0 1
0 −1 0

 and

B(2) =

 0 1 −1
−1 0 0
1 0 0

. The index sets are J (i) = ex(i) = {1, 2, 3},

where i = 1, 2. Choose var∗ : ex(2) → ex(1) to be the permutation(
1 2 3
2 3 1

)
. Then we have B(2) = varB(1).

Definition 4.1.2 (Similar compatible pair). For i = 1, 2, let (B̃(i),Λ(i))

be compatible pairs such that (B̃(i))TΛ(i) = D(i) ⊕ 0, where D(i) is a

diagonal matrix Diag(d
(i)
k )k∈ex(i) with diagonal entries in Z>0. We say

these two compatible pairs are similar, if there exists an isomorphism
var∗ : ex(2) → ex(1), such that the principal B-matrices B(2) = varB(1),
and, in addition, there exists a positive number δ such that D(2) =
δ varD(1).

Definition 4.1.3 (Similar seeds). Two seeds t1, t2 are said to be similar

if the corresponding compatible pairs (B̃(t(1)),Λ(t(1))) and (B̃(t(2)),Λ(t(2)))
are similar.

For i = 1, 2, consider the quantum torus T (i) = Z[q±
1
2 ][X±j ]j∈J(i)

associated with similar compatible pairs (B̃(i),Λ(i)). The sets of pointed

elements are denoted by PT (i) as before. We denote by prex(i) : ZJ(i) →
Zex(i)

the natural projection onto the coordinates at ex(i).

Definition 4.1.4 (Similar pointed elements). We say the pointed ele-

ments M (i) = Xη(i)
(
∑

v∈Nex(i) c
(i)
v (q

1
2 )(Y (i))v), c0 = 1, c

(i)
v (q

1
2 ) ∈ Z[q

1
2 ],

in PT (i), i = 1, 2, are similar if

prex(2) η(2) = var(prex(1) η(1)),

c(2)
v (q

1
2 ) = c

(1)

var−1 v(q
1
2
δ), ∀ v ∈ Nex(2)

.

Assume that there is an embedding from J (1) to J (2) such that its
restriction is the isomorphism (var∗)−1 : ex(1) ' ex(2). Then this em-

bedding induces an embedding ZJ(1) → ZJ(2)
by adding 0 on the extra

coordinates, which we still denote by var.

Definition 4.1.5 (variation map). The variation map Var : PT (1) →
PT (2) between sets of pointed elements is defined such that, for any
M (1) ∈ PT (1), its image M (2) = Var(M (1)) is the unique pointed ele-

ment in PT (2) similar to M (1) such that

var(η(1)) = η(2).
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Example 4.1.6. Let us take two quantum seeds t
(1)
0 , t

(2)
0 with the fol-

lowing two compatible pairs respectively

(B(1),Λ(1)) = (


0 −2
2 0
1 0
0 1

 ,


0 0 −1 0
0 0 0 −1
1 0 0 2
0 1 −2 0

)

(B(2),Λ(2)) = (


0 −2
2 0
−1 2
0 −1

 ,


0 0 −1 2
0 0 0 −1
1 0 0 2
−2 1 −2 0

)

These compatible pairs are similar via the identification of vertices
var∗(i) = i, i = 1, 2. The following quantum cluster variables obtained
by the same mutation sequence are similar:

X2(µ2µ1t
(1)
0 ) = X−e2(1 + Y2 + (q

1
2 + q−

1
2 )Y1Y2 + Y 2

1 Y2) ∈ T (t(1))

X2(µ2µ1t
(2)
0 ) = X−e2+e4(1 + Y2 + (q

1
2 + q−

1
2 )Y1Y2 + Y 2

1 Y2) ∈ T (t(2))

Notice that, we have

Var(X2(µ2µ1t
(1)
0 )) = X−e2(1 + Y2 + (q

1
2 + q−

1
2 )Y1Y2 + Y 2

1 Y2) ∈ T (t(2)),

which differs from X2(µ2µ1t
(2)
0 ) by a coefficient factor Xe4.

4.2. Correction. We consider algebraic equations involving the pointed
elements.

Let (B̃(i),Λ(i)), i = 1, 2, be two compatible pairs. We use [ ](i) to

denote the normalization in T (i) and deg(i)( ) denote the leading degree

of a pointed element in PT (i).

Theorem 4.2.1 (Correction Technique, [Qin14, Thm 9.2]). Let M (1),

Z(1), M
(1)
1 , . . ., M

(1)
s , and (possibly infinitely many) Z

(1)
j be pointed

elements in PT (1). Assume that they satisfy algebraic equations

M (1) =[M
(1)
1 ∗M

(1)
2 ∗ · · · ∗M (1)

s ](1),

Z(1) =
∑
j≥0

cj(q
1
2 )Z

(1)
j ,(12)

such that c0 = 1, cj(q
1
2 ) ∈ Z[q±

1
2 ], and

deg(1) Z
(1)
j = deg(1) Z(1) + B̃(1)uj, where uj ∈ Nex(1)

, u0 = 0.

Then, for any M (2), Z(2),M
(2)
i , Z

(2)
j in PT (2) similar to M (1), Z(1),M

(1)
i , Z

(1)
j ,

we have the following equations:

M (2) =fM [M
(2)
1 ∗M

(2)
2 ∗ · · ·M (2)

s ](2)

Z(2) =
∑
j≥0

cj(q
1
2
δ)fjZ

(2)
j

(13)
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where fM , fj are the Laurent monomials in the frozen variables Xi,
n < i ≤ m(2), given by

fM = Xdeg(2) M(2)−
∑s
i=1 deg(2) M

(2)
i

fj = Xdeg(2) Z(2)+B̃(2) var(uj)−deg(2) Z
(2)
j .

In particular, if M (2) = Var(M (1)), Z(2) = Var(Z(1)),M
(2)
i = Var(M

(1)
i ), Z

(2)
j =

Var(Z
(1)
j ), we have

fM = 1,

fj = XB̃(2) var(uj)−var(B̃(1)uj).

Proof. We consider Laurent expansions of (12) (13) and compare their
coefficients term by term. Details are given in [Qin14, Theorem 9.2].

�

The following observations are immediate consequences of the cor-
rection technique (Theorem 4.2.1) and the existence of (quantum) F -
polynomials [Tra11, Theorem 6.1][FZ07, Corollary 6.3][GHKK14].

Lemma 4.2.2. Given two seeds t, t′ similar via an isomorphism var∗ :
ex′ ' ex between the sets of unfrozen vertices. Let ←−µ be any given
sequence of mutations on ex and ←−µ ′ the corresponding sequence on ex′

induced by var∗. Then we have the following results.
(i) The seeds ←−µ t and ←−µ ′t′ are similar.
(ii) The quantum cluster variable Xi(

←−µ t) and X(var∗)−1(i)(
←−µ ′t′), ∀i ∈

ex, viewed as pointed elements in PT (t) and PT (t′) respectively, are
similar.

(iii) Let Z be a pointed element in PT (t) with a ≺t-unitriangular
expansion

Z =
∑
j≥0

cjZj,

where Zj are normalized twisted products of quantum cluster variables
of A(t). Then, for any pointed element Z ′ ∈ PT (t′) similar to Z, we
have

Z ′ =
∑
j≥0

cjfjZ
′
j,

where Z ′j are normalized products of the corresponding quantum cluster
variables of A(t′), the coefficients fj are given by Theorem 4.2.1.

5. Injective pointed sets

5.1. Injective-reachable. Recall that a quantum seed t is a collection

(B̃(t),Λ(t), X(t)), cf. Section 2.1.
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Definition 5.1.1 (Injective-reachable). A seed t of a given cluster al-
gebra is said to be injective-reachable via (Σ, σ), for some sequence of
mutations Σ and a permutation σ of {1, . . . , n}, if we have the following
equalities

prn deg
t(Xσ(i)(Σt)) = −ei, 1 ≤ i ≤ n,

bσ(i)σ(j)(Σt) = bij(t), ∀ 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n.

In this situation, we denote the seed Σt by t[1].
A cluster algebra is called injective-reachable if all its seeds are injective-

reachable.

Recall that we always read a mutation sequence ←−µ = µis · · ·µi2µi1
from right to left. Define σ(←−µ ) to be the sequence µσis · · ·µσi2µσi1 . For
simplicity, we denote σ(i) and σ(←−µ ) by σi and σ←−µ respectively, when
the there is no confusion.

Proposition 5.1.2 ([Pla11a][GHKK14]). Different choices of the mu-
tation sequence Σ produce the same seed t[1] up to renumbering of ver-
tices by different σ.

Proof. The claim is known to be true for cluster algebras arising from
quivers, thanks to the theory of cluster categories. In general, it follows
from [GHKK14]: the leading degrees of the cluster variables in t[1] form
the wall of a chamber, which corresponds to a seed. �

Definition 5.1.3. For any 1 ≤ k ≤ n, let us denote Xσ(k)(Σt) by Ik(t)
and call it the k-th injective quantum cluster variable for t (or simply
the k-th injective for t).

Similarly, we denote Xσ−1k(Σ
−1t) by Pk(t) and call it the k-th pro-

jective quantum cluster variable for t (or simply the k-th projective for
t)

The meaning of “injective” and “projective” will be explained in
Remark 5.3.1.

We extend the action of σ to a permutation of {1, . . . ,m} trivially.
Let σ act naturally on Zm by pull back such that σei = eσ−1i.

We always make the following assumption for the cluster algebras
studied in this paper.

Assumption (Injective-reachable). The cluster algebra is injective reach-
able.

Injective-reachable Assumption does not hold for all cluster algebras,
but it holds for many interesting cluster algebras including the type
(i)(ii) introduced in Section 1.2.

Proposition 5.1.4 ([Mul15, Theorem 3.2.1]). If t is injective-reachable
via (Σ, σ), then for any 1 ≤ k ≤ n, the vertex µkt is injective-reachable
via (µσ(k)Σµk, σ).
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Proof. It is well known that the claim is true for any cluster alge-
bra arising from a quiver, thanks to the cluster categories provided in
[Pla11b]. By the mutation of scattering diagrams in the recent work
[GHKK14], we now know that the claim holds for all cluster algebras,
cf. [Mul15] for details. �

Lemma 5.1.5. If t is injective-reachable via (Σ, σ), then for any se-
quence of mutations µk = µks . . . µk2µk1, 1 ≤ k1, . . . , ks ≤ n, the seed
µkt is injective-reachable via (µσ(k)Σµ

−1
k , σ), where µσ(k) is defined to

be µσ(ks) . . . µσ(k2)µσ(k1).

Proposition 5.1.6. Assume that t is injective reachable via (Σ, σ).
Then, for any 1 ≤ k ≤ n, the following claims are equivalent.

(i) µkt is injective reachable via (µσ(k)Σµk, σ).
(ii) We have

degtXσk(µσkΣt) = − degt Ik(t) +
∑

1≤i≤n

[bik(t)]+ degt Ii(t) +
∑

0<j≤m−n

[bn+j,σk(Σt)]+en+j.

(14)

Proof. First assume that (14) holds. Omitting the symbol (t), we can
write

prn deg
tXσk(µσkΣt) = ek +

∑
1≤i≤n:bik≥0

(−bik)ei.

And Claim (i) follows from the following straightforward calculation:

prn deg
µktXσk(µσkΣt) = prn φµkt,t deg

tXσk(µσkΣt)

= prn φµkt,t prn deg
tXσk(µσkΣt)

= prn(φµkt,tek + φµkt,t
∑

1≤i≤n:bik≥0

(−bik)ei)

= prn(−ek +
∑

1≤i≤m:bik≥0

bikei +
∑

1≤i≤n:bik≥0

(−bik)ei)

=− ek.

Conversely, assume that Claim (i) is true. Because the map prn φµkt,t
is invertible on Zn, the last two steps of above calculation implies

prn deg
tXσk(µσkΣt) = prn(− degt Ik(t) +

∑
1≤i≤n

[bik]+ degt Ii(t)).(15)

On the other hand, consider the exchange rule in the seed Σt:

Xσk(µσkΣt) =

∏
1≤i≤mXσi(Σt)

[bσi,σk(Σt)]+ +
∏

1≤j≤mXσj(Σt)
[bσk,σj(Σt)]+

Xσk(Σt)
.

View this equation in T (t), by which we mean consider the Laurent
expansions of all terms of the equation in the quantum torus T (t).
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Because Xσk(µσkΣt) is a pointed element whose unique leading term
has coefficient 1, its leading degree must be chosen from either

degt(
∏

1≤i≤m

Xσi(Σt)
[bσi,σk(Σt)]+)− degtXσk(Σt)

or

degt(
∏

1≤j≤m

Xσj(Σt)
[bσk,σj(Σt)]+)− degtXσk(Σt).

Their images in Zn under the projection prn are different except the
trivial case when σk is an isolated point in Q(Σt). (15) implies that
we should choose the former one. This choice gives us (14). �

Remark 5.1.7. Notice that the definition of injective-reachable is not
affected by quantization or frozen variables.

Let us impose the principal coefficients on t, namely

B̃(t) =

(
B(t)
Idn

)
cf. [FZ07]. We can calculate the leading degrees of the cluster variables
appearing in (14) following the mutation rule of (extended) g-vectors
[FZ07, (6.12)][Tra11, (3.32)]. Then we deduce that (14) and Proposition

5.1.4 are equivalent to the following property of the matrix B̃(Σt):

bn+σ(i),σ(j)(Σt) = −δij, 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n.

5.2. Injective-reachable chain. Let t be any seed which is injective-
reachable via an associated pair (Σt, σt). We denote the seed t by t[0].

For all d ≥ 0, we recursively define the seeds t[d + 1] to be Σt[d]t[d]
where Σt[d] = σdΣt. Then t[d] is injective reachable via the pair
(Σt[d], σt[d]) = (σdΣt, σt) by Lemma 5.1.5.

Let ordσt denote the order of the permutation σt. So we have
σordσ−1
t = σ−1

t . Then t[ordσt − 1] is injective-reachable via

(Σt[ordσt−1], σt[ordσt−1]) =(σordσ−1
t Σt, σt)

=(σ−1
t Σt, σt).

Moreover, the principal part of the quiver of the seed t[ordσt] is the
same as that of t. Since injective-reachable is independent of the coef-
ficient part, the seed (σ−1

t Σt)
−1t is injective-reachable via (σ−1

t Σt, σt).
In general, for any integer d ≥ 1, we recursively define the the seed
t[−d] = (σ−dt Σt)

−1t[−d+1], which is injective-reachable via (σ−dt Σt, σt).
Notice that we have (σ−dt Σt)

−1 = σ−dt (Σ−1
t ) by the action of σ on

mutation sequences, which is also denoted by σ−dt Σ−1
t .

Definition 5.2.1 (Injective-reachable chain). The chain of seeds (t[d])d∈Z
is called an injective-reachable chain.
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5.3. Cluster expansions of injective and projectives. We make
the following assumption on the Laurent expansions of Ii(t) and Pσi(Σt)
for the rest of this paper. Its meaning will be clear in Remark 5.3.1.

Recall that σ−1ei = eσi, 1 ≤ i ≤ m. The following assumption holds
for all cluster algebras arising from quivers, cf. Remark 5.3.1. We refer
the reader to Example 5.3.2 for an explicit example.

Assumption (Cluster Expansion). Given any seed t and vertex 1 ≤
i ≤ n. When q

1
2 specializes to 1, the Laurent expansion of Ii(t)|q 1

2 7→1
in

T (t) takes the following form:

Ii(t)|q 1
2 7→1

= Xσi(Σt)|q 1
2 7→1

= X(t)deg
t Ii(t)(1 + Y (t)ei +

∑
d∈Nn:d>ei

αdY (t)d),(16)

and the Laurent expansion of Pi(Σt)|q 1
2 7→1

in T (Σt) takes the following

form:

Pi(Σt)|q 1
2 7→1

=Xσ−1i(t)|q 1
2 7→1

=X(Σt)deg
Σt Pi(Σt)Y (Σt)p(i,Σt)

· (
∑

d∈Nn:ei<d≤p(i,Σt)

βdY (Σt)−d + Y (Σt)−ei + 1),

(17)

for some dimension vector p(i,Σt) ∈ Nn, coefficients αd, βd ∈ Z.
Moreover, the degrees satisfy

degΣt(Pi(Σt)Y (Σt)p(i,Σt)) = σ−1 degt Iσ−1i(t).(18)

Remark 5.3.1 (Injectives and projectives). Assume that the cluster

algebra arises from a quiver, in other words, the matrix B̃(t) is skew-
symmetric. We explain the Cluster Expansion Assumption by the the-
ory of cluster categories. An example will be given in Example 5.3.2.

We use the cluster category C in Section 2.2 to categorify the cluster
algebra. Then the quantum cluster variable Xi(t) correspond to an
indecomposable rigid object Ti for any 1 ≤ i ≤ m.

On the one hand, the object ΣTk, 1 ≤ k ≤ n, corresponds to an
injective module: Ext1U/(ΓF )(⊕1≤i≤nTi,ΣTk) is the k-th injective right
module of EndU/(ΓF )(⊕1≤i≤nTi), cf. Section 2.3 and [Pla11b, Section
3.1]. On the other hand, because the object ΣTk has index −ek in the
quotient cluster category U/(ΓF ), it corresponds to the quantum cluster
variable Ik(t) = Xσk(t[1]). Furthermore, the object ΣTk corresponds to
the σk-th cluster variable in the seed t[1] for some permutation σ.

Similarly, the object Tk corresponds to a projective module: Ext1(⊕iΣTi, Tk)
is the indecomposable projective right module of EndU/(ΓF )(⊕1≤i≤nΣTi)
on the vertex corresponding to ΣTk, which is labeled as σk. Let us
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denote its dimension vector by

p(σk, t[1]) = dimExt1U/(ΓF )(ΣT, Tk)(= dimExt1C(ΣT, Tk)).

Now (16) and (17) are just the cluster characters of injective and
projective modules respectively ([DWZ10]).

To see (18), we rewrite (7) as

IndΣTTk + B̃(ΣT ) · ExtC(ΣT, Tk) = IndTΣTk,

where the indices count the multiplicities of the summands of ΣT and T
on each side. Noticing that ΣTi corresponds to the σi-th cluster variable
in t[1], Ti corresponds to the i-th cluster variable in t, and σeσi = ei,
we rewrite the above equation as

σ(degt[1] Pσk + B̃(t[1]) · p(σk, t[1])) = degt Ik(t).

This give us (18) by taking k = σ−1i.

Example 5.3.2 (Compare injectives and projectives). Consider a seed

t whose ice quiver Q̃(t) is given in Figure 2. It is of principal coefficients
with the canonical quantization matrix

Λ(t) =



0 0 0 0 −1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 −1 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 −1 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 −1
1 0 0 0 0 1 0 −1
0 1 0 0 −1 0 1 1
0 0 1 0 0 −1 0 0
0 0 0 1 1 −1 0 0


.

Take the sequence Σ = µ1µ3µ2µ4µ1 and the permutation

σ =

(
1 2 3 4
4 2 3 1

)
.

The seed t[−1] is obtained from t by applying σ−1Σ−1 = µ4µ1µ2µ3µ4.
Its ice quiver is given in Figure 3. t[−1] is injective-reachable via
(σ−1Σ, σ) = (µ4µ3µ2µ1µ4, σ).

In the quantum torus T (t[−1]), we have

I1(t[−1]) = X4(t) =X−e1+e5+e8(1 + Y1 + Y1Y2),

I2(t[−1]) = X2(t) =X−e2+e6+e7+e8(1 + Y2 + Y2Y4),

I3(t[−1]) = X3(t) =X−e3+e7(1 + Y3 + Y2Y3 + Y2Y3Y4),

I4(t[−1]) = X1(t) =X−e4+e5+e6+e7(1 + Y4 + Y1Y4).
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It is straightforward to check that the projective right modules of the
Jacobian algebra of (Q(t),W (t)) have dimensions

p(1, t) =e1 + e2 + e3,

p(2, t) =e2 + e3 + e4,

p(3, t) =e3,

p(4, t) =e1 + e4.

The Y -variables of the seed t in the quantum torus T (t) are given by

Y1 =Xe2−e4+e5

Y2 =X−e1+e3+e4+e6

Y3 =X−e2+e7

Y4 =Xe1−e2+e8 .

The projectives for t, obtained by applying the sequence (σΣ)−1, take
the following form in the quantum torus T (t):

P1(t) = X4(t[−1]) =X−e3(1 + Y3 + Y2Y3 + Y1Y2Y3)

=X−e1+e5+e6+e7(Y −e1−e2−e3 + Y −e1−e2 + Y −e1 + 1),

P2(t) = X2(t[−1]) =Xe2−e3−e4(1 + Y3 + Y4 + Y3Y4 + Y2Y3Y4)

=X−e2+e6+e7+e8(Y −e2−e3−e4 + Y −e2−e4 + Y −e2−e3 + Y −e2 + 1),

P3(t) = X3(t[−1]) =Xe2−e3(1 + Y3)

=X−e3+e7(Y −1
3 + 1),

P4(t) = X1(t[−1]) =X−e1(1 + Y1 + Y1Y4)

=X−e4+e5+e8(Y −e1−e4 + Y −e4 + 1).

Cluster Expansion Assumption holds for this example. Notice that, this
example is an accidental case where the Laurent expansions of quantum
cluster variables do not involve q-coefficients.

1

2

3

48

6

7

5

Figure 2. An ice quiver Q̃(t) of principal coefficients
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4

2

3

18

6
7

5

Figure 3. The quiver Q̃(t[−1]) obtained from Figure 2
after mutations at (4, 1, 2, 3, 4)

5.4. Injective pointed set. For any g ∈ Zn, denote g+ = ([gi]+)1≤i≤n
and g− = ([−gi]+)1≤i≤n. We will also view g, g± ∈ Zn as elements of
Zm by putting 0 at the last m− n components.

For any (f, dX , dI) ∈ Zm−n⊕Nn⊕Nn, we define the following pointed
element of T (t)

It(f, dX , dI) = [
∏

1≤i≤m−n

Xfi
n+i ∗X(t)dX ∗ I(t)dI ]t,(19)

where I(t)dI denotes [
∏

1≤k≤n Ik(t)
(dI)k ]t.

Notice that degt Ik(t) = −ek + f (k) for some f (k) ∈ Z{n+1,...,m}.

Definition 5.4.1 (Injective pointed set). For any g̃ ∈ D(t), put g =
prn g̃ ∈ Zn and gf = g̃ − g −

∑
1≤k≤n[−gk]+ · f (k) ∈ Z{n+1,...,m}. Define

the pointed element It(g̃) = It(gf , g+, g−).
The injective pointed set It is the set {It(g̃)|g̃ ∈ D(t)}.

By definition, It is a D(t)-pointed Z[q±
1
2 ]-linearly independent subset

of T (t). The following lemma suggests that its elements behave well
under one-step mutations.

Lemma 5.4.2 (Neighboring injective pointed set). For any given seed
t and 1 ≤ k ≤ n, denote t′ = µkt. Then the set It

′
is D(t)-pointed in

T (t) with respect to the order ≺t. Furthermore, for any g̃ ∈ D(t′), we
have

degt It
′
(g̃) = φt,t′(g̃).

Proof. The degrees in D(t′) change by the piecewise linear formula
(10) which depends on the sign of the k-th components. In our situa-

tion, the degrees of the factors of It
′
(g̃) are degt

′
X(t′)gf , degt

′
X(t′)g+ ,

degt
′
I(t′)g− . They are sign coherent at the k-th component. Therefore,
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we can use Lemma 3.2.3 and deduce that

φt,t′(g̃) =φt,t′ deg
t′(X(t′)gf ∗X(t′)g+ ∗ I(t′)g−)

=φt,t′ deg
t′(X(t′)gf ) + φt,t′ deg

t′(X(t′)g+) + φt,t′ deg
t′(I(t′)g−)

= degt(X(t′)gf ) + degt(X(t′)g+) + degt(I(t′)g−) (Theorem 3.2.4)

= degt(X(t′)gf ∗X(t′)g+ ∗ I(t′)g−)

= degt It
′
(g̃).

It remains to check that the coefficient of the leading term remains
to be 1. We have to verify the following equality:

Λ(t)(φt,t′ deg
t′ X(t′)gf , φt,t′X(t′)g+) =Λ(t′)(degt

′
X(t′)gf , degt

′
X(t′)g+),

Λ(t)(φt,t′ deg
t′ X(t′)gf , φt,t′I(t′)g−) =Λ(t′)(degt

′
X(t′)gf , degt

′
I(t′)g−),

Λ(t)(φt,t′ deg
t′ X(t′)g+ , φt,t′I(t′)g−) =Λ(t′)(degt

′
X(t′)g+ , degt

′
I(t′)g−)

Decompose the degrees appearing above into sum of unit vectors by
Lemma 3.2.3. Then it suffices to verify the following equations for any
pair of unit vectors (ei, ej), 1 ≤ i, j ≤ m, sign-coherent at the k-th
component:

Λ(t)(φt,t′ei, φt,t′(±ej)) =Λ(t′)(ei,±ej),

These equations follow from the mutation rule of quantization matrices,
∀i, j 6= k:

Λ(t)ij = Λ(t′)ij,

Λ(t)(ei,−ek + [−bjk(t′)]+ej) = eTi (E−1(t′)TΛ(t′)E−1(t′))E−1(t′)ek

= eTi Λ(t′)ek

Λ(t)(ei, ek − [−bjk(t′)]+ej) = eTi (E1(t′)TΛ(t′)E1(t′))E1(t′)(−ek)
= eTi Λ(t′)(−ek).

�

Remark 5.4.3. The notion of leading terms depends on the choice of
seed and so does the normalization factor. Different pointed elements
Zi ∈ T (t1) might have identical leading degrees in the quantum torus
T (t2) of the new seed t2, and a pointed element Z in T (t1) might not be
pointed in the T (t2). The normalization factor of the twisted product
Z1 ∗ Z2 might also change if they are not quantum cluster variables in
the same cluster, cf. Example 5.4.4.

Example 5.4.4 (Injective pointed sets). We consider the initial acyclic

quiver Q = Q(t0) of type A2 in Figure 4. Then B̃(t0) = B =

(
0 −1
1 0

)
.

Take the quantization matrix Λ(t0) to be −B−1 = B.
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Then t0 is injective-reachable via (Σ, σ) = (µ2µ1,1). We have

Xi(t0) = Xi, i = 1, 2,

I1(t0) = X−1
1 +X−1

1 X2 = X−e1(1 + Y1)

I2(t0) = X−1
1 X−1

2 +X−1
2 +X−1

1 = X−e2(1 + Y2 + Y1Y2)

The set It0 consists of the normalized ordered products of Xi(t0) and
Ij(t0) such that Xi(t0) and Ii(t0) do not appear simultaneously. It is
apparently D(t0) = Z2 pointed.

Consider the neighboring seed µ1t0, its quantization matrix is Λ(µ1t0) =
−B. In the quantum torus T (µ1t0), we have the following Laurent ex-
pansions

X1(t0) = X−e1+e2(1 + Y1)

X2(t0) = X2

I1(t0) = X1

I2(t0) = X−e2(1 + Y2).

It is straightforward to check that It0 is a D(µ1t0)-pointed set.
If we proceed to the seed µ2µ1t0 = t0[1]. The quantization matrix

Λ(t0[1]) = B. In the quantum torus T (t0[1]), we have the following
Laurent expansions

X1(t0) = P1(t0[1]) = X−e2(1 + Y2 + Y1Y2)

X2(t0) = P2(t0[1]) = Xe1−e2(1 + Y2)

I1(t0) = X1

I2(t0) = X2.

It is straightforward to check that the set of leading degrees of It0

in this seed is N × Z. In fact, the different pointed elements [X1(t0) ∗
I2(t0)]t0 and 1 in T (t0) will have the same leading degree 0 in T (t0[1]).
The normalization factors of X1 ∗ I2 are also different in T (t0) and
T (t0[1]).

1

2

Figure 4. A quiver Q of type A2.

6. Triangular bases

In this section, we introduce the key tool of this paper: the common
triangular basis of a quantum cluster algebra.
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6.1. Common triangular bases in brief. In this subsection, we de-
fine the common triangular bases and present theorems that guarantee
their existence. We give a brief strategy of how we will treat them for
the rest of this paper.

Definitions. Let A be a given injective-reachable quantum cluster alge-
bras. We will assume that Cluster Expansion Assumption is satisfied,
which is true for cluster algebras arising from quivers.

Let t be any given seed of A. Recall that we have defined the dom-
inance order (partial order) ≺t on the degree lattice D(t). Also, we
have the degree map degt from the set of pointed elements PT (t) to
D(t). In addition, the normalization operator [ ]t gives [qsZ]t = Z for
any pointed element Z ∈ PT (t), s ∈ 1

2
Z.

Recall that the injectives Ik(t), 1 ≤ k ≤ n, are the quantum cluster
variables whose leading degrees degt Ik(t) take the form −ek + f (k) for
some f (k) ∈ Z{n+1,...,m}. They are quantum cluster variables of the seed
t[1].

Definition 6.1.1 (Triangular basis). Let t be any seed of a given quan-

tum cluster algebra A. A Z[q±
1
2 ]-basis of A is called a triangular basis

with respect to t, if it satisfies the following properties.

• It contains the quantum cluster monomials in the seeds t and
t[1].
• (bar-invariance) All of its elements are invariant under the bar

involution.
• (parameterization) It is D(t)-pointed: it is in bijection with D(t)

via the degree map degt.
• (triangularity) For any quantum cluster variable Xi(t) in the

seed t and any basis element S, the normalized twisted product
[Xi(t) ∗ S]t is (≺t,m)-unitriangular to the basis:

[Xi(t) ∗ S]t = b+
∑

degt b′≺tdegt b

cb′b
′,

where cb′ ∈ m, degt b = degtXi(t) + degt S, and b, b′ are basis
elements.

We can lessen the triangularity condition in the definition of a tri-
angular basis and obtain the notion of a weakly triangular basis (Def-
inition 6.3.1). A weakly triangular basis w.r.t. a seed t, if exists, is
unique (Lemma 6.3.2(i)), which we denote by Lt. A triangular basis
is the weakly triangular basis (Lemma 6.3.2(ii)) and, correspondingly,
we still use Lt to denote it and indicate that it is the triangular basis.

We will expect the basis to have the following property.

Definition 6.1.2 (Positive basis). A basis of a Z[q±
1
2 ]-algebra said

to be positive, if its structure constants with respect to multiplication
belong to N[q±

1
2 ].
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Notice that Definition 6.1.1 depends on the seed t chosen. The
parametrization is demanded by Fock-Goncharov conjecture (Conjec-
ture 3.2.8), and the triangularity is similar to Leclerc’s conjecture (Re-
mark 9.4.4). By the following definition, we expect the parametrization
to be compatible w.r.t. different seeds (Definition 3.2.7).

Definition 6.1.3 (Common triangular basis). Let T be a set of seeds.
A basis of the quantum cluster algebra A is called the common trian-
gular basis w.r.t. T , if it is the triangular basis Lt w.r.t. each t ∈ V
and, moreover, Lt, Lt′ are compatible for any t, t′ ∈ T .

When T consists of all seeds of A, the corresponding common trian-
gular basis is called the common triangular basis of A.

It follows from its definition that the common triangular basis, if
exists, contains all the quantum cluster monomials (Lemma 6.3.2(iii)).

Lemma 6.1.4. If the common triangular basis of A exists, then it
implies the Fock-Goncharov basis conjecture (Conjecture 3.2.8).

Existence Theorems. We now present various theorems guaranteeing
the existence of the common triangular basis, whose proofs will be
postponed to the end of this section.

Theorem 6.1.5 (Existence Theorem). Let A be an injective-reachable
quantum cluster algebra which satisfies Cluster Expansion Assumption.
Let (t[d])d∈Z be an injective-reachable chain of seeds. Assume that the
common triangular basis with respect to {t[d]} exists and is positive.
Then, the common triangular basis of A exists.

The correction technique (Theorem 4.2.1) allows us to reduce the
conditions in Existence theorem to a finite criterion.

Theorem 6.1.6 (Reduced Existence Theorem). Let A be an injective-
reachable quantum cluster algebra which satisfies Cluster Expansion As-
sumption. Let t be a seed injective-reachable via (Σ, σ). Assume that
the triangular basis Lt exists, is positive, and contains the quantum
cluster variables obtained along the mutation sequences Σ from t to t[1]
and along the sequence σ−1Σ−1 from t to t[−1]. Then the common
triangular basis of A exists.

As a consequence of the correction technique (Theorem 4.2.1), a
change of the coefficient pattern or quantization will not affect the
existence of the common triangular basis.

Theorem 6.1.7. Let t, t′ be two similar seeds in the sense of Section
4 and A(t), A(t′) the corresponding quantum cluster algebras respec-
tively. If the common triangular basis of A(t) exists, then the common
triangular basis of A(t′) exists as well.
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Strategy. The construction of the (common) triangular basis is not
clear from the definition, because Lusztig’s Lemma does not apply.
This situation is very different from that of Berenstein-Zelevinsky’s
triangular basis [BZ14]. In applications (Section 9), we will adopt the
following approach:

(1) Start with some known basis L of A, prove that it is the trian-
gular basis w.r.t. some chosen initial seed.

(2) Show that this basis is the common triangular basis w.r.t. all
seeds t by induction on t.

Most arguments in Section 6 are not difficult. When verifying the
m-unitriangularity, we do not rely on sensitive calculation of q-powers,
but use the following basic properties:

(1) m-unitriangularity is preserved under composition and under
taking inverse (Lemma 3.1.11).

(2) By Lemma 6.2.3, if we have a unitriangular decomposition of
pointed Laurent polynomials Z,Zj:

Z = Z0 +
∑

j≥1:degZj≺degZ0=degZ

bjZj, bj ∈m,

then it remains unitriangular after left multiplying Xi:

[Xi ∗ Z] = [Xi ∗ Z0] +
∑

bjq
αj [Xi ∗ Zj], αj ≤ 0, .(20)

The right hand side can be further decomposed by the triangularity
property of the triangular basis in Definition 6.1.1.

Finally, we point out the difficult part in the inductive verification
of the common triangular basis: after one step mutation µk, prove
that the new cluster variable Xk(µkt) belongs to the triangular basis
Lt (Proposition 6.5.3). Our proof can be sketched as follows.

(1) Assume that Lt equals the triangular basis Lt[−1] as sets. We
consider the desired basis element b whose leading degree in
T (t[−1]) equals degt[−1]Xk(µkt). It must appear as the leading
term in some product of elements of Lt[−1]:

q−αb1 ∗ b2 = b+ (≺t[−1] −lower terms),

where α ∈ Z
2
, b1, b2 ∈ Lt[−1] = Lt with

degt[−1] b1 + degt[−1] b2 = degt[−1] b.

(2) Assume compatibility of degrees: degt b = φt,t[−1] deg
t[−1] b. Show

that, with respect to t, the above equation becomes

q−αb1 ∗ b2 = b+ (≺t −higher terms).

(3) Cluster Expansion Assumption gives the lowest several Laurent
monomials of the product b1 ∗ b2 in T (t). Then, by assuming
the positivity of Lt, we can determine the Laurent expansion of
the lowest term b, which equals that of Xk(µkt) in T (t).
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This proof is based on good degree parametrization of basis elements
w.r.t. different seeds t, t[−1], which is expected by Fock-Goncharov
conjecture (Conjecture 3.2.8).

6.2. Basic properties.

Lemma 6.2.1. Let Lt be the triangular basis w.r.t. a given seed t.
Then the following claims hold.

(i) Lt factors through the frozen variables, namely, we have

[Xn+i(t)
fi ∗ Lt(g̃)]t ∈ Lt, ∀1 ≤ i ≤ m− n, g̃ ∈ D(t), fi ∈ Z.(21)

(ii) We have Lt(0) = 1.
(iii) The injective pointed set It is (≺t,m)-unitriangular to Lt.

Proof. Omit the symbol t for simplicity.
(i) First assume fi ≥ 0. By the triangularity of L, the normalized

product [Xfi
n+i ∗ L(g̃)] has a (≺,m)-unitriangular decomposition into

L. But [Xfi
n+i ∗ L(g̃)] itself is bar-invariant. It follows that [Xfi

n+i ∗
L(g̃)] = L(g̃ + fien+i) when fi ≥ 0. Finally, for any fi < 0, since

[X−fin+i ∗ L(g̃ + fien+i)] = L(g̃), we have [Xfi
n+i ∗ L(g̃)] = [Xfi

n+i ∗ [X−fin+i ∗
L(g̃ + fien+i)]] = L(g̃ + fien+i).

(ii) Since 1 is trivially a cluster monomial in the seed t, the claim
follows from definition of triangular basis.

(iii) The claim follows from the triangularity of the triangular basis.
�

Remark 6.2.2. (21) is an analogue of the factorization property of
the dual canonical bases of quantum unipotent subgroups, cf. [Kim12,
Section 6.3].

Claim (iii) is an analog of the transition property between dual PBW
bases and dual canonical bases. If the seed t has acyclic principal part
with appropriate coefficient pattern, up to localization at frozen vari-
ables, It(f, dX , dI) are dual PBW basis elements, and we can take Lt

to be the dual canonical basis. [KQ14] proved that such Lt contains all
quantum cluster monomials by. In fact, this phenomenon motivates
our definition of weakly triangular bases (Definition 6.3.1).

The following important lemma suggests that the (≺t,m)-unitriangularity
of an expansion is preserved under multiplication by Xk from the left
or by Ik from the right.

Lemma 6.2.3 (Triangularity Preservation). For any g̃′ �t g̃ ∈ D(t),
1 ≤ i ≤ m, 1 ≤ k ≤ n, we have

Λ(t)(degtXi(t), deg
t Yk(t)) = Λ(t)(degt Yk(t), deg

t Ii(t)) = −δikdi,
(22)

Λ(t)(degtXk(t), g̃
′) ≤ Λ(t)(degtXk(t), g̃),(23)

Λ(t)(g̃′, degt Ik(t)) ≤ Λ(t)(g̃, degt Ik(t)).(24)
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Proof. The first equation follows from the definition of compatible
pairs, and it implies the remaining equations. �

The following lemma is a direct consequence of Lemma 6.2.3. Notice
that its assumption is satisfied when the triangular basis Lt exists.

Lemma 6.2.4 (Substitution). Let t be any given seed. Assume that
It(f, dX , dI) is unitriangular to It, ∀f ∈ Zm−n, dX , dI ∈ Nn. Let Z be
an element in PT (t).

If a pointed element Z ∈ PT (t) is (≺t,m)-unitriangular to It, then
the normalized products [

∏
iXn+i(t)

fi ∗X(t)dX ∗Z ∗I(t)dI ]t are (≺t,m)-
unitriangular to It too.

Proof. Substitute the factor Z by its expansion in It. The claim follows
from Lemma 6.2.3. �

Lemma 6.2.5 (Positive Laurent expansion). Let t be a given seed and
L any positive basis of the quantum cluster algebra. If L contains the
quantum cluster monomials of t, then the Laurent expansions of its
elements in T (t) have coefficients in N[q±

1
2 ].

Proof. The expansion coefficients can be interpreted as q
1
2 -shifted of

the positive structure constants of L, cf. [HL10, Proposition 2.2]. �

6.3. Weakly triangular bases.

Definition 6.3.1 (weakly triangular basis). A weakly triangular basis
with respect to a seed t is a bar-invariant D(t)-pointed basis of A, such
that it factors through the frozen variables ( (21)), and It is (≺t,m)-
unitriangular to it.

By Lemma 6.3.2(i), the weakly triangular basis with respect to a seed
t is unique, which we still denote by Lt. By Lemma 6.3.2, the triangular
basis and the weakly triangular basis only differ at the triangularity
properties.

Lemma 6.3.2. Let t be any given seed. We have the following:

(i) a weakly triangular basis with respect to t, if exists, is unique;
(ii) the triangular basis with respect to t, if exists, equals the weakly

triangular basis;
(iii) if the weakly triangular basis Lt exists, then it contains the quan-

tum cluster monomials X(t)g+f , I(t)g · X(t)f , ∀g ∈ Nn, f ∈
Z{n+1,...,m}. In particular, Lt(0) = 1.

Proof. The statements (i)(ii) easily follow from properties of unitrian-
gular transitions:

(i) Let L(i), i = 1, 2, be any two weakly triangular bases w.r.t. t. Be-
cause It is (≺t,m)-unitriangular to L(1), conversely, L(1) is also (≺t,m)-
unitriangular to It (Lemma 3.1.11). Now composed with the unitrian-
gular transition from It to L(2), we get that L(1) is (≺t,m)-unitriangular
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to L(2). Because all basis elements in L(i) are bar-invariant, we have
L(1)(g̃) = L(2)(g̃) for all g̃ ∈ D(t), cf. Lemma 3.1.10(ii).

(ii) The claim follows from definition and Lemma 6.2.1.
(iii) The bar-invariant elements X(t)d and I(t)d belong to It and,

consequently, are (≺t,m)-unitriangular to Lt. Lemma 3.1.10(ii) implies
that they belong to Lt. �

The following lemma easily follows from properties of unitriangular
transitions. It helps simplify many arguments in later sections.

Lemma 6.3.3. Let Lt be the weakly triangular basis with respect to a
seed t and k ∈ [1, n] any vertex.

(i) The pointed set [Xk(t) ∗Lt]t is (≺t,m)-unitriangular to Lt if and
only if It is (≺t,m)-unitriangular to the pointed set [Xk(t) ∗ It]t.

(ii) [Xk(t) ∗ It]t is (≺t,m)-unitriangular to It for all 1 ≤ k ≤ n
if and only if It(f, dX , dI) is (≺t,m)-unitriangular to It, ∀f ∈
Z{n+1,...,m}, dX , dI ∈ Nn.

(iii) For any d ∈ N, Xk(µkt)
d belongs to Lt if and only if Xk(µkt)

d is
(≺t,m)-unitriangular to It.

(iv) For any d ∈ N, Ik(µkt)
d belongs to Lt if and only if Ik(µkt)

d is
(≺t,m)-unitriangular to It.

Proof. We call (≺t,m)-unitriangular by unitriangular for simplicity.
(i) Triangularity Preservation Lemma (Lemma 6.2.3) implies that

[Xk ∗ It]t is unitriangular to [Xk(t) ∗ Lt]t and vice versus.
First, assume that [Xk(t) ∗ Lt]t is unitriangular to Lt. Because

[Xk ∗ It]t is unitriangular to [Xk(t) ∗ Lt]t, it is unitriangular to Lt and,
consequently, unitriangular to It. Conversely, It is unitriangular to
[Xk ∗ It]t.

Similarly, assume that It is unitriangular to [Xk ∗ It]t. Because
[Xk ∗ Lt]t is unitriangular to [Xk(t) ∗ It]t, it is unitriangular to It and,
consequently, unitriangular to Lt. Conversely, Lt is unitriangular to
[Xk ∗ Lt]t.

(ii) Notice that all elements in [Xk(t)∗It]t takes the form It(f, dX , dI).
Therefore, if all It(f, dX , dI) are unitriangular to It, so does the pointed
set It.

Conversely, assume [Xk(t) ∗ It]t is unitriangular to It ∀1 ≤ k ≤ n.
Notice that any It(f, dX , dI) can be obtained from the triangular basis
element It(f, 0, dI) ∈ It by repeatedly left multiplying the X-variables.
It follows from Triangularity Preservation Lemma (Lemma 6.2.3) that
It(f, dX , dI) remains unitriangular to It.

(iii)(iv) The claims are obvious by the bar-invariance and Lemma
6.3.2(i). �

The following easy lemma compares weakly triangular bases in sim-
ilar seeds.
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Lemma 6.3.4. Let t and t′ be two seeds similar via an isomorphism
between sets of unfrozen vertices var∗ : ex′ ' ex. Assume we have the
weakly triangular basis Lt of A(t) with respect to t. Let Lt′ denote the
set of the elements in PT (t′) which are similar to the elements of Lt.

(i) Lt′ is the weakly triangular basis of A(t′).
(ii) If Lt is positive, so does Lt′. If Lt is the triangular basis with

respect to t, then Lt′ is the triangular basis with respect to t′.
(iii) Let ←−µ be a mutation sequence on ex and ←−µ ′ the corresponding

sequence on ex′. Then, for any i ∈ ex, the quantum cluster variable
Xi(
←−µ t) belongs to Lt if and only if the corresponding quantum cluster

variable X(var∗)−1i(
←−µ ′t′) belongs to Lt′.

Proof. (i) By construction, Lt′ factors through the frozen variables, is
D(t′)-pointed and, therefore, linearly independent.

Any given basis element b ∈ Lt is a polynomial of quantum cluster
variables of A(t) with coefficients in Z[q±

1
2 ]P , in other words, a finite

sum of products of quantum cluster variables. We can view the fi-
nite sum as ≺t-unitriangular decomposition by Lemma 3.1.10(iii) and,
by Lemma 4.2.2(iii), deduce that any b′ ∈ Lt′ similar to b is a polyno-

mial of quantum cluster variables of A(t′) with coefficients in Z[q±
1
2 ]P ′.

Therefore, b′ is contained in A(t′).
We see that Lt′ spansA(t′) by Theorem 4.2.1. It is (≺t,m)-unitriangular

to It
′

by Lemma 4.2.2(iii).
(ii) The claims follow from Theorem 4.2.1 and Lemma 4.2.2(iii) re-

spectively.
(iii) Notice that Xi(

←−µ t) is similar to X(var∗)−1i(
←−µ ′t′) by Lemma 4.2.2.

The claim follows from the construction of Lt′ . �

6.4. admissibility.

Definition 6.4.1 (admissible). Let k ∈ [1, n] be a given vertex. A basis
L of the quantum cluster algebra A is said to be admissible in direction
k with respect to a seed t, if the quantum cluster variables Xk(µkt),
Ik(µkt) belongs to L.

Lemma 6.4.2. Let L be a positive basis of A, such that it contains
the quantum cluster monomials in t. If L contains the quantum cluster
variable Xk(µkt) for some 1 ≤ k ≤ n, then it contains the quantum
cluster monomials in µkt.

Proof. Denote t′ = µkt, Xk(µkt) = X ′k(t), Yk(µkt) = Y ′k(t).
The statement follows from the positive Laurent expansions of L in

the T (t) and the Laurent phenomenon in t′.

For simplicity, we specialize q
1
2 to 1 and omit the symbol t. Any

quantum cluster monomial M in t′ is a product of basis elements in L

M = Xd
k̂(X ′k)

dk =
∑

g̃�degM

b(g̃)L(g̃),
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where b(g̃) ∈ N, b(degM) = 1, dk ∈ N,dk̂ ∈ N[1,m]−{k}. The Laurent

expansion of LHS is Xd
k̂

∏
j X

dk[−bjk]+
j X−dkk (1+Yk)

dk . By Lemma 6.2.5,

the positive Laurent expansion of each basis element L(g̃) appearing
must take the form

Xd
k̂

∏
1≤j≤m

X
dk[−bjk]+
j X−dkk Fg̃(Yk),

where Fg̃(Yk) is a polynomial in Yk whose coefficients are non-negative
but not larger than those of (1 +Yk)

dk at all degrees. It follows that, if

we let F ◦g̃ (Yk) denote the polynomial Fg̃(Y
−1
k )Y dk

k . Then its coefficients

are also non-negative but not larger than those of (1 + Y −1
k )dkY dk

k =
(1 + Yk)

dk .
Consider the Laurent expansion of L(g̃) in T (t′). Using Yk = Y ′−1

k ,
we obtain

L(g̃) = Xd
k̂X ′dkk ·

1

(1 + Yk)dk
Fg̃(Yk)

= Xd
k̂X ′dkk ·

Y ′dkk

(1 + Y ′k)
dk

F ◦g̃ (Y ′k)

Y ′dkk

.

This is an Laurent polynomial in T (t′) if and only if
F ◦g̃ (Y ′k)

(1+Y ′k)dk
is a Laurent

polynomial in T (t′). But F ◦g̃ (Y ′k) has non-negative coefficients no larger

than those of (1 + Y ′k)
dk . It follows that F ◦g̃ (Y ′k) = (1 + Y ′k)

dk and,

consequently, Xd
k̂(X ′k)

dk = L(g̃). �

6.5. One step mutations. As the most difficult in the verification of
the common triangular basis, we shall show in Proposition 6.5.3 that
the expected transformation rule (10) of the leading degrees of basis
elements provides a crucial step towards the admissibility.

We will control the Laurent expansions of triangular basis elements
with the help of the positivity of the basis Lt and Cluster Expansion
Assumption. To warm up, let us start with an unsuccessful but inspir-
ing calculation.

Fix a given vertex k ∈ [1, n], denote µkt = t′, Xk(µkt) = X ′k(t),
Ik(µkt) = I ′k(t). Recall that degt Ik = −ek + f (k) for some f (k) ∈
Z{n+1,...,m}.

Proposition 6.5.1. Let Lt be the weakly triangular basis with respect
to a seed t and assume it to be positive. Then we have the following
Laurent expansion in T (t):

Lt(degtX ′k(t)) = X ′k(t) +
∑

d∈Nn,d>ek

udX(t)deg
tX′k(t)Y (t)d,

where ud ∈ N[q±].
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Proof. Omit the symbol t for simplicity. Denote b̃− =
∑

j[−bjk]+ej,
X− = X b̃− . Then we have degX ′k = b̃−− ek and X ′k = X−1

k X−(1 +Yk).

We consider the normalized twisted product [X−f
(k) ∗X− ∗ Ik]. By

Lemma 6.3.2(iii), all factors belong to the basis L. By Lemma 6.2.5, the
Laurent expansion of Ik has non-negative coefficients. Further applying
Cluster Expansion Assumption, we see that the Laurent expansion of
Ik must take the form

Ik = X−ek+f (k)

(1 + αekYk +
∑

d∈Nn:d>ek

αdY
d), αd ∈ N[q±

1
2 ],

where the bar-invariant q-coefficient αek of Ik at the term X−ek+f (k)
Yk

belongs to N[q±
1
2 ] and satisfies αek(1) = 1 and, consequently, equals 1.

Therefore, the Laurent expansion of [X−f
(k) ∗X− ∗ Ik] becomes

[X−f
(k) ∗X− ∗ Ik] =X−f

(k)

X−X
−ek+f (k)

(1 + Yk +
∑
d>ek

αdq
1
2

Λ(̃b−,deg Y d)Y d)

=X−1
k X− +X−1

k X−Yk +
∑
d:d>ek

αdq
1
2

Λ(̃b−,deg Y d)X−1
k X−Y

d.

(25)

On the other hand, by the triangularity of L, we have

[X−f
(k) ∗X− ∗ Ik] = L(̃b− − ek) +

∑
η≺b̃−−ek

cηL(η),(26)

where the coefficients cη ∈ N[q±
1
2 ] ∩m.

Compare (25) with the Laurent expansion of (26). They all have

non-negative coefficients in N[q±
1
2 ]. By analyzing these coefficients, we

easily deduce that the monomialX−1
k X−Yk can only be the contribution

of L(̃b− − ek).
Therefore, the Laurent expansion of L(̃b− − ek) takes the form

L(̃b− − ek) = X−1
k X− +X−1

k X−Yk +
∑

d∈Nn,d>ek

udX
−1
k X−Y

d.

The claim follows. �

Remark 6.5.2. In the proof of Proposition 6.5.1, the calculation of
the desired basis element Lt(degtX ′k(t)) is based on the following two
steps:

(i) put the desired basis element Lt(degtX ′k(t)) in the product of clus-
ter variables contained in Lt (cf. (26));

(ii) analyze its Laurent expansion by the positivity and the estimation
from Cluster Expansion Assumption.

However, Proposition 6.5.1 can not precisely control Lt(degtX ′k(t)),
because the desired basis element appears as the leading term in (26).
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To fix this, in Proposition 6.5.3, we put it as the last term in a similar
but less intuitive equation.

Proposition 6.5.3 (One step mutation). Given any seed t and any
vertex k ∈ [1, n]. Let Lt and Lt[−1] be the weakly triangular bases with
respect to t, t[−1], respectively and assume them to be positive. Fur-
thermore, assume Lt = Lt[−1] as sets such that we have the following
equality of basis elements:

Lt(degtX ′k(t)) = Lt[−1](degt[−1]X ′k(t)).

Then the following quantum cluster variable is contained in Lt:

X ′k(t) = Lt(degtX ′k(t)).

This proposition is the crucial step in verifying the admissibility of
a basis.

Proof. We provide a tricky proof, whose idea was sketched in the end
of Section 6.1.

(i) We want to find out the leading degree of the Laurent expansion
of X ′k(t) in the quantum torus T (t[−1]).

The quantum cluster variable X ′k(t) is given by the exchange relation

X ′k(t) = Xk(t)
−1X(t)f

++b+ +Xk(t)
−1X(t)f

−+b− ,

where we denote the multiplicities over the exchangeable vertices by

b+ =
∑

1≤i≤n

[bik(t)]+ei,

b− =
∑

1≤j≤n

[−bjk(t)]+ej,

and the multiplicities over the frozen vertices (coefficients) by

f+ =
∑

1≤i≤m−n

[bn+i,k(t)]+en+i,

f− =
∑

1≤j≤m−n

[−bj+n,k(t)]+ej+n.

Recall that we have a mutation sequence σ−1(Σ) from t[−1] to t
together with a permutation σ of [1, n] such that Ii(t[−1]) = Xσi(t) for
any i ∈ [1, n] (Section 5.2). Also, recall that we denote σei = eσ−1i.
Then, in T (t[−1]), the above exchange equation becomes

X ′k(t) =Iσ−1k(t[−1])−1X(t[−1])f
+

I(t[−1])σb
+

+ Iσ−1k(t[−1])−1X(t[−1])f
−
I(t[−1])σb

−
.

(27)

By (14), the desired leading degree is given by

degt[−1]X ′k(t) = − degt[−1] Iσ−1k(t[−1]) + f+ + degt[−1] I(t[−1])σb
+

= eσ−1k − f (σ−1k) + f+ + degt[−1] I(t[−1])σb
+

.
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(ii) Consider the desired basis element Lt[−1](degt[−1]X ′k(t)) of the tri-

angular basis Lt[−1], which shares the desired leading degree degt[−1]X ′k(t)
with X ′k(t) in the quantum torus T (t[−1]). Notice that the basis
Lt = Lt[−1] is positive. By step (i), this basis element must appear
as the leading term of the following product of elements in Lt[−1]:

q−αX(t[−1])eσ−1k−f
(σ−1k)∗X(t[−1])f

+

I(t[−1])σb
+

= Lt[−1](degt[−1]X ′k(t)) +
∑
η

pηL
t[−1](η),

(28)

where η ≺t[−1] deg
t[−1]X ′k(t), the non-negative coefficients pη belongs

to m by the triangularity of Lt[−1], and the normalization factor q−α

given by

α =
1

2
Λ(t[−1])(− degt[−1] Iσ−1k(t[−1]), f+ + degt[−1] I(t[−1])σb

+

).

(iii) We try to locate the desired basis element as the last term in
the new quantum torus T (t) with respect to the new order ≺t.

View equation (28) in the quantum torus T (t). It becomes

q−αPk(t)X(t[−1])−f
(σ−1k) ∗X(t)f

++b+ = Lt[−1](degt[−1]X ′k(t)) +
∑
η

pηL
t[−1](η)

= Lt(degtX ′k(t)) +
∑
η

pηL
t[−1](η).

(29)

Let us compute the desired basis element’s leading degree:

degtX ′k(t) =b− + f− − ek
=− ek + f (σ−1k) − (b+ + f+ − b− − f−) + b+ + f+ − f (σ−1k)

=σ−1 degt[−1] Iσ−1k(t[−1])− degt Yk(t) + b+ + f+ − f (σ−1k)

(18)
= degt Pk(t)Y (t)p(k,t)−ekX(t)b

++f+−f (σ−1k)

.

At this moment, we haven’t shown that the remaining basis elements
Lt[−1])(η) in (29) have degrees higher than that of X ′k(t) in the quan-
tum torus T (t). Nevertheless, let us proceed by looking at Laurent
expansions.

(iv) We want to take Laurent expansions of (29) and explicitly de-
termine the desired basis element as the last few terms.

By Lemma 6.2.5, the Laurent expansion of Pk(t) have coefficients in

N[q±
1
2 ]. By (17), it must take the form

Pk(t) = X(t)deg
t Pk(t)Y (t)p(k,t) · (

∑
ek<d≤p(k,t)

βdY (t)−d + Yk(t)
−1 + 1),
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where βd ∈ N[q±
1
2 ]. Notice that the coefficientsX(t)−f

(σ−1k)
= X(t[−1])−f

(σ−1k)
.

Consequently, the Laurent expansion of LHS of (29) becomes

q−αPk(t)X(t)−f
(σ−1k) ∗X(t)f

++b+

=q−α(X(t)deg
t Pk(t)−f (σ−1k)

Y (t)p(k,t) · (
∑

ek<d≤p(k,t)

βdY (t)−d + Yk(t)
−1 + 1)) ∗X(t)f

++b+

(18)
= q−α(X(t)−ek · (

∑
ek<d≤p(k,t)

βdY (t)−d + Yk(t)
−1 + 1)) ∗X(t)f

++b+ .

(30)

We observe that q−α is the normalization q-factor for the last two
Laurent monomials in (30): by Proposition 3.2.5, we have

α =
1

2
Λ(t[−1])(− degt[−1] Iσ−1k(t[−1]), f+ + degt[−1] I(t[−1])σb

+

)

=− 1

2
Λ(t[−1])(degt[−1] Iσ−1k(t[−1]), f+ + degt[−1] I(t[−1])σb

+

)

=− 1

2
Λ(t)(degtXk(t), deg

tX(t)f
++b+)

=
1

2
Λ(t)(−ek, degtX(t)f

++b+).

Thus the last Laurent monomial has coefficient 1. The same holds for
the second last Laurent monomial because Λ(t)(degt Yk(t)

−1, f++b+) =
0. Now the (30) becomes

q−αPk(t)X(t)−f
(σ−1k) ∗X(t)f

++b+

=
∑

ek<d≤p(k,t)

qαdβdX(t)b
++f+−ekY (t)−d +X(t)b

++f+−ekY (t)−ek +X(t)b
++f+−ek

=
∑

ek<d≤p(k,t)

qαdβdX(t)b
++f+−ekY (t)−d +X(t)deg

tX′k(t) +X(t)deg
tX′k(t)Yk(t),

(31)

where αd = 1
2
Λ(t)(degt Y (t)−d, b+) ≤ 0.

Notice that the last two terms sum toX ′k(t). Similar to the discussion
in Proposition 6.5.1, we compare this Laurent expansion to the Laurent
expansion of the RHS of (29), which has non-negative coefficients by
Lemma 6.2.5.

First, Lt(degX ′k(t)) contains XdegtX′k(t) because it needs to have
the leading degree degtX ′k(t). Notice that the Laurent expansion of
Lt(degX ′k(t)) has non-negative coefficients less than those in (31), and

X(t)deg
tX′k(t)Yk(t) is the only term whose degree is dominated by degtX ′k(t).

Moreover, if the term XdegtX′k(t)Yk(t) is the contribution from some
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other basis elements Lt[−1](η) in (29), this will contradicts to the proper-
ties that pη ∈m and the bar-invariance of Lt[−1](η). Therefore, the de-

sired basis element Lt(degX ′k(t)) equals XdegtX′k(t) +XdegtX′k(t)Yk(t) =
X ′k(t). �

Example 6.5.4 (Control Laurent expansion). We continue Example
5.3.2. Take k = 4. We want to control the Laurent expansion of
Lt(degtX ′k(t)) by locating it as the last few terms of a Laurent polyno-
mial in T (t) and deduce that it is the cluster variable X ′k(t).

We have the following quantum cluster variables in T (t):

X ′4(t) =Xe2−e4(1 + Y4) = Xe1−e4+e8(Y −1
4 + 1),

P4(t) =X−e4+e5+e8(Y −e1−e4 + Y −e4 + 1).

Denote the coefficient part of the degree degt[−1] Iσ−14(t[−1]) = −e1 +

e5 + e8 by f (σ−1k) = e5 + e8. Denote b+ =
∑

1≤i≤n[bik(t)]+ei = e1,

f+ =
∑

i>n[bik(t)]+ei = e8. Then σb+ = e4.
The quantization matrix Λ(t[−1]) is given by

Λ(t[−1]) =



0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 −1 1 1
0 0 0 0 0 −1 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
−1 0 0 0 0 1 0 −1
0 1 1 0 −1 0 1 1
0 −1 −1 −1 0 −1 0 0
0 −1 0 0 1 −1 0 0


.

Assume that Lt = Lt[−1] with positive structure constants and Lt(degtX ′4(t)) =

Lt[−1](degt[−1]X ′4(t)). Compute the degree

degt[−1]X ′4(t) = e1 − e4 + e6 + e7

= eσ−14 − f (σ−1k) + f+ + degt[−1] I(t[−1])σb
+

.

Then the desired basis element Lt(degtX ′4(t)) appears in the (≺t[−1]

,m)-unitriangular expansion of the following normalized product in
T (t[−1]):

q−αX(t[−1])eσ−14−f
(σ−1k) ∗X(t[−1])f

+

I(t[−1])σb
+

= q−αPk(t)X(t[−1])−f
(σ−1k) ∗X(t)b

++f+

.

(32)
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Compute the quantization degree

α =
1

2
Λ(t[−1])(e1 − f (σ−1k), f+ + degt[−1] I(t[−1])σb

+

)

=
1

2
Λ(t[−1])(e1 − e5 − e8,−e4 + e5 + e6 + e7 + e8)

=
1

2

=
1

2
Λ(t)(−e4, e1 + e8)

=
1

2
Λ(t)(degt P4(t)Y1Y4 − f (σ−1k), f+ + b+).

Now, view the twisted product (32) in T (t), we obtain

q−αP4(t)X−f
(σ−1k) ∗Xf++b+ =q−

1
2Xe1−e4+e8Y −1

1 Y −1
4 +Xe1−e4+e8(Y −1

4 + 1)

=q−
1
2X−e5 +X ′4(t).

Recall that the expansion of the normalized product into Lt[−1] takes
the form

q−αP4(t)X(t)−f
(σ−1k) ∗X(t)f

++b+ = Lt[−1](degt[−1]X ′4(t)) +
∑

η≺t[−1]deg
t[−1]X′4(t)

pηL
t[−1](η)

= Lt(degtX ′4(t)) +
∑

η≺t[−1]deg
t[−1] X′4(t)

pηL
t[−1](η)

with non-negative coefficients pη ∈m.
By using bar-invariance of basis elements (cf. proof(iv) of Proposition

6.5.3), we deduce that the Laurent expansion Lt(degtX ′4(t)) in T (t)
consists of the lowest two terms of the Laurent expansion of the left hand
side which is given by Cluster Expansion Assumption. Consequently,
Lt(degtX ′4(t)) equals X ′k(t).

6.6. Triangular bases w.r.t. new seeds. In this subsection, we show
that if the triangular basis Lt is admissible in direction k, then it lifts to
the common triangular basis w.r.t. {t, t′}, where t′ = µkt (Proposition
6.6.3).

Most arguments in this subsection easily follow from basic properties
of unitriangular transitions, except the nontrivial part (Case ii-b) in the
proof of Proposition 6.6.3, where the unitriangularity comes from the
exchange relation of a quantum cluster variable.

The following easy lemma tells us that unitriangularity remains un-
changed even when the seeds and dominance orders change, if the lead-
ing degrees follow tropical transformations (cf. Definition 3.2.7).

Lemma 6.6.1 (Dominance order change). Let t(i), i = 1, 2, be two
seeds of a given quantum cluster algebra and L(i) bar-invariant D(t(i))-
pointed bases. Assume that L(1) and L(2) are compatible. Let Z be any
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element in A such that it has unique leading degrees in both T (t(1)) and

T (t(2)) and degt
(2)

Z = φt(2),t(1)(degt
(1)

Z).

If Z belongs to PT (t(1)) and is (≺t(1) ,m)-unitriangular to L(1), then
it belongs to PT (t(2)) and is (≺t(2) ,m)-unitriangular to L(2) as well.

Proof. Denote degt
(1)

Z = ηZ and degt
(2)

Z = g̃Z for simplicity. We have

Z = L(1)(ηZ) +
∑

η′≺
t(1)ηZ

cη′L(1)(η′), cη′ ∈m.

Because Z ∈ A, RHS is a finite sum. Since L(1) and L(2) are compatible,
we can rewrite RHS and obtain

Z = L(2)(g̃Z) +
∑

η′≺
t(1)ηZ

cη′L(2)(φt(2),t(1)(η′)), cη′ ∈m.

Notice that φt(2),t(1)η′ 6= φt(2),t(1)ηZ = g̃Z . By this equation, Z has
coefficient 1 at the degree g̃Z . Since g̃Z is the leading degree of Z by
our hypothesis, Z is pointed. Moreover, this expansion is a finite sum.
By applying Lemma 3.1.10(iii), we see it must take the form

Z = L(2)(g̃Z) +
∑

g̃′≺
t(2) g̃Z

cg̃′L(2)(g̃′), cg̃′ ∈m.

�

Lemma 6.6.2 (Weakly triangular basis w.r.t. new seed). Let t, t′ be
two seeds related by a mutation at some vertex k. Let Lt be the weakly
triangular basis with respect to t and assume it to be positive and ad-
missible in direction k. Furthermore, assume that, the injective pointed
set It

′
is (≺t,m)-unitriangular to It in the quantum torus T (t). Then

the following claims hold.

(i) The weakly triangular basis Lt′ with respect to t′ exists and is
compatible with Lt.

(ii) It is (≺t′ ,m)-unitriangular to It
′

in T (t′).

Proof. (i) Since the positive basis Lt is admissible in direction k, Lemma
6.4.2 implies that it contains the quantum cluster monomials in t′ and
t′[1].

It follows from Lemma 5.4.2 that It
′
(g̃) is pointed at degree φt,t′ g̃ in

T (t), ∀g̃ ∈ D(t′). By the hypothesis in the Proposition, it is (≺t,m)-
unitriangular to It and, consequently, to Lt. So we have a (≺t,m)-
unitriangular decomposition.

It
′
(g̃) = Lt(η) +

∑
η′≺tη

cηη′L
t(η′), η, η′ ∈ D(t), g̃ = φt′,t(η), cηη′ ∈m.

(33)

View (33) in T (t′) from now on, in which Lt consists of positive Laurent
polynomials (Lemma 6.2.5). Since It

′
(g̃) belong to A, this linear com-

bination is a finite sum. Furthermore, because Xk(t
′) and Ik(t

′) belong
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to Lt, and Lt is positive, cηη′ and the Laurent expansions of all terms
appearing are non-negative. Compare both sides: LHS has a unique
leading Laurent monomial of degree g̃ with coefficient 1. Therefore,
RHS has a unique leading Laurent monomial of degree g̃ with coef-
ficient 1, which must be the contribution from Lt(η). Consequently,
Lt(η) is pointed at g̃ in T (t′).

Thus we have a D(t′)-pointed basis Lt′ defined by Lt′(g̃) = Lt(φt,t′ g̃),
∀g̃ ∈ D(t′). The bases Lt and Lt′ are compatible. By Lemma 6.6.1, It

′

is (≺t′ ,m)-unitriangular to Lt′ . The claim follows.
(ii) It is (≺t′ ,m)-unitriangular to Lt′ by Lemma 6.6.1 (use Lemma

5.4.2). Lt′ is (≺t′ ,m)-unitriangular to It
′
by its triangularity. The claim

follows as a composition. �

Proposition 6.6.3 (Triangular basis w.r.t. new seed). Let t, t′ be two
seeds related by a mutation at some given vertex k. Let Lt be the
triangular basis with respect to t. If Lt is positive and admissible in
direction k with respect to t, then the triangular basis with respect to t′

exists and is compatible with Lt.

Proof. Our proof is based on basic properties of unitriangular transi-
tions except the nontrivial last step (Case-iib), where the triangularity
arises from the exchange relation of a mutation. We prove the following
two claims.

Claim (i) If Lt is positive and admissible in direction k, then the
weakly triangular basis Lt′ exists and is compatible with
Lt.

Claim (ii) If the weakly triangular basis Lt′ exists and is compatible
with the triangular basis Lt, then it is the triangular basis
with respect to t′.

For simplicity, we omit the notation (t) inside Xi(t), X
′
k(t) = Xk(t

′),
I ′k(t) = Ik(t

′), Yk(t), Y
′
k(t) = Yk(t

′) in the following.
Proof of claim (i):

By Definition 5.4.1, for any given g̃ ∈ D(t′), we have, in T (t′),

It
′
(g̃) = [XgfX [g

k̂
]+ ∗ (X ′k)

[gk]+ ∗ (I ′k)
[−gk]+ ∗ I [−g

k̂
]+

k ]t
′
,

where gk̂ ∈ Zn is obtained from g by imposing gk = 0. By Lemma
5.4.2, it is normalized in T (t) as well:

It
′
(g̃) = [XgfX [g

k̂
]+ ∗ (X ′k)

[gk]+ ∗ (I ′k)
[−gk]+ ∗ I [−g

k̂
]+

k ]t.

Because that the factors (X ′k)
[gk]+ or (I ′k)

[−gk]+ belong to Lt by Lemma
6.4.2, they are (≺t,m)-unitriangular to It by the triangularity of Lt.
Then Lemma 6.2.4 implies that It

′
is (≺t,m)-unitriangular to It. Then

we can apply Lemma 6.6.2 and the claim follows.
Proof of claim (ii): We want to show that [Xi(t

′) ∗ S]t
′

is (≺t′ ,m)-
unitriangular to Lt′ , for any S ∈ Lt′ , 1 ≤ i ≤ m.
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First, take any i 6= k. We have Xi(t
′) = Xi(t). Then the normalized

twisted product [Xi(t
′) ∗ S]t = [Xi(t) ∗ S]t is (≺t,m)-unitriangular to

Lt.
In T (t′), the twisted product [Xi(t) ∗ S]t has the unique maximal

degree degt
′
(Xi(t)) + degt

′
S. This maximal degree turns out to be

φt′,t deg
tXi(t) + φt′,t deg

t S = φt′,t deg
t(Xi(t) ∗ S), thanks to the sign

coherence at the k-th components (Lemma 3.2.3). Therefore, we can
apply Lemma 6.6.1 and deduce that [Xi(t

′)∗S]t is pointed and (≺t′ ,m)-
unitriangular to Lt′ in T (t′).

Then, it remains to prove that the normalized twisted product [X ′k ∗
S]t
′

is (≺t′ ,m)-unitriangular to Lt′ .
By Lemma 5.4.2, It is D(t′)-pointed in T (t′) with the expected lead-

ing degree change via tropical transformation. Since Lt and Lt′ are
compatible, it is further (≺t′ ,m)-unitriangular to Lt′ by Lemma 6.6.1.
Conversely, Lt′ is (≺t′ ,m)-unitriangular to It as well by Lemma 3.1.11.
Correspondingly, taking the ≺t′-unitriangular decomposition of S in
It and applying Lemma Triangularity Preservation Lemma (Lemma
6.2.3) in T (t′), we obtain

[X ′k ∗ S]t
′
= [X ′k ∗

∑
φt′,tη�t′degt

′
S

cηI
t(η)]t

′

=
∑

φt′,tη�t′degt
′
S

cηq
αη [X ′k ∗ It(η)]t

′
,

where cη = 1, αη = 0, if φt′,tη = degt
′
S, and cη ∈m, αη ≤ 0 otherwise.

It suffices to show that each term [X ′k ∗ It(η)]t
′

is (≺t′ ,m)-unitriangular
to Lt′ .

We can write

It(η) = [Xηf ∗X [η
k̂
]+ ∗X [ηk]+

k ∗ I [−ηk]+
k ∗ I [−η

k̂
]+ ]t

where ηk̂ is obtained from prn η by setting the k-th component ηk to 0,

ηf ∈ Z{n+1,...,m} (Definition 5.4.1). This element belongs to PT (t′) by
Lemma 5.4.2, namely:

It(η) = [Xηf ∗X [η
k̂
]+ ∗X [ηk]+

k ∗ I [−ηk]+
k ∗ I [−η

k̂
]+ ]t

′
.

(Case ii-a) If ηk ≤ 0, then [ηk]+ = 0 and I t(η) does not contain any
factor Xk. Consider the following normalized product in T (t)

[X ′k ∗ I t(η)]t = [Xηf ∗X [η
k̂
]+ ∗X ′k ∗ I

[−ηk]+
k ∗ I [−η

k̂
]+ ]t.

The leading degrees degtX ′k and degt I t(η) are sign coherent at the k-
th components. The compatibility of degree change follows by Lemma
3.2.3:

degt
′
(X ′k ∗ I t(η)) = φt′,t deg

t(X ′k ∗ I t(η)).
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In addition, X ′k ∈ Lt′ = Lt is (≺t,m)-unitriangular to It and, by Sub-
stitution Lemma (Lemma 6.2.4), [X ′k ∗ I t(η)]t is (≺t,m)-unitriangular
to It. Therefore, we can change the seed from t to t′ by applying Lemma
6.6.1 and obtain that [X ′k ∗I t(η)]t = [X ′k ∗I t(η)]t

′
and that [X ′k ∗I t(η)]t

′

is (≺t′ ,m)-unitriangular to Lt′ .
(Case ii-b) This last case is nontrivial. If ηk > 0, we have the follow-

ing normalized product in T (t′)

[X ′k ∗ I t(η)]t
′
=[XηfX [η

k̂
]+ ∗X ′k ∗X

ηk
k ∗ I

[−η
k̂
]+ ]t

′

=[XηfX [η
k̂
]+ ∗ (X ′k ∗Xk) ∗Xηk−1

k ∗ I [−η
k̂
]+ ]t

′
.

(34)

Our crucial ingredient is the following exchange relation of the mu-
tation at vertex k in the quantum torus T (t′):

[X ′k ∗Xk]
t′ =X b̃+ + q−

dk
2 X b̃−

=X b̃+ + q−
dk
2 X b̃+Y ′k ,

where b̃+ =
∑

i[bik(t)]+ei, b̃
− =

∑
j[−bjk(t)]+ej, Y ′k = Yk(t

′) = Yk(t)
−1.

Notice that the leading term of the pointed element [X ′k ∗ Xk]
t′ in

T (t′) is X b̃+ and we have degt
′
Xk = b̃+ − ek.

By the definition of normalization, (34) becomes

[X ′k ∗ I t(η)]t
′
=[XηfX [η

k̂
]+ ∗ (X b̃+ + q−

dk
2 X b̃+Y ′k) ∗X

ηk−1
k ∗ I [−η

k̂
]+ ]t

′

=[XηfX [η
k̂
]+X b̃+Xηk−1

k ∗ I [−η
k̂
]+ ]t

′

+ q−
dk
2 qαk [XηfX [η

k̂
]+X b̃+Y ′kX

ηk−1
k ∗ I [−η

k̂
]+ ]t

′

def
=A+ q−

dk
2 qαkB,

where αk is given by

αk =
1

2
Λ(t′)([ηk̂]+, deg

t′ Y ′k) +
1

2
Λ(t′)(degt

′
Y ′k , (ηk − 1) degt

′
Xk)

+
1

2
Λ(t′)(degt

′
Y ′k , deg

t′ I [−η
k̂
]+).

Since (B(t′),Λ(t′)) is a compatible pair, one has Λ(t′)(ei, deg
t′ Y ′k) =

−δikdk, ∀1 ≤ i ≤ m. It follows that

αk =0 +
1

2
Λ(t′)(degt

′
Y ′k , (ηk − 1)(̃b+ − ek)) + 0

=− (ηk − 1)
dk
2
≤ 0.

It remains to show that A, B are (≺t′ ,m)-unitriangular to Lt′ . In T (t),
the leading degrees of the factors in both terms A, B are sign coherent
at the vertex k-th components respectively. Thus Lemma 3.2.3 implies:

degt
′
A = φt′,t deg

tA, degt
′
B = φt′,t deg

tB.
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Because [A]t and [B]t belong to It, they are (≺t,m)-unitriangular
to Lt. By Dominance Order Change Lemma (Lemma 6.6.1), we have
[A]t = A, [B]t = B and they are (≺t′ ,m)-unitriangular to Lt′ . �

6.7. Proofs of theorems. As a consequence of previous subsections,
we can now prove theorems about the existence of the common trian-
gular basis.

Proof of Theorem 6.1.5. For any injective reachable chain (t′[d])d∈Z, if
the common triangular basis w.r.t. {t′[d]} exists, Proposition 6.5.3 im-
plies that, for any k ∈ [1, n], d ∈ Z, it is admissible in direction σdk
w.r.t. the seed t′[d]. Then, Proposition 6.6.3 implies that the common
triangular basis w.r.t. to {(µkt′)[d]|d ∈ Z} exists and is compatible with
the previous common triangular basis w.r.t. {t′[d]}.

We repeatedly apply the above arguments along any mutation se-
quence starting from the initial injective reachable chain (t[d]). The
claim follows. �

Proposition 6.7.1. Let t be any chosen seed and (t[d])d∈Z an injective-
reachable chain.

(i) If the triangular basis Lt w.r.t. a seed t exists, then the triangular
basis Lt[d] w.r.t. the seed t[d] exists, for any d ∈ Z.

(ii) If Lt is further positive, then so does Lt[d].
(iii) Let←−µ be any mutation sequence and k any integer in [1, n]. If the

quantum cluster variable Xk(
←−µ t) belongs to Lt, then the quantum

cluster variable Xσdk(σ
dµ(t[d])) belongs to Lt[d].

Proof. Notice that any seed t[d], d ∈ Z, is similar to t[0] = t via an
permutation σd of the unfrozen vertices [1, n] (Section 5.2). The claims
follow from Lemma 6.3.4. �

The following theorem is a possible reduction of the existence theo-
rem 6.1.5, which reduces.

Proof of Theorem 6.1.6. By Proposition 6.7.1, the existence of Lt im-
plies the existence of the triangular basis Lt[d], d ∈ Z, which is also
positive. We want to show that these bases are compatible.

Denote the mutation sequence from t to t[−1] by (read from right to
left)

σ(Σ−1) = µis · · ·µi2µi1 , s ∈ N.
Then the mutation sequence from t to t[1] is Σ = µσi1µσi2 · · ·µσis . For
any seed t′ = µiu · · ·µi2µi1t, 1 ≤ u ≤ s, obtained along the mutation
sequence from t to t[−1], Lemma 5.1.5 implies:

t′[1] = µσiu · · ·µσi1t[1] = µσiu+1 · · ·µσist.

So, when u < s, we have Iiu+1(t′) = Xσiu+1(t′[1]). Thus the quantum
cluster variables Xiu+1(t′), Iiu+1(t′) are contained in Lt by hypothesis.
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In other words, Lt is admissible in direction iu+1 w.r.t. the seed t′ when
u < s.

Repeatedly using Proposition 6.6.3 along the mutation sequence from
t to t[−1], we obtain that the triangular bases Lt′ w.r.t. the seeds t′

obtained along the mutation sequence exist and are compatible with
Lt. In particular, Lt[−1] and Lt are compatible. By using Proposition
6.7.1(iii), we deduce the similar result for Lt[d], d ∈ Z.

Finally, the claim follows from Theorem 6.1.5. �

Proof of Theorem 6.1.7. By Lemma 6.3.4, the triangular basis Lt′ ex-
ists and, in addition, it contains the quantum cluster variables obtained
along the mutation sequences from t to t[1] and t[−1] respectively. The
claim follows from Theorem 6.1.6. �

7. Graded quiver varieties and minuscule modules

In the following, we fix a symmetric generalized Cartan matrix C. In
this section, we review graded quiver quivers, working in a framework
slightly generalized than that of [Nak03]. Following the arguments of
[Nak03], we compute the characters of some simple modules (Proposi-
tion 7.4.3(i)(ii)). Such calculation would be useful in Section 8.4 and
the proof of Theorem 9.4.1.

Thanks to this generalized framework, we use graded quiver varieties
to give a universal treatment of simply laced Cartan type, including
the ADE type extensively studied in previous literature. Readers unfa-
miliar with graded quiver varieties, quantum affine algebras, or only in-
terested in type ADE might admit the construction in [Nak03][Nak04]
and skip this section, whose main result will only be used in the proof
of Proposition 9.2.4.

7.1. A review of graded quiver varieties. We start with a review
of the graded quiver varieties used in [KQ14][Qin14], whose construc-
tion follows from that of [Nak01][Nak04]. We choose its grading as in
[Qin14][KQ14].

Graded quiver varieties. Given any generalized I×I symmetric Cartan
matrix C = (Cij), we associate a diagram Γ with it such that the set of
vertices is I and Γ has −Cij edges between any two different vertices
i and j. Define r = |I|. We then choose an orientation Ω and get a
quiver (Γ,Ω). For any arrow h in Ω, we denote its opposite arrow by
h. Let Ω denote the set of arrows opposite to the arrows in Ω. Define
the H to be the union of Ω and Ω.

Let us choose an acyclic orientation Ω, i.e. (Γ,Ω) is acyclic. We
follow the torus grading in [Qin14, Section 4.3][KQ14]. Choose a map
ξ from I to {1, 2, . . . , r}, whose images are denoted by ξi for i ∈ I, such
that ξi > ξj whenever there exists a nontrivial path from i to j in the
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acyclic quiver (Γ,Ω). Define εij ∈ {±1} to be the sign of ξi − ξj and

ξij =
ξi − ξj
r

.(35)

It follows that εs(h)t(h) = 1 if h ∈ Ω and εs(h)t(h) = −1 if h ∈ Ω.

Example 7.1.1. Consider the acyclic quiver (Γ,Ω) in Figure 5. We
have ε21 = ε23 = ε34 = ε45 = 1, ε12 = ε32 = ε43 = ε54 = −1.

1

2

3

4

5

Figure 5. An acyclic quiver (Γ,Ω) of Cartan type A5

Define the set of vertices

W = I × 2Z
V = I × (1 + 2Z).

The q-analog of Cartan matrix Cq is defined to be the linear map from
ZI×Z to ZI×Z, such that for any η = (ηi,b), we have

(Cqη)i,a = ηi,a−1 + ηi,a+1 +
∑
j 6=i

Cijηj,a+εij .(36)

For any finitely supported v ∈ NV, w ∈ NW, we say the pair (v, w) is
l-dominant if w − Cqv ≥ 0.

For any finite supported w, define C−1
q w to be the unique vector

such that (C−1
q w)i,b = 0 when b � 0 and Cq(C

−1
q w) = w. We refer

the reader to Remark 7.3.1 for comparing our notations, including Cq,
with those of [HL15].

Example 7.1.2. Consider the acyclic quiver (Γ,Ω) in Figure 6. Then
we can only choose ξ1 = 3, ξ2 = 2, ξ3 = 1. We have ε12 = ε23 = ε13 = 1,
ε21 = ε32 = ε31 = −1, and the following equation

(Cqη)2,a = η2,a−1 + η2,a+1 − η1,a−1 − η3,a+1.

The component η2,a+1 contributes to the components of degree (2, a),
(2, a+ 2), (1, a+ 1 + ε21), (3, a+ 1 + ε23) via the map Cq.
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1

2
3

Figure 6. An acyclic quiver (Γ,Ω) of Cartan type A
(1)
2

For any d ∈ Z, define the shift operator [d] to be the linear map from
ZI×Z to ZI×Z such that, for any η ∈ ZI×Z, we have

(η[d])i,a = ηi,a+d.

Take any finitely supported dimension vector v, v′, in NV and w
in NW. Denote the associated graded C-vector spaces by V = ⊕Vi,b,
V ′ = ⊕V ′i,b and W = ⊕Wi,a respectively. Consider the following vector
spaces

L(w, v) =⊕(i,a)∈W Hom(Wi,a, Vi,a−1),

L(v, w) =⊕(i,b)∈V Hom(Vi,b,Wi,b−1),

E(Ω; v, v′) =(⊕h∈H,b∈1+2Z Hom(Vs(h),b, V
′
t(h),b−1+εs(h)t(h)

))

=(⊕h∈Ω,b∈1+2Z Hom(Vs(h),b, V
′
t(h),b))

⊕ (⊕h∈Ω,b∈1+2Z Hom(Vs(h),b, V
′
t(h),b−2

)).

Define the vector space Rep(Ω; v, w) = E(Ω; v, v) ⊕ L(w, v) ⊕ L(v, w),
whose coordinates will be denoted by

(B, ı, ) =((Bh)h∈H , ı, )

=((Bh)h∈Ω, (Bh)h∈Ω, (ıi), (i))

=((⊕bBh,b)h, (⊕bBh,b)h, (⊕aıi,a), (⊕bi,b)).

Notice that Rep(Ω; v, w) can be naturally viewed as the vector space
of (v, w)-dimensional representations of a quiver with vertices V tW.

We denote this quiver by Γ̃Ω can call it the framed repetition quiver
associated with the acyclic orientation Ω.

Different acyclic orientations produce isomorphic framed repetition

quivers. Choose and fix such a quiver Γ̃Ω from now on.
The analog of the moment map µ is the linear map from Rep(Ω; v, w)

to L(v, v[−1]) given by

µ(B, ı, ) =⊕(i,b)∈V µ(B, ı, )i,b

=⊕(i,b)∈V (
∑

h∈Ω,t(h)=i

bh,b−2bh,b −
∑

h∈Ω,s(h)=i

bh,bbh,b + ıi,b−1i,b).

Example 7.1.3. Let the acyclic quiver (Γ,Ω) be given by Figure 5.

Part of the framed repetition quiver Γ̃Ω is shown in Figure 7
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1,a+6

2,a+6

3,a+6

4,a+6

5,a+6

1,a+4

2,a+4

3,a+4

4,a+4

1,a+5

2,a+5

3,a+5

4,a+5

5,a+5

1,a+2

2,a+2

3,a+2

1,a+3

2,a+3

3,a+3

2,a 2,a+1

ı

Figure 7. Part of the framed repetition quiver Γ̃Ω

The variety µ−1(0) has the natural action by the reductive algebraic
group Gv =

∏
(i,b)∈VGL(Vi,b) such that, for any given g = (gi,b), the

action is given by

g(ı) = gı,

g() = g−1,

g(bh) = gt(h)bhg
−1
s(h), ∀h ∈ H.

Define the character χv of Gv by χv(g) =
∏

i,b(det gi,b)
−1. Fix this

character from now on.
Define M•(v, w) to be the geometric invariant quotient of the Gv-

variety µ−1(0) associated with χv in the sense of Mumford, cf. [MFK94].
Denote the categorical quotient by M0

•(v, w) and the natural projec-
tive morphism from M•(v, w) to M0

•(v, w) by π. Denote the fiber
π−1(0) by L•(v, w). The varieties M•(v, w), M0

•(v, w) and L•(v, w)
are called graded quiver varieties.

For any v′ < v, there is a natural embedding of M0
•(v′, w) into

M0
•(v, w). Moreover, by our construction, M0

•(v, w) stabilizes when
v is large enough. Denote the union ∪vM0

•(v, w) by M0
•(w).

Grothendieck ring and characters. We have intersection cohomology
sheaves IC(v, w), where w−Cqv ≥ 0, for closed subvarietiesM0

•(v, w)
of M0

•(w). Define the operation of Z[t±] on the Grothendieck ring of
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the derived category of constructible sheaves over C-vectors spaces on
M0

•(w) such that t acts as the shift functor. Let Kw denote the free
abelian group generated by the classes of the sheaves IC(v, w) over
Z[t±] inside the Grothendieck group.

Let Rw = HomZ[t±](Kw,Z[t±]) denote the dual of Kw. Define Rt to
be the subspace of

∏
w Rw which consists of the basis {S(w)}, such

that the value of S(w) on IC(v, w′) is δw,w′−Cqv. Inspired by [Nak01],
we call S(w) the simple modules.

Define the quantum torus Y to be the Laurent polynomial ring Z[t±][Y ±i,a](i,a)∈W
equipped with the twisted product ∗ defined by2

Y w1 ∗ Y w2

=t−E(m1,m2)Y w1+w2

,

E(m1,m2) =− w1[1] · C−1
q w2 + w2[1] · C−1

q w1,
(37)

for any w1, w2 ∈ NW,cf. [KQ14][Qin14, (40)].
As before, we let [ ] denote the normalization by t-factors in Y:

[tsY w]
def
= Y w, ∀w ∈ NW, s ∈ Z.(38)

There exists a natural multiplication on Rt, which is derived from
the geometric restriction functor and the Euler twist E( , ), cf. [Nak11].
LetRt denote the Grothendieck ring equipped with this multiplication.
Furthermore, the structure constants of its natural basis {S(w)} are
given by

S(w1)⊗ S(w2) =
∑

v≥0,w1+w2−Cqv≥0

av(t)S(w1 + w2 − Cqv),

such that av(t) ∈ N[t±], a0 = 1. Let Rt=1 denote the specialization of
Rt by taking t = 1.

Let χq,t denote the t-analog of the q-characters (q, t-character for
short)

χq,t : Rt → Y = Z[Y ±i,a](i,a)∈I×Z.(39)

χq,t is an injective ring homomorphism with respect to the twisted
product ∗, cf. [Nak04][VV03][Her04]. We refer the reader to [Qin14]
for its precise definition in our convention. In particular, define the
Laurent monomial introduced by [FR99]

Ai,b = Yi,b−1Yi,b+1

∏
j 6=i

Y
Cij
j,b+εij

.

Then the character of any S(w) is a formal series

χq,tS(w) = Y w(1 +
∑
v 6=0

bv(t)A
−v),

2Our quantum torus is the same as the quantum torus in [Nak11, (3.21)]: identify
our form −E and operator [1] with the form ε and the operator q in [Nak11]. It
differ from that of [Nak03] by taking t to t−1, cf. Remark 7.3.1.
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such that bv(t) ∈ N[t±]. Any monomial Y wAv is said to be l-dominant
if the pair (v, w) is. We say the leading term of χq,tS(w) is Y w. The
simple module S(w) is called minuscule if Y w is the only one l-dominant
monomial appearing in its character.

Truncated characters. We consider truncated q, t-characters which were
first introduced in [HL10].

Take a multi-degree c = (ci)i∈I ∈ (2Z)I . When ci takes a constant
value c ∈ 2Z for any i ∈ I, we simply denote c = c. We say c is
Ω′-adaptable (or adaptable for short), if the full subquiver of the fixed

framed repetition quiver Γ̃Ω on the vertices (i, ci − 1), i ∈ I, is the
acyclic quiver (Γ,Ω′). We shall always assume c to be adaptable for
some Ω′ from now on.

Define the truncated character χq,t≤c to be χq,t composed by the

projection from Y to its the quotient ring Y≤c = Z[t±][Y ±i,a](i,a)∈I×Z,a≤ci .

7.2. A review of Kirillov-Reshetikhin modules. In this section,
we review Kirillov-Reshetikhin modules in the language of graded quiver
varieties, where we use the arguments of [Nak03] in our setting.

For any i ∈ I, k ∈ N, a ∈ 2Z, define the dimension vector

w
(i)
k,a = ei,a + ei,a+2 + . . .+ ei,a+2(k−1).(40)

Inspired by [Nak03], we call the simple modules S(w
(i)
k,a) the Kirillov-

Reshetikhin modules and denote it by W
(i)
k,a. They were introduced in

[KR90] for quantum affine algebras.

Remark 7.2.1. When taking the quiver (Γ,Ω) to be bipartite and
choosing any j ∈ I, we can identify our graded framed quiver with
the corresponding quiver in [Nak03] by identifying our vertex (i, s− εij)
with the vertex (i, s) in [Nak03]. We can then translate the results of
[Nak03] to Section 7.2.

Let us proceed with some important techniques in calculating the
characters of Kirillov-Reshetikhin modules, following [Nak03]. For any
Laurent monomial m 6= 1 in Y and j ∈ I, define

rj(m) = max
{
s ∈ Q|m contains the factor Yi,s+ξji for some i ∈ I

}
.

Here we use ξji (defined in (35)) to distinguish the grading of the ver-
tices in (Γ,Ω). It follows that rj(m)+ξji = ri(m), for any i, j, and that
the non-positive criterion in the following definition is independent of
the choice of j.

Definition 7.2.2 (right negative [FM01]). The monomial m is said
to be right negative if there exists some j ∈ I such that the factors
Yi,rj(m)+ξji has non-positive powers for any i ∈ I.
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Example 7.2.3. Let us take the quiver (Γ,Ω) in Figure 6. Then the

monomial Y w
(2)
k,0 = Y2,0Y2,2 · · ·Y2,2k−2 is l-dominant with r2(Y w

(2)
k,0) =

2k − 2, r1(Y w
(2)
k,0) = 2k − 2− 1

3
, r3(Y w2

k,0) = 2k − 2 + 1
3
.

For any 1 ≤ s ≤ k, the monomial ms = Y w
(2)
k,0A−1

2,2k−2s+1 · · ·A
−1
2,2k−3A

−2
2,2k−1

is right negative with r2(ms) = 2k.

Notice that the l-dominant monomials are not right negative. The
product of two right negative monomials is still right negative.

In [Nak03], Nakajima computed truncated q, t-characters of Kirillov-
Reshetikhin modules by studying right negative monomials and using
combinatorial properties of q, t-characters defined over graded quiver
varieties. His arguments remain effective for our graded quiver varieties
and imply the following results.

Theorem 7.2.4 ([Nak03]). (i) All monomials in χq,tW
(i)
k,a are right

negative except its leading term Y w
(i)
k,a.

(ii) Let m be a right negative monomial appearing in the truncated

q, t-character χq,t≤2kW
(i)
k,a, then we have

m =
k−1∏
t=0

Yi,a+2t

k∏
t=s+1

A−1
i,a+2t−1

=
s−1∏
t=0

Yi,a+2t

k∏
t=s+1

(Y −1
i,a+2t

∏
j 6=i

Y
−Cij
j,a+2t−1+εij

)

=Yi,a · · ·Yi,a+2(s−1)Y
−1
i,a+2(s+1) · · ·Y

−1
i,a+2k

∏
j 6=i

(Yj,a+2s+1+εij · · ·Yj,a+2k−1+ξij)
−Cij ,

(41)

where 0 ≤ s ≤ k − 1.
(iii) We have the following equality in the quantum torus Y;

[χq,tW
(i)
1,a+2k ∗ χq,tW

(i)
k,a] = χq,tW

(i)
k+1,a + t−1χq,tS(w

(i)
k−1,a −

∑
j 6=i

Cijw
(j)
1,a+2k−1+εij

).

(42)

Recall that [ ] denote the normalization (cf. (38)).

Notice that m becomes the leading term Y w
(i)
k,a of χq,tW

(i)
k,a if we take

s = k. The following Lemma was used in the proof of Theorem 7.2.4.

Lemma 7.2.5 ([Nak03]). Take two monomials m and m′ from χq,tW
(i)
k,a

and χq,tW
(i)
1,a+2k respectively. If the product mm′ is not right negative,

then the following claims are true.
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(i) The monomials take the form

m′ =Yi,a+2k(43)

m =Yi,a · · ·Yi,a+2k−2 ·
k∏

t=s+1

(A−1
i,a+2t−1), 0 ≤ s ≤ k.(44)

(ii) The coefficient of the monomial mm′ in [χq,tW
(i)
1,a+2k ∗ χq,tW

(i)
k,a]

is 1 if s = k and t−1 otherwise.

As a consequence of the properties of Kirillov-Reshetikhin modules
in Theorem 7.2.4, we deduce the following T -systems (such formula
appear as [HL15, Proposition 5.6] after the bar involution).

Theorem 7.2.6 ([Nak03]). The following equation holds in the quan-
tum torus Y:

[χq,tW
(i)
k,a+2 ∗ χq,tW

(i)
k,a] = [χq,tW

(i)
k−1,a+2 ∗ χq,tW

(i)
k+1,a] + t−1[

∏
j 6=i

(χq,tW
(j)
k,a+1+εij

)−Cij ].

(45)

Moreover, W
(i)
k−1,a+2⊗W

(i)
k+1,a agrees with the simple module S(w

(i)
k+1,a +

w
(i)
k−1,a+2) up to t-power in Rt.

7.3. A different deformation. In order to compare Grothendieck
rings with quantum groups, we will need a different t-deformation (in-
troduced in [Her04] as an algebraic approach to q, t-characters) and
work with the corresponding extended Grothendieck ring R = Rt ⊗
Z[t±

1
2 ] as in [HL15]. To be more precise, as in [KQ14, Section 6.1], we

define the quantum torus YH
t

1
2

as the Laurent polynomial ring Z[t±
1
2 ][Y ±i,a](i,a)∈W

equipped with the twisted product ∗ defined by

Y w1 ∗ Y w2

=t
1
2
N (m1,m2)Y w1+w2

,

N (m1,m2) =w1[1] · C−1
q w2 − w2[1] · C−1

q w1

− w1[−1] · C−1
q w2 + w2[−1] · C−1

q w1,

(46)

for any w1, w2 ∈ NW,cf. [KQ14, Section 6]. Replacing the Euler form
−E( , ) in the construction of the twisted multiplication in R

t
1
2

=

Rt ⊗ Z[t±
1
2 ] by 1

2
N ( , ), we obtain the extended Grothendieck ring

RH

t
1
2
, which will be simply denoted by R. Denote the corresponding

q, t-character from R to YH
t

1
2

by χq,t
H .

Remark 7.3.1. The construction of N ( , ) in (46) as a variant of
E( , ) is inspired by [HL15, (6)].

In [HL15], the q-analog of Cartan matrix is defined to be

CHL
q (z) = (z + z−1)I − A =

∑
m∈Z

CHL
q (m)zm,
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where A = C − 2I is the adjacent matrix and z an indeterminate. Its
inverse is denoted by

C̃(z) =
∑
k≥0

(z + z−1)−k−1Ak =
∑
m≥1

C̃(m)Zm.

Fix any chosen j ∈ I. If we identify our vertices (i, b − εij), ∀i ∈
I, b ∈ Z with the vertices (i, b) in [HL15], then our Cq and C−1

q agree
with theirs:

(CHL
q )ij(b− a) = Cqej,a · ei,b−εij = (Cqej,a)i,b−εij =

 1 if i = j, b = a
Cij if i 6= j, b = a
0 else

C̃ij(b− a) = C−1
q ej,a · ei,b−εij .

For example, the expression

C̃21(z) = z2 − z8 + z12 − z18 + · · ·

in [HL15, Example 2.2] corresponds to our expression

(C−1
q e1,a)2,Z = e2,a+2−ε21 − e2,a+8−ε21 + e2,a+12−ε21 − e2,a+18−ε21 + · · · .

Consequently, we have the following translations of bilinear forms:

N (ei,p−εij , ej,s) = C̃ij(p− 1− s)− C̃ji(s− 1− p)− C̃ij(p+ 1− s) + C̃ji(s+ 1− p),

2E(ei,p−εij , ej,s) = −2C̃ij(p− 1− s) + 2C̃ji(s− 1− p),

which are the same as the bilinear forms in [HL15, (6)(10)] because the

matrix C̃ is symmetric.

Lemma 7.3.2. For any c ∈ 2N, d, d′ ∈ N, and i ∈ I, we have

−E(Yi,c−2d · · ·Yi,c−2Yi,c, A
−1
j,c−1−2d′) =

{
−1 if i = j, d′ = d
0 else

N (Yi,c−2d · · ·Yi,c−2Yi,c, A
−1
j,c−1−2d′) =

{
−2 if i = j, d′ = d
0 else

.

Proof. With the help of [Qin14, Lemma 4.3], for any (i, a) ∈ W and
(j, b) ∈ V, we make the following computation.

−E(ei,a,−Cqej,b) = −ei,a[1] · C−1
q Cqej,b + Cqej,b[1] · C−1

q ei,a

= −ei,a[1] · ej,b + ej,b[1] · CqC−1
q ei,a

= −ei,a−1 · ej,b + ej,b−1 · ei,a

=

 1 i = j, b = a+ 1
−1 i = j, b = a− 1
0 else

(47)
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N (ei,a,−Cqej,b) = −E(ei,a,−Cqej,b)
− ei,a[−1] · C−1

q (−Cqej,b) + (−Cqej,b)[−1] · C−1
q ei,a

= −E(ei,a,−Cqej,b) + ei,a+1 · ej,b − ej,b+1 · ei,a

=

 2 i = j, b = a+ 1
−2 i = j, b = a− 1
0 else

(48)

The desired claim follows. �

7.4. Computation of characters. We compute q, t-characters of some
simple modules, which will be useful in the proof of Theorem 9.4.1.

Recall that the character χq,t is a ring homomorphism from the
Grothendieck ring Rt to the quantum torus Y = Z[Y ±i,a](i,a)∈I×Z, such
that the character of a simple S(w) takes the form

χq,tS(w) = Y w(1 +
∑
v 6=0

bv(t)A
−v), bv(t) ∈ N[t±].

In Section 7.2, we have seen that the character of the Kirillov-Reshetikhin

modules W
(i)
k,a, k ∈ N, i ∈ I, a ∈ Z, are given by

χq,tW
(i)
k,a = Yi,aYi,a+2 · · ·Yi,a+2k−2(1 + A−1

i,a+2k−1 + A−1
i,a+2k−3A

−1
i,a+2k−1

+ · · ·+ A−1
i,a+1A

−1
i,a+2k−3A

−1
i,a+2k−1),

where the leading term is l-dominant (namely, the multiplicities of all
factors Yj,b are non-negative), and the others are right negative in the
sense of Definition 7.2.2 (namely, there exists a factor Yj,b with highest
b and negative multiplicity) .

Recall that we have calculated the Euler form E in Lemma 7.3.2.
Inspired by Lemma 7.2.5, we consider the following product. Results
of this type was found in [FH14].

Lemma 7.4.1. Fix integers h, k ∈ N such that k ≥ 2, k > h ≥ 1. Take

monomials m and m′ from χq,tW
(i)
k,a and χq,tW

(i)
h,a+2(k−h+1) respectively.

If the product mm′ is not right negative, then the following claims are
true.

(i) The monomials take the form

m′ =Yi,a+2(k−h+1) · · ·Yi,a+2k(49)

m =Yi,a · · ·Yi,a+2(k−1) ·
k∏

t=s+1

(A−1
i,a+2t−1), 0 ≤ s ≤ k.(50)

In particular, mm′ is l-dominant if and only if (k − h) ≤ s ≤ k

(ii) The coefficient of mm′ in [χq,tW
(i)
h,a+2(k−h+1) ∗ χq,tW

(i)
k,a] is 1 if

(k − h) < s ≤ k and t−1 if 0 ≤ s ≤ (k − h).
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Notice that, when s = k, m is the leading term in χq,tW
(i)
k,a.

Example 7.4.2. We consider the vectors w ∈ NW with support on
Figure 8.

Take k = 3, h = 2, i = 2. Consider the following dimension vectors

w
(2)
k,a =e2,a + e2,a+2 + e2,a+4,

w
(2)
h,a+2(k−h+1) =e2,a+4 + e2,a+6,

w
(2)
k+1,a =e2,a + e2,a+2 + e2,a+4 + e2,a+6,

w
(2)
k−h,a+2(k−h+1) =e2,a+4,

w
(1)
h,a+2(k−h)+1+ε21

=e1,a+4 + e1,a+6,

w
(3)
h,a+2(k−h)+1+ε23

=e3,a+4 + e3,a+6.

We compute the truncated q, t-characters of the Kirillov-Reshetikhin
modules

χq,t≤a+6W
(2)
k,a =Y2,aY2,a+2Y2,a+4(1 + A−1

2,a+5 + A−1
2,a+3A

−1
2,a+5 + A−1

2,a+1A
−1
2,a+3A

−1
2,a+5),

χq,t≤a+6W
(2)
h,a+2(k−h+1) =Y2,a+4Y2,a+6,

χq,t≤a+6W
(2)
k+1,a =Y2,aY2,a+2Y2,a+4Y2,a+6,

χq,t≤a+6W
(2)
k−h,a+2(k−h+1) =Y2,a+4(1 + A−1

2,a+5).

For simplicity, specialize t to 1. It is easy to compute the following
difference

χq,t≤a+6W
(2)
k,a ∗ χq,t≤a+6W

(2)
h,a+2(k−h+1)−χq,t≤a+6W

(2)
k+1,a ∗ χq,t≤a+6W

(2)
k−h,a+2(k−h+1)

= Y2,aY1,a+4Y1,a+6Y3,a+4Y3,a+6(1 + A−1
2,a+1).

We observe that the difference has only one l-dominant monomial. In
fact, we will show it is the truncated character of the minuscule module

W
(2)
k−h,h,a in Proposition 7.4.3.

2,a+6

3,a+6

4,a+6

5,a+6

1,a+6

2,a+4

3,a+4

4,a+4

1,a+4

2,a+2

3,a+2

1,a+2

2,a

Figure 8. A subset of W.
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For 0 ≤ h ≤ k, we define:

w
(i)
k−h,h,a = w

(i)
k−h,a −

∑
j 6=i

Cijw
(j)
h,a+2(k−h)+1+εij

W
(i)
k−h,h,a = S(w

(i)
k−h,h,a).

(51)

Then W
(i)
k,0,a = W

(i)
k,a.

Similar to Theorem 7.2.4, by using Lemma 7.4.1, we have the follow-

ing consequences on the modules W
(i)
k−h,h,a. The claim (iv) follows from

an analogous proof of [Nak03, Lemma 4.1] or from Proposition 9.1.5.

Proposition 7.4.3. (i) All monomials in χq,tW
(i)
k−h,h,a are right nega-

tive except its leading term Y w
(i)
k−h,h,a.

(ii) Let m be a right negative monomial appearing in the truncated

q, t-character χq,t≤2kW
(i)
k−h,h,a, then we have

m =Y w
(i)
k−h,h,a

k−h∏
t=s+1

A−1
i,a+2t−1(52)

where 0 ≤ s < k − h.
(iii) We have the following equality in the quantum torus Y;

[χq,tW
(i)
h,a+2(k−h+1) ∗ χq,tW

(i)
k,a]

= [χq,tW
(i)
k−h,a+2(k−h+1) ∗ χq,tW

(i)
k+1,a] + t−1χq,tW

(i)
k−h,h,a,

(53)

where [ ] denote the normalization by t-factors.
(iv) In the Grothendieck ring Rt (Section 7.1), we have

W
(i)
k−h,a+2(k−h+1) ⊗W

(i)
k+1,a = tαS(w

(i)
k+1,a + w

(i)
k−h,a+2(k−h+1)).

for some α ∈ Z,

8. Facts and conjectures about monoidal
categorifications

8.1. Monoidal categorification.

Definitions. Let A†Z be any given commutative cluster algebra. Recall
that a tensor category (U ,⊗) is a category U equipped with, up to a
natural isomorphisms, an associative bifunctor ⊗ and its left and right
identity S(0). A simple object S is called real if S⊗S remains simple,
and prime if it has a nontrivial factorization S ' V1 ⊗ V2, for some
V1, V2 ∈ U . We give the following definition following [HL10].

Definition 8.1.1. We say that A†Z admits a monoidal categorification
if there exists an abelian tensor category (U ,⊗), such that

(i) there exists a ring isomorphism κ from the commutative cluster

algebra A†Z to the Grothendieck ring K0(U) of U ;
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(ii) κ sends all cluster variables (resp. all cluster monomials) to
classes of prime real simple objects (resp. classes of real simple
objects).

We shall also denote K0(U) by Rt=1.
By abuse of notation, we denote an object and its class in the

Grothendieck ring K0(U) by the same symbol. Denote the multipli-
cation in the Grothendieck ring K0(U) by ⊗.

We consider two types of monoidal categories U possessing a graded
Grothendieck ring Rt. The reader can refer to [KKKO14] and [VV03]
for examples respectively.

Type(A) The abelian monoidal category (U ,⊗) is graded and equipped
with a grading shift functor [1], cf. [KKKO14, (5.4)], such
that:
• K0(U) = ⊕wZ[t±]S(w), where S(w) are some simple ob-

jects and w some parameters, t±S(w) = S(w)[±1],

• K0(U) has a bar involution ( ) : tS(w) 7→ t−1S(w),
• the tensor product in U becomes a t-twisted product ∗

in K0(U) satisfying, ∀w1, w2,

S(w1) ∗ S(w2) =
∑
w3

aw
3

w1,w2S(w3), aw
3

w1,w2 ∈ N[t±].(54)

We define Rt to be K0(U).
Type(B) The abelian monoidal category (U ,⊗) is ungraded. Consider

the free Z[t±]-module Rt = Z[t±] ⊗K0(U). Assume that we
can equip it with a t-deformation ∗ of the tensor product of
U satisfying (54), and a bar involution such that tS(w) =
t−1S(w), where {S(w)} is the set of the simple objects.

The bar-invariant Z[t±]-basis {S(w)} is called the simple basis. It is
positive by (54).

Fix an integer d ≥ 1. Let R denote the natural extension Rt ⊗Z[t±]

Z[t±
1
d ]. By the convention of this article, we will take d = 2.

Definition 8.1.2. Let U be a monoidal category of type (A)(B). We
say that it provides a monoidal categorification of a quantum cluster
algebra A† if

(i) there exists a ring isomorphism κ from A† to the graded Grothendieck

ring R of U such that κ(q
1
2 ) = t

1
d and it commutes with the bar-

involutions;
(ii) κ sends all quantum cluster variables (resp. all quantum cluster

monomials) to classes of prime real simple objects (resp. classes
of real simple objects).

Notice that if we assume U to be a graded monoidal category con-
sidered above (Type(A)), then our Definition 8.1.2 corresponds to the
Grothendieck group level of the monoidal categorification in the sense
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of [KKKO14, Definition 5.8], but we don’t consider R-matrices and
short exact sequences in the category.

Standard basis and properties. In this article, we shall work with the
case that the set of parameters w is ⊕lk=1Nβk, whose basis vector βk
is called the k-th root vectors. The object S(βk) is called the k-th
fundamental object.

Endow Nl with the natural lexicographical order ≺w such that for
any w = (wk), w

′ = (w′k), w ≺w w′ if and only if there exists some
1 ≤ p ≤ l, such that wk = w′k for any k < p and wp < w′p (this is the
convention in [Kim12, 4.3.5])

Let M(w) denote the class in R defined as

M(w) = t
1
2
αwS(β1)w1 ∗ S(β2)w2 ∗ · · · ∗ S(βl)

wl ,

for some normalization factor αw ∈ Z. Denote m = t−
1
2Z[t−

1
2 ]. We

shall further assume that the set of classes {M(w)} decomposes (≺w
,m)-unitriangularity into the basis {S(w)} in the sense of Definition

3.1.7. Then it is also a Z[t±
1
2 ]-basis of R, which is called the standard

basis.
Assume κ is given and we fix the initial seed t0. If the elements

κ−1S(w) have distinct leading degrees degS(w) ∈ D(t0) = Zm in the
quantum torus T (t0) (Definition 3.1.3), we define the map θ−1 sending
w to deg κ−1S(w). Denote the elements κ−1S(w) and κ−1M(w) in A†
by S(w) and M(w) respectively.

The following observation states that a monoidal categorification of
A†Z implies that of A†.

Proposition 8.1.3. Let U be a monoidal category which satisfies (54),
such that its graded Grothendieck ring R is isomorphic to a quantum
cluster algebra A† by identifying some simples with the initial quantum
cluster variables. Assume that U has the commutative Grothendieck
ring Rt=1 as the specialization of R at t

1
2 = 1 and, moreover, U pro-

vides a monoidal categorification of the commutative cluster algebra
A†Z. Then U provides a monoidal categorification of A† as well.

Proof. Let t be any seed and {Si(t)} the collection of simples in Rt=1

identified with the set of commutative cluster variables {xi(t)}. Then,
for any index k, there exists some simple module Sk(t)

∗ such that we
have the following exchange relation in Rt=1:

Sk(t)⊗ Sk(t)∗ = S+ + S−,

where S+ and S− are monomials in {Si(t)}. In particular, S+ and S−
are simples.

Now, assume that, via the isomorphism between the graded Grothendieck
ring R and the quantum cluster algebra, {Si(t)} is identified with
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{Xi(t)} the set of the quantum cluster variables in t. The twisted
product takes the form

Sk(t)⊗ Sk(t)∗ = f+S+ + f−S−,

where the coefficient f+, f− ∈ N[t±
1
2 ] by (54). It follows that f+ and

f− must be powers of t±
1
2 so that they specialize to 1.

Next, left multiplying Sk(t)
−1, by the bar-invariance of Sk(t)

∗, we
must get

Sk(t)
∗ = [Sk(t)

−1 ∗ S+]t + [Sk(t)
−1 ∗ S+]t,

where [ ]t denote normalization in the quantum torus Z[t±
1
2 ][Si(t)

±],
cf. Definition 3.1.4. Therefore, Sk(t)

∗ is identified with the quantum
cluster variable Xk(µkt).

Starting from the initial seed t0 and repeating the above argument,
we obtain the desired claim. �

8.2. Quantum cluster algebras associated with words. We shall
recall quantum cluster algebras arising from quantum unipotent sub-
groups Aq(n(w)) (type (i)), or arising from level N categories CN of fi-
nite dimensional representations of quantum affine algebras (type (ii)).
Their canonical initial seeds will be described in a uniform and combi-
natorial way in terms of a word i. Our conventions will be compatible
with those of [GLS11] and [HL10] respectively, cf. Remark 8.2.3 8.4.2.

Ice quiver of type (i)(ii). Fix an non-empty vertex set I = {1, . . . , r}
and a generalized Cartan matrix C = (Ci,j)i,j∈I . For any i ∈ I, let si
denote the simple reflection at the i-th simple root. By choosing an
acyclic orientation Ω on the diagram Γ associated with C. We obtain
an acyclic quiver (Γ,Ω).

Let i = (il, il−1, . . . , i2, i1) be a non-empty word of length l with
elements in I.

We say the word i is reduced, if the Weyl group element wi =
sil · · · si2si1 has length l.

We say the word i is Ω-adaptable (or adaptable for short), if there
exists an acyclic quiver (Γ,Ω) associated with the Cartan matrix C,
such that (il, . . . , i2, i1) is a sink sequence of the quiver when read from
right to left, cf. [GLS07, Section 3.7] for more details.

An adaptable word (ir, . . . , i2, i1) which contains every i ∈ I exactly
once is called an acyclic Coxeter word.

We consider the following types of the pair (C, i):

(i) The generalized Cartan matrix C is symmetric, and i is reduced.
(ii) The generalized Cartan matrix C is of type ADE, and the word

i is Ω-adaptable for some acyclic quiver (Γ,Ω) associated C.

Without loss of generality, we can assume that the diagram Γ asso-
ciated with C is connected.
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By default, we consider words satisfying the following mild assump-
tion, which will not affect the correctness of our results.

Assumption. We assume that every element of I appears in the word
i at least once.

Given a word i, for any 1 ≤ k ≤ l, i ∈ I, we define the following
notations (cf. [GLS11, Section 9.8] [BFZ05])

kmax = max {s ∈ [1, l]|is = ik} ,
kmin = min {s ∈ [1, l]|is = ik} ,
k+ = min {l + 1, s ∈ [k + 1, l]|is = ik} ,
k− = max {0, s ∈ [1, k − 1]|is = ik} ,

k+(i) = min {l + 1, s ∈ [k + 1, l]|is = i}
k−(i) = max {0, s ∈ [1, k − 1]|is = i} ,

maxi = max {s ∈ [1, l]|is = i} ,
mini = min {s ∈ [1, l]|is = i} .

For any interval [a, b] = {k ∈ Z|a ≤ k ≤ b} in [1, l], define the multi-
plicities

m(i, [a, b]) =| {k|k ∈ [a, b], ik = i} |,
m(i) =m(i, [1, l]),

m+
k =m(ik, [k, l])− 1,

m−k =m(ik, [1, k])− 1.

We define k[0] = k, and for any integer 1 ≤ d ≤ m+
k , we recursively

define the d-th offset k[d] of k to be k[d−1]+. The integerm(ik, [k
min, k])

is called the level of the vertex k.
If we define the following subset of [a, b]:

[a, b](i) = {k|k ∈ [a, b], ik = i} .
Then the cardinality of [1, l](i) is just m(ik). The subset [1, l](i) is nat-
urally a sequence (read from right to left) whose elements are ordered
as the following:

(mini[m(i)− 1],min i[m(i)− 2], . . . ,min i[1],min i[0]).

Following3 [GLS11, Section 2.4] [BFZ05], we associate the quiver Γi

to i as the following:

• The vertices of Γi are 1, 2, . . . , l.
• For 1 ≤ s, t ≤ l, there are −Cisit arrows from t to s if t+ ≥
s+ > t > s. These are called the ordinary arrows of Γi.
• For any 1 ≤ s ≤ l, there is an arrow from s to s+ if s+ ≤ l.

These are called the horizontal arrows of Γi.

3In our convention, the quiver Γi is opposite to that of [GLS11].
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Example 8.2.1 (type A). The quiver in Figure 9 is the quiver Γi

associated with the adaptable word i = (1, 2, 1, 3, 2, 1, 4, 3, 2, 1) and the
type A4 Cartan matrix given by

C =


2 −1 0 0
−1 2 −1 0
0 −1 2 −1
0 0 −1 2

 .

The pair (C, i) is of type both (i) and (ii).

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Figure 9. A quiver Γi of type A

Example 8.2.2 ([GLS11, Example 13.2] ). The quiver in Figure 10 is
the quiver associated with the non-adaptable word i = (2, 3, 2, 1, 2, 1, 3, 1, 2, 1)

and the Cartan matrix C =

 2 −3 −2
−3 2 −2
−2 −2 2

. The pair (C, i) is of

type (i). Here, we put a number s on an arrow to indicate that there
are s-many arrows drawn here.

Mutation sequences. Following [GLS11, Section 13.1], for any 1 ≤ k ≤
l, we define the following mutation sequence (read from right to left):

←−µ k = µkmin[m(ik,[k,l])−2] · · ·µkmin[1] · · ·µkmin .(55)

Notice that, when m(ik, [k, l])− 2 < 0, this sequence is trivial.
Define the mutation sequence (read from right to left)

Σi =←−µ l · · ·←−µ 2
←−µ 1.(56)

We also define a permutation σi of [1, l] such that, for any k ∈ [1, l],
0 ≤ d ≤ m(ik, [1, l])− 2, we have

σi(k
max) =kmax,

σi(k
min[d]) =kmin[m(ik, [1, l])− 2− d].

Notice that σi = (σi)
−1.

We always view the quiver Γi as an ice quiver by freezing the vertices
maxi, i ∈ I. The number of exchangeable vertices is n = l − r. We
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1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

3

2

2

333

2
22

2
3

2

Figure 10. The quiver Γi associated with a non-
adaptable word i.

associate the initial l × n matrix B̃(t0) to the quiver Γi such that, at
position (i, j), its entry bij equals the difference between the number
of arrows from i to j and the number of arrows from j to i. Let
AZ(i) = AZ(t0) denote the commutative cluster algebra arising from

this initial matrix B̃(t0).
By [GLS11, Proposition 13.4], t0 is injective-reachable via (Σi, σi) in

the sense of Section 5.1.
We use L(kmin, k) to denote the initial cluster variables Xk(t0), 1 ≤

k ≤ l. When←−µ k is nontrivial, applying it to the seed←−µ k−1 · · ·←−µ 2
←−µ 1t0,

we obtain the new cluster variables

Xkmin[d](
←−µ k · · ·←−µ 2

←−µ 1t0), 0 ≤ d ≤ m(ik, [k, l])− 2,

which we will denote by L(k+, k[d]+).

Remark 8.2.3. In [GLS13, Section 5.4], the initial quantum cluster
variables are denoted by D(0, b), where 0 < b ≤ l, which correspond
to our initial quantum cluster variables L(bmin, b). In addition, their
quantum minor D(b, d), where 0 < b < d ≤ l and ib = id, correspond to
our quantum cluster variables L(b[1], d). Notice that these include all
dual PBW basis generators, D(b−, b), 0 < b ≤ l, cf. [GLS13, Corollary
12.4], which we denote by L(b, b).
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Example 8.2.4. In Example 8.2.1, The cluster variables in the canon-
ical initial seed t0 are denoted by

L(1, 10),L(1, 8),L(1, 5),L(1, 1),

L(2, 9),L(2, 6),L(2, 2),

L(3, 7),L(3, 3),

L(4, 4).

The mutation sequence Σi is the composition of the following mutation
sequences (read from right to left):

←−µ 1 = µ8µ5µ1
←−µ 2 = µ6µ2

←−µ 3 = µ3
←−µ 4 = 1 ←−µ 5 = µ5µ1←−µ 6 = µ2

←−µ 7 = 1 ←−µ 8 = µ1
←−µ 9 = 1 ←−µ 10 = 1

By applying the mutation sequence ←−µ 1 to t0, we obtain the new cluster
variables (from right to left):

L(5, 10),L(5, 8),L(5, 5).

We continue with the sequence ←−µ 2 to obtain L(6, 9),L(6, 6). After
applying all factors of Σi, we obtain the cluster variables of Σit0 denoted
by

L(1, 10),L(5, 10),L(8, 10),L(10, 10),

L(2, 9),L(6, 9),L(9, 9),

L(3, 7),L(7, 7),

L(4, 4).

In the convention of Section 5.1, the cluster variables will be denoted
as follows:

X10(t0), I1(t0), I5(t0), I8(t0),

X9(t0), I2(t0), I6(t0),

X7(t0), I3(t0),

X4(t0).

The permutation σi =

(
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
8 6 3 4 5 2 7 1 9 10

)
.

8.3. Monoidal categorification conjecture: type (i).

Quantum cluster algebra structure. When the pair (C, i) is of type (i),

A†Z(i) is isomorphic to the coordinate ring of the unipotent subgroup
N(wi), cf. [BFZ05][GLS11]. Moreover, the canonical initial seed t0 has
a natural quantization matrix Λ(t0) by [GLS13]. We define the rational

quantum cluster algebra to be A†
Q(q

1
2 )

(i) = A†(t0)⊗Q(q
1
2 ).

The quantum unipotent subgroup AQ(v)(n(wi)) is an subalgebra of
UQ(v)(n). It contains its integral form AZ[v±](n(wi)). It has the dual
PBW basis and the dual canonical basis as the restrictions from that
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of UZ[v±](n). We refer the reader to [Kim12] for more details. Denote

A
Q(v

1
2 )

(n(wi)) = AQ(v)(n(wi))⊗Q(v
1
2 ).

Theorem 8.3.1 ([GLS11][GLS13]). Assume (C, i) is of type (i). Then
there is an algebra isomorphism4 κ from the quantum cluster algebra
A†
Q(q

1
2 )

(i) to the quantum unipotent subgroup A
Q(v

1
2 )

(n(wi)) such that

κ(q
1
2 ) = v

1
2 and for any 1 ≤ a ≤ b ≤ l with ia = ib, κL(a, b) are

v
1
2 -shifts of the unipotent quantum minors

D(a−, b) = Dsi1si2 ···sia− ($ia ),si1si2 ···sib ($ia ).

Moreover, κ−1A
Z[v±

1
2 ]

(n(wi)) is contained in A†(i).

Let B∗(wi) =
{
b(w)|w ∈ Nl

}
denote the dual canonical basis of

the quantum unipotent subgroup AQ(v)(n(wi)). The map κ trans-
ports the bar-involution on T (t0) to an induced bar-involution5 on

AQ(v)(n(wi)). By multiplying v
1
2 -factors, we modify B∗(wi) into a basis{

S(w)|w ∈ Nl
}

invariant under the induced bar involution. Then, the
rational quantum cluster algebra has the bar-invariant basis {S(w)} =
{κ−1S(w)}.

Conjecture 8.3.2 ([FZ02][GLS07]). Assume (C, i) is of type (i). Then
the quantum cluster monomials of A(i) are contained in {S(w)}.

By the work of Khovanov, Lauda [KL09] and Rouquier [Rou08], the
quantum group U(n) can be viewed as the Grothendieck ring of mod-
ules of the corresponding quiver Hecke algebra, such that v-shifts of
the dual canonical basis corresponds to the classes of finite dimen-
sional simple modules [VV11][Rou12]. It follows that the integral form
AZ[v±](n(wi)) is isomorphic to the graded Grothendieck ring R(wi) of
certain monoidal subcategory U(wi), and each S(w) represent the class
of a simple module.

The category U(wi) fits into the setting of Section 8.1. In particular,
R has the basis {M(w)} with expected properties, which corresponds
to the normalization of the dual PBW basis. Here, we use Kashiwara’s
bilinear form following the convention of the [GLS13].

Conjecture 8.3.3 (Integral form, [GLS13, Conjecture 12.7]). The iso-
morphism κ restricts to an isomorphism from A† to A

Z[v±
1
2 ]

(n(wi)).

We shall give a proof of Conjecture 8.3.3 in Theorem 9.1.3.

4In [GLS13], the square roots q
1
2 and v

1
2 did not appear because the quantum

cluster algebra is rescaled and its bar-involution is defined differently.
5The map chosen in [GLS13, Proposition 11.5] sends each initial quantum cluster

variable Xi to a dual canonical basis element v
1
4 (β,β)b of homogeneous degree β.

Xi = Xi induces the bar involution b = v
1
2 (β,β)b, which differs from the standard

involution σ by a v-power, cf. [GLS13, (6.7)] where our v is denoted by q.
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Lemma 8.3.4. Conjecture 8.3.2 implies Conjecture 8.3.3.

Proof. Notice the algebra A† is generated by the quantum cluster vari-
ables over Z[q±

1
2 ]. Therefore, κA† is generated by elements in {S(w)}

and, consequently, contained in the integral form A
Z[v±

1
2 ]

(n(wi)). But

the integral form is generated by the fundamental modules M(βk) over
Z[v±], which are images of quantum cluster variables. Therefore, κA†
is the integral form. �

Embeddings of Grothendieck rings. Let i−il denote the word (il−1, . . . , i2, i1)
whose associated root vectors are denoted as β1, β2,. . . , βl−1. Similarly,
let i − i1 denote the word (il, . . . , i3, i2) whose associated root vectors
are denoted as β2, β3,. . . , βl, and i−i1−il the word (il−1, . . . , i3, i2) with
root vectors denoted by β2, β3, . . . , βl−1. Then we have the natural em-
bedding of R(wi−il) into R(wi) sending S(βk) to S(βk), ∀1 ≤ k ≤ l−1,
and the simple basis into the simple basis.

Moreover, the Lusztig’s braid group symmetry Ti1 at vertex i1 maps
Dsi2 ···sik$ik ,si2 ···sik$ik to (1 − v2)〈hi1 ,ξk〉Dsi1si2 ···sik$ik ,si1si2 ···sik$ik , where

〈hi1 , ξk〉 linearly depends on the homogeneous grading ξk ofDsi2 ···sik$ik ,si2 ···sik$ik .

And it will send the dual canonical basis of A
Q(v

1
2 )

(n(wi−i1)) into that

of A
Q(v

1
2 )

(n(wi)) modulo such v-functions depending on homogeneous

gradings, cf. [Kim12]. Consequently, after rescaling, we have the em-
bedding from R(wi−i1) into R(wi) sending S(βk) to S(βk) and the sim-
ple basis into the simple basis. Notice that, if we work with Lusztig’s
bilinear form instead, then the above v-function does not appear, cf.
[Lus93, 38.2.1].

Therefore, there is an natural embedding from R(wi−i1−il) to R(wi).
Denote the images of the above embeddings byR(wi)l̂,R(wi)1̂,R(wi)1̂,l̂

respectively.

8.4. Monoidal categorification conjecture: adaptable word. When
the pair (C, i) is of type (ii), we refer the reader to [HL10] for the orig-
inal monoidal categorification conjecture of AZ(i) in terms of finite
dimensional representation of quantum affine algebras. In this section,
we shall present a quantized and slightly generalized version of this
conjecture in terms of graded quiver varieties, where i is adaptable and
C any generalized symmetric Cartan matrix.

Subring via adaptable embedding. Fix the framed repetition quiver Γ̃Ω

associated with an acyclic quiver (Γ,Ω).
Let i be any given Ω′-adaptable word for an acyclic quiver (Γ,Ω′).

Fix a multidegree a = (ak)1≤k≤l ∈ (2Z)l such that ak[d+1] = ak[d] − 2.
Define the corresponding map ιa which sends the vertices 1 ≤ k ≤ l of
Γi to (ik, ak). It follows that

ιa(
mini[d]) = (i, amini − 2d), ∀i ∈ I, 0 ≤ d ≤ m(i)− 1.(57)
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We further assume the multidegree a to be Ω′-adaptable (or adapt-

able for simplicity) such that the full subquiver of Γ̃Ω on the vertices
(mini, amini−1), where i ∈ I, is isomorphic to (Γ,Ω′). Because the word
i is adaptable, an adaptable embedding multidegree a always exists.
The associated map ιa is called an adaptable embedding.

Example 8.4.1. We take the framed repetition quiver Γ̃Ω associated
with (Γ,Ω) in Figure 5. Part of this quiver is drawn in Figure 7.

Take the word i = (2132143215432) (read from right to left). It is
Ω-adaptable with respect to the orientation Ω. The associated ice quiver
Γi is drawn in Figure 11. Recall that we have i1 = i6 = i10 = i13 = 2,
1[0] = 1, 1[1] = 6, 1[2] = 10, 1[3] = 13, 13min = 10min = 6min = 1min =
1, m−6 = 1, m+

6 = 2.
For any chosen a ∈ 2Z, we have an Ω-adaptable multidegree a and the

associated adaptable embedding ιa such that ak = a + 6 for 1 ≤ k ≤ 5,
cf. Figure 7.

Let us take another adaptable word i′ = (21354). It is Ω
′
-adaptable

where the acyclic quiver (Γ,Ω′) is given in Figure 12. A possible adapt-
able grading ιa could have the image

{(1, a+ 4), (2, a+ 2), (3, a+ 4), (4, a+ 6), (5, a+ 6)}

in the set of vertices of the framed repetition quiver Γ̃Ω.

5

1

2

3

4

9

6

7

8

12

10

11

13

Figure 11. The ice quiver Γi associated with an adapt-
able word i and A5 Cartan matrix.

Fix an adaptable embedding ιa. Define R(i, a) to be the subring
of the extended graded Grothendieck ring R generated by the simples

W
(ik)
1,ak

, i ∈ I, 1 ≤ k ≤ l. It has the simple basis and standard basis as
expected in Section 8.1.

Remark 8.4.2. Recall that W
(ik)
1,ak

lies in the dual of the Grothendieck
ring of perverse sheaves over graded quiver varieties, cf. Section 7.1
7.2. By [Nak01], this geometric object corresponds to the fundamental
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1

2

3

4

5

Figure 12. An acyclic quiver (Γ,Ω′) of Cartan type A5

module Vik,qak in [HL10, Section 3.3]. Notice that their ordered tensor
products give the standard modules of the quantum affine algebra, cf.
[HL15, Section 5.3], such that the indices k increase from left to right.

If we take the adaptable word i = cN+1, where c is an acyclic Coxeter
word and N ∈ N, or i = w0 the longest reduced word in the Weyl group,
then R(i, a) is the Z[t±

1
2 ]-extended t-deformed Grothendieck ring of a

level N category CN in [HL10], cf. Example 8.4.7, or the category CQ
in [HL15, Section 5.11] respectively.

Quantum cluster algebra structure. We denote by θa : T (t0)→ YH
t

1
2

the

embedding of the Laurent polynomial rings such that

θa(q
1
2 ) = t

1
2 ,

θa(Xk) = Yik,akYik,ak− · · ·Yik,akmin
, 1 ≤ k ≤ l.

It follows that we have

θa(Yk) = θa(X
B̃(t0)ek) = A−1

ik,ak−1 = A−1

ik,aik−2m−k −1
.

The twisted multiplication on YH
t

1
2

then induces the twisted multipli-

cation on T (t0) via the morphism θa such that

Λ(t0)(ek, es) = N (w
(ik)

m−k +1,ak
, w

(is)

m−s +1,as
).

By Lemma 7.3.2, it is compatible with the matrix B̃ such that

Λ(t0) · (−B̃) =

(
−21n

0

)
.

We denote the quantum cluster algebra obtained via this quantization
by A(i).

By comparing T -systems with specific exchange relations, we obtain
the following result, whose proof goes the same as that of [GLS13,
Proposition 12.1].
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Theorem 8.4.3. Assume that the word i and the multidegree a are
adaptable. Then there exists an injective algebra homomorphism κ−1

from the Grothendieck ring R(i, a) to the quantum cluster algebra A†(i),

such that κ−1(t
1
2 ) = q

1
2 and, for any 1 ≤ b ≤ s ≤ l such that ib = is,

κ−1W
(ib)
m(ib,[b,s]),as

agrees with the quantum cluster variables L(b, s).

Remark 8.4.4. When the word i is reduced adaptable, R(i, a) = RH

t
1
2
(i, a)

is also isomorphic to the quantum unipotent subgroup A
Q(v

1
2 )

(n(wi)), cf.

the proofs of [GLS13, Theorem 12.3][HL15, Theorem 6.1(a)] based on
T -systems. In this case, S(w) represents a simple module of the quiver
Hecke algebra.

If the Cartan matrix C is of Dynkin type ADE, Rt(i, a) andR(i, a) =
RH

t
1
2
(i, a) are t-deformations of the Grothendieck ring of the monoidal

subcategory U(i, a) of finite dimensional representations of the quantum
affine algebras Uε(ĝ), where each S(w) represents a simple module as
constructed by [Nak01].

The corresponding monoidal categorification conjecture takes the fol-
lowing form, where the case i = cN+1 is a conjecture about level N
categories in [HL15].

Conjecture 8.4.5. Assume that i is adaptable. Then the quantum
cluster monomials of A†(i) are contained in κ−1({S(w)}w∈Nl).

Theorem 8.4.6 ([HL13a, Theorem 5.1], [GLS11, Theorem 3.1]). The
map κ−1 induces an isomorphism from the extended Grothendieck ring
Rt=1(i, a)⊗Q to A(i)Z ⊗Q.

Embeddings of Grothendieck rings. Let a1̂ to be the multidegree ob-
tained from a by deleting the component a1. Similarly, construct al̂
and a1̂,l̂ by deleting al and a1, al from a respectively. By construction,

we have natural embeddings ofR(i−i1, a1̂),R(i−il, al̂),R(i−i1−il, a1̂,l̂)

into R(i, a), which send S(βk) to S(βk) and the simple bases into the
simple basis. As before, we denote the images by R(i, a)1̂, R(i, a)l̂,
R(i, a)1̂,l̂ respectively.

Example 8.4.7 (Level N category). Assume that the quiver Q is a
Dynkin quiver, we have the corresponding quantum affine algebra Uq(ĝ)
with generic q ∈ C∗.

For given adaptable word i and adaptable multidegree a, let C(i, a) be
the monoidal category generated by the Uq(ĝ)’s fundamental modules
S(βk) = Vik,qak , 1 ≤ k ≤ l. Notice that these fundamental modules

admit geometric realization given by our W
(ik)
1,ak

. Then R(i, a) is the

Z[t±
1
2 ]-extended graded Grothendieck ring of C(i, a).

Further assume Q is bipartite, i = cN+1 where c is an acyclic word,
N ∈ N. Then for any 1 ≤ k ≤ r, the left shifted vertex k[d] = k + 2d,
∀0 ≤ d ≤ N (cf. Example 8.4.1 for an example of k[d]). Choose the
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multidegree a such that for any 1 ≤ k ≤ r, 0 ≤ d ≤ N , we have
ak[N−d] = 2d if ik is a sink point and in Q and ak[N−d] = 2d+ 1 if ik is
a source point. The level N subcategory CN(a) in [HL10, Proposition
3.2] is6 our category C(c

N+1, a).
Now we have the natural inclusion CN−1(a) ⊂ CN(a) which appeared

in [HL10]. The former Grothendieck ring is the subring of the latter
by successively deleting the fundamental modules S(β1), . . . , S(βr) cor-
responding to the first r letters:

R(cN , a1̂,2̂,··· ,r̂) = R(cN+1, a)1̂,2̂,··· ,r̂.

We also have the natural inclusion of a different level N − 1 subcate-
gory C(cN , a + 2) ⊂ C(cN+1, a). The former Grothendieck ring is the
subring of the latter by successively deleting the fundamental modules
S(βr[N ]), . . . , S(β1[N ]) corresponding to the last r letters:

R(cN , a
r̂[N ],··· ,2̂[N ],1̂[N ]

) = R(cN+1, a)
r̂[N ],··· ,2̂[N ],1̂[N ]

.

9. Monoidal categorification conjectures

We refer the reader to Section 2, 8 for the necessary notations and
definitions used in this section.

Fix a pair (C, i) of type (i) or (ii). We want to know if the quantum
cluster algebra A = A(i) has the common triangular basis or not. As
before, we impose the mild assumption that every i ∈ I appears at
least once in i.

Recall that we have the corresponding extended Grothendieck ring
R(i) which can be taken as an extension of a quantum unipotent sub-
group AZ[v±](n(wi)) if i is reduced or a subring R(i, a) for some adapt-
able multidegree a if i is adaptable.

9.1. Initial triangular basis. We work in the canonical initial seed
t0 associated with (C, i) in this section.

Define the injective linear map θ−1 from Nl = ⊕1≤k≤lNβk to D†(t0)
such that, for any i ∈ I, we have

θ−1βi[d] = ei[d] − ei[d−1], 1 ≤ d ≤ m(i)− 1,

θ−1βmini = emini.

Notice that, ∀1 ≤ k ≤ l, the vector θ−1βk equals degt0 L(k, k). Recall
that there exists an injective homomorphism κ−1 fromR(i) to the quan-
tum cluster algebraA†(i), such that κ−1S(βk) = L(k, k). Consequently,
κ−1 sends the standard basis element M(w) to a pointed element
κ−1M(w) ∈ T (t0) with leading degree θ−1w, ∀w =

∑
1≤k≤l,wk∈Nwkβk.

6 The module Vi,q2d+ξi in [HL10, Proposition 3.2] associated with Qop, j ∈ I, is

noted as our module S(βk) = Vk,qak , where k satisfies ik = i, k = kmin[N − d]. We
have ξik = akmax and the category CN depends on the choice of a.
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Moreover, because M(w) has a (≺w,m)-unitriangular decomposition
into {S(w′)}, which all become positive Laurent polynomials in seed t0
under the map κ−1, the leading term of κ−1M(w) must be the contri-
bution from κ−1S(w) since it has coefficient 1. So κ−1S(w) ∈ T (t0) is
a pointed element with degree7 degt0 S(w) = degt0 M(w) = θ−1w.

Lemma 9.1.1. θ−1 is an isomorphism of cones.

Proof. κ−1 is an isomorphism when q = 1. Any element Z in A†Z(i)⊗Q
has the expansion into the simple basis elements κ−1S(w) pointed at
θ−1w. Consequently, the ≺t0-maximal degrees of Z takes the form
θ−1w. It follows by definition that the dominant degree lattice D†(t0)
equals θ−1Nl. �

The lexicographical order ≺w on ⊕Nβk extends to a lexicographi-

cal order ≺w on ⊕Zβk and consequently on ⊕Zβk
θ−1

' D(t). Because
degt0 Yk(t0) = −ek[1] +

∑
i<k[1] bikei ≺w 0, ∀1 ≤ k ≤ n, we deduce that

g̃1 ≺t0 g̃2 in D(t0) implies g̃1 ≺w g̃2. The following claim follows.

Lemma 9.1.2. (≺t0 ,D†(t0)) is bounded from below.

With the help of Lemma 9.1.1 9.1.2, we obtain the following result,
which verifies Conjecture 8.3.3 for type (i) quantum cluster algebras.
It was already known for type (ii) quantum cluster algebras by [HL13a,
Theorem 5.1].

Theorem 9.1.3. The injective homomorphism κ−1 from R(i) to A†(i)
is an isomorphism. In particular, {S(w)} is a basis of A†(i).

Proof. Work in the initial quantum torus T (t0). Observe that any
element of A†(i) has maximal degrees in D†(t0), because it is a poly-
nomial of cluster variables which have maximal degrees. For any given
element Z of A†(i), we repeat the expansion algorithm in Remark 3.1.8
to deduce its decomposition in D†(t0)-pointed set {S(w)}:
(a) Let {g̃i} denote the set of maximal degrees of Z with coefficients

zi ∈ Z[q±
1
2 ]. By Lemma 9.1.1, we can find S(wi) = κ−1S(wi)

pointed at degree g̃i, where the parameter wi = θg̃i.
(b) Notice that Z −

∑
i ziS(wi) has its maximal degrees inferior than

those of Z. If it is nonzero, use it to replace Z and go to the
previous step.

The above process must end after finite steps by Lemma 9.1.2. There-
fore, Z is a Z[t±

1
2 ]-linear combination of S(wi). The claim follows. �

For any 1 ≤ a ≤ b ≤ l with ia = ib, use S(a, b) to denote the
simple module S(βa + βa[1] + . . . + βb). Then we have the quantum
cluster variables Xk(t0) = S(θek) = S(kmin, k) and, for any k 6= kmax,
Ik(t0) = S(k[1], kmax).

7As an alternative approach to leading degrees, in type (ii), we can explicitly
compare the q-characters of elements in R(i) and Laurent polynomials in T .
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Remark 9.1.4. When the word i is adaptable, we can construct the
graded Grothendieck ring R(i) = R(i, a) as in Section 7 for some choice
of adaptable multidegree a = (ak) ∈ Zl, such that the root vectors βk
corresponds to the unit vectors eik,ak . In this situation, the map θ

identify the X-variables Xk and Y -variables Yk =
∏

1≤s≤lX
bsk(t0)
s with

the monomials Yik,akYik,ak+2 · · ·Yik,akmin
and A−1

ik,ak−1 respectively in the
convention of Section 7, cf. Section 8.4.

For any w, the basis element S(w) = κ−1S(w) has the leading degree
g̃ = θ−1w in T (t0). Denote the basis {S(w)} by L†,t0 and S(w) by
L†,t0(g̃) correspondingly.

Recall that we have another basis formed by the elements

M(w) = [S(β1)w1 ∗ S(β2)w2 ∗ · · · ∗ S(βl)
wl ]t0 .(58)

It is (≺w,m)-unitriangular to the basis L†,t0 . By Lemma 3.1.10(iii), it
is (≺t0 ,m)-unitriangular to L†,t0 as well. From now on, by default, we
shall only consider the dominance orders ≺t associated with a seed t
(or denoted by ≺ when there is no confusion). Notice that Nl = ⊕kNβk
inherits the order ≺t0 via the isomorphism θ.

Proposition 9.1.5 (Factorization property). The bar-invariant simple
basis {S(w)} of R factors through the simples S(θes), for any 1 ≤ s ≤ l
such that s = smax (longest Kirillov-Reshetikhin modules):

[S(w) ∗ S(θes)] = [S(θes) ∗ S(w)] = S(w + θes), ∀w ∈ Nl,

where [Z] denote the bar-invariant element of the form tαZ, α ∈ Z
2
.

Notice that the longest Kirillov-Reshetikhin modules correspond to
frozen variables as in [HL10].

In type (i), this property was proved in [Kim12]. With the help of
the standard basis and T -systems, we will give a proof by induction in
the end of this subsection .

Corollary 9.1.6. Localized at the frozen variables S(θes), where smax =
s, the simple basis {S(w)} generates a basis of A(i):

Lt0 = {S(w) ·
∏

1≤s≤l:s=smax

S(θes)
fs|w =

∑
wiβi, fs = 0 if ws > 0}.

(59)

Its structure constants are contained in N[q±
1
2 ].

We use t0〈l−〉 to denote the seed from t0 by freezing vertex l−. Be-
cause the only exchangeable vertex connected to l is l−, the frozen
vertex l does not connect to any exchangeable vertex in the corre-

sponding ice quiver Q̃(t0〈l−〉). Consequently, the quantum cluster al-
gebra A†(t0〈l−〉) is generated by A†(i− il) and the frozen variable Xl.
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It follows that A†(t0〈l−〉) has the following basis

L†(t0〈l−〉) =
{
Xd
l L(η)|L(η) ∈ L†(t0(i− il)), d ∈ N

}
.(60)

As a consequence, we obtain the following Lemma.

Lemma 9.1.7. The restriction of L†,t0 on the subalgebra A†(t0〈l−〉) of
A(i) gives its basis L†,t0〈l

−〉.

Proposition 9.1.8. (triangular product) The D(t0)-pointed set [Xk(t0)∗
Lt0 ]t0 is (≺t0 ,m)-unitriangular to Lt0, for any 1 ≤ k ≤ l.

Proof. Omit the symbol t0 for simplicity. We prove the claim by in-
duction on the length l of the word i. The case l = |I| is trivial.

Now assume the claim has been verified for the words of length l−1.
The quantum cluster variableXk is the basis element L(ek) = S(θek) =

S(βk + βk[−1] + . . . + βkmin). By Proposition 9.1.5, it suffices to verify
the claim for k 6= l.

Let S(w) be any basis elements in L†,t0 , where w ∈ Nl. Because
the simple basis is unitriangular to the standard basis, we have the
following (≺,m)-unitriangular decomposition

S(w) =
∑
w1�w

c(w,w1)M(w1)

=
∑
w1�w

c(w,w1)[M(w1
l̂
) ∗M(w1

l βl)],

where w1
l βl is the l-th component of w1 and w1

l̂
= w1 − w1

l βl, [ ] is the
normalization.

Now left multiplying the initial cluster variable Xk, by Lemma 6.2.3,
we still have a (≺,m)-unitriangular decomposition

[Xk ∗ S(w)] =
∑
w1�w

c(w,w1)[Xk ∗M(w1
l̂
) ∗M(w1

l βl)]

=
∑
w1�w

c(w,w1)[[Xk ∗M(w1
l̂
)] ∗M(w1

l βl)].

As discussed before, the quantum cluster algebra A†(i−il) associated
with the length l−1 word i− il is a subalgebra of A†(i) and it contains
the standard basis element M(w1

l̂
). It also contains Xk because k 6=

l. By induction hypothesis, the normalized product [Xk ∗M(w1
l̂
)] is

unitriangular to the simple basis of A†(i− il), and, consequently, to its
standard basis. Namely, we have (≺,m)-unitriangular decompositions

[Xk ∗M(w1
l̂
)] =

∑
w2�θek+w1

l̂

d(w2, θek + w1
l̂
)M(w2).
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Reusing Lemma 6.2.3, we now obtain the (≺,m)-unitriangular de-
composition

[Xk ∗ S(w)] =
∑

w1�w,w2�θek+w1
l̂

e(w,w1, w2)[M(w2) ∗M(w1
l βl)],

where (w2)l = 0, e(w,w1, w2) is contained in m if w1
l + w2 6= w + θek

and equals to 1 if w1
l βl + w2 = w + θek.

Recall that the standard basis of A†,t0 is unitriangular to its simple
basis. The claim follows. �

Corollary 9.1.9. (triangular basis) The basis Lt0 given by (59) is the
triangular basis with respect to t0.

We finish this subsection by a proof of Proposition 9.1.5.

Lemma 9.1.10. Take any Z in R. If Z is (≺,m)-unitriangular to
the standard basis, then for any w1, wl ∈ N, the normalized product
[Z∗S(wlβl)] and [S(w1β1)∗Z] are (≺,m)-unitriangular to the standard
basis.

Proof. Notice that we can replace Z by a unitriangular decomposition
into the standard basis. The claim follows from Lemma 6.2.3. �

Lemma 9.1.11. Take any Z =
∑
aiS(wi) in R such that ai ∈ N[t±

1
2 ].

If there exists some simple module S(w) such that Z ∗S(w) or S(w)∗Z
is a simple module up to t

1
2 -shift, then Z is a simple module.

Proof. The claim follows by the positivity of the structure constants of
the simple basis. �

Proof of Proposition 9.1.5. We prove the claim by induction on the
length l of the word.

If the adaptable word has length l = |I|, the statement is trivial.
Assume that the Proposition has been verified for any adaptable

word of length less than l. For any given word i of length l, w =∑n
k=1 wkβk with wk ∈ N, and any 1 ≤ s ≤ l such that s = smax,

we want to show the normalized product [S(θes) ∗ S(w)] is a simple
module. By its bar-invariance, it suffices to show that this product
is (≺,m)-unitriangular to the simple basis, or, equivalently, to the
standard basis.

Let w1̂, wl̂, w1̂,l̂ denote the dimension vector obtained from w by
subtracting w1β1, wlβl, and w1β1 + wlβl respectively.

(i) Assume s 6= l.
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Notice that the module S(w) is (≺,m)-unitriangular to the standard
basis:

S(w) =
∑
w1�w

c(w,w1)M(w1)

=
∑
w1�w

c(w,w1)[M(w1
l̂
) ∗M(w1

l βl)].

Therefore, we have the unitriangular decomposition

[S(θes) ∗ S(w)] =
∑
w1�w

c(w,w1)[S(θes) ∗M(w1
l̂
) ∗M(w1

l βl)]

=
∑
w1�w

c(w,w1)[[S(θes) ∗M(w1
l̂
)] ∗M(w1

l βl)]

Notice that M(w1
l̂
) is unitriangular to the basis {S(w2)} of R(i)l̂.

The above is written as

[S(θes) ∗ S(w)] =
∑

w1�w,w2�w1
l̂

d(w,w1, w2)[[S(θes) ∗ S(w2)] ∗M(w1
l βl)]

=
∑

w1�w,w2�w1
l̂

d(w,w1, w2)[S(θes + w2) ∗M(w1
l βl)],

where we used induction hypothesis on Rl̂
∼→ R(i − il) in the last

equality. Here, the coefficients are contained in m except the leading
term with w1 = w,w2 = w1

l̂
equals to 1.

By Lemma 9.1.10, each factor is (≺,m)-unitriangular to the standard
basis.

(ii) Assume s = l. We divide the proof into two cases.
(ii-1) If that il 6= i1, the proof is similar to that of (i).
Consider (≺,m)-unitriangular decomposition of S(w):

S(w) =
∑
w1�w

c(w,w1)M(w1)

=
∑
w1�w

c(w,w1)[M(w1
1β1) ∗M(w1

1̂
)].

Since M(w1
1β1) commutes with S(θel) up to a t

1
2 -power, we have the

following unitriangular decomposition

[S(θel) ∗ S(w)] =
∑
w1�w

c(w,w1)[M(w1
1β1) ∗ S(θel) ∗M(w1

1̂
)]

=
∑
w1�w

c(w,w1)[M(w1
1β1) ∗ [S(θel) ∗M(w1

1̂
)]]
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Decomposing the terms M(w1
1̂
) into simple basis elements, the above

is written as

[S(θel) ∗ S(w)] =
∑

w1�w,w2�w1
1̂

d(w,w1, w2)[M(w1
1β1) ∗ [S(θel) ∗ S(w2)]]

=
∑

w1�w,w2�w1
1̂

d(w,w1, w2)[M(w1
1β1) ∗ S(θel + w2)],

where we have used induction hypothesis R1̂
∼→ R(i − i1) in the last

equality. Here, the coefficients are contained in m except the leading
term with w1 = w, w2 = w1

1̂
equals to 1.

By Lemma 9.1.10, the above expression is (≺,m)-unitriangular to
the standard basis.

(ii-2) Assume that il = i1.
Consider the exchange relation at vertex l[−1] in the seed µl[−2] · · ·µ1[1]µ1t0

of the quantum cluster algebra A(i) (cf. [GLS11] for its ice quiver).
Via the isomorphism κ−1, it corresponds to the following quantum T -
system in R:

[S(θel[−1]) ∗ S(1[1], l)] = [S(θel) ∗ S(1[1], l[−1]) + t−1[
∏

1≤t<l,t=tmax

S(θet)
−Cilit ].

(61)

Denote the last simple module
∏

1≤t<l,t=tmax S(θet)
−Cilit by S(q)

Let us take any w′ such that w′1 = w′l = 0. Notice that, in the
quantum torus T (t0), the leading monomials of [S(θel[−1]) ∗ S(1[1], l)]
and S(q) differ by Yl[−1] . . . YlY1, which commutes with the monomial

Xθ−1w′ by the definition of compatible pair. If we deal with the type
(ii), this commutativity also follows from (47)(48). Therefore, by using
the above T -system, we obtain

[S(θel) ∗ S(1[1], l[−1]) ∗ S(w′)] =[[S(θel[−1]) ∗ S(1[1], l) ∗ S(w)′]

− t−1[S(q) ∗ S(w′)].

By the induction hypothesis on R1̂, [S(1[1], l) ∗ S(w)′] is a simple,
which we denote by S(p). By the induction hypothesis on either R1̂ or
Rl̂, [S(q) ∗ S(w′)] is a simple, which we denote by S(p′). So we have

[S(θel) ∗ S(1, [1], l[−1]) ∗ S(w′)] =[S(θel[−1]) ∗ S(p)]− t−1S(p′)

By Lemma 9.1.10, RHS is unitriangular to the standard basis. By
induction hypothesis, on R1̂,l̂

∼→ R(i − i1 − il), S(1[1], l[−1]) quasi-

commutes with S(w′). Also, S(θel) quasi-commutes with S(w′) as
it is a frozen variable in the corresponding quantum cluster algebra.
Therefore, the normalized product [S(θel) ∗ S(1[1], l[−1]) ∗ S(w′)] is
bar-invariant. Consequently, it is a simple module. By Lemma 9.1.11,
[S(θel) ∗ S(w′)] is a simple module.
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Consider the (≺,m)-unitriangular decompositions of the module S(w)
as

S(w) =
∑
w1�w

b(w,w1)[M(w1
1β1) ∗M(w1

1̂,l̂
) ∗M(w1

l βl)]

=
∑

w1�w,w′�w1
1̂,l̂

c(w,w1, w′)[M(w1
1β1) ∗ S(w′) ∗M(w1

l βl)]

It follows that we have the (≺,m)-unitriangular decomposition

[S(θel) ∗ S(w)] =
∑

d(w,w1, w′)[S(θel) ∗M(w1
1β1) ∗ S(w′) ∗M(w1

l βl)]

=
∑

d(w,w1, w′)[M(w1
1β1) ∗ [S(θel) ∗ S(w′)] ∗M(w1

l βl)].

Because [S(θel) ∗ S(w′)] is a simple module, the above expansion of
S(θel) ∗ S(w) is (≺,m)-unitriangular to the standard basis by Lemma
9.1.10. The desired claim follows by its bar-invariance. �

9.2. Compatibility. By Theorem 6.1.6, in order to apply the exis-
tence theorem to the quantum cluster algebra A(i), it remains to check
the following property.

Conjecture 9.2.1. The quantum cluster variables obtained along the
sequence σ−1Σ−1

i from t0 to t0[−1] are contained in Lt0.

We shall prove this conjecture for the quantum cluster algebras of
type (ii) or of type (i) with an adaptable reduced word. Given that we
have seen the triangular basis Lt0 is generated by the simples, Conjec-
ture 9.2.1 is a weaker form of the monoidal categorification Conjecture
in the introduction.

In Section 9.3, we will give an example as a different quick proof of
this property for type A4 based on the level-rank duality.

In this section, we verify that the triangular bases w.r.t. t0 and t0[−1]
are compatible when i = cN+1 for some acyclic Coxeter word c and
N ∈ N.

Instead of working with the previously introduced mutation sequence
Σi, we define the following sequences (read from right to left)

←−µ k =µkmax[−m−k ] · · ·µkmax[−2]µkmax[−1], 1 ≤ k ≤ l,

σ←−µ k =µkmin[m−k −1] · · ·µkmin[1]µkmin , 1 ≤ k ≤ l,

Σi =(σ←−µ l)−1 · · · (σ←−µ 2)−1(σ←−µ 1)−1.

Notice that σ is an involution. We have

σ(Σi)−1 = (σΣi)−1 =←−µ 1 · · ·←−µ 2←−µ l.
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Example 9.2.2. Let us continue Example 8.2.1. The sequences←−µ 10 =
µ1µ5µ8,←−µ 5 = µ8, and←−µ 1 is trivial. The sequence Σi and (σΣi)−1 (read
from right to left) are given by

Σi = (1, 5, 8, 2, 6, 1, 5, 3, 2, 1)

(σΣi)−1 = (8, 6, 3, 5, 8, 2, 6, 1, 5, 8).

Let i − il denote the word obtained from i by removing the last el-
ement il and Σi−il the corresponding sequence. Then we have Σi =
(σ←−µ l)−1Σi−il = ←−µ lΣi−il . This observation inductively implies the fol-
lowing result.

Lemma 9.2.3. For any d ∈ Z, the seed t[d] is injective-reachable via
either (σdΣi, σ) or (σdΣi, σ). Moreover, the sets of the quantum cluster
variables obtained along both sequences starting from t[d] are the same.

Proof. The statement for d = 0 is obvious by induction, from which we
deduce the general statement by noticing that, up to the permutation
σ of vertices, all the seeds involving have the same principal part. �

Recall that when i is adaptable, we can choose an adaptable mul-
tidegree a = (ak) ∈ (2Z)l, and identify the root vector βk with the
unit vector eik,ak on graded quiver varieties by the embedding ιa. The
graded Grothendieck ring R can be realized as R(i, a) cf. Section 2 7.

Proposition 9.2.4. Assume i = cN+1. Then, for any 1 ≤ k < l such
that ik = il, the quantum cluster variables Xk(µkµk[1] · · ·µlt0) is the

simple module κ−1W
(il)

m+
k ,m

−
k +1,ak

.

Proof. It is easy to compute the Laurent expansions of these quantum
cluster variables. By Proposition 7.4.3(i)(ii), the Laurent expansions

of the simple modules κ−1W
(il)

m+
k ,m

−
k +1,ak

take the same values. �

For any given mutation sequence ←−µ and integer 0 ≤ d ≤ N − 1,
let ←−µ ≥d denote the mutation subsequence obtained from ←−µ by taking
only the mutations on the vertices i[d′] with i ∈ I, d′ ≥ d, and ←−µ <d

the subsequence by taking only the mutations on the vertices i[d′] with
i ∈ I, d′ < d.

Example 9.2.5. Let the Cartan matrix be of type A3, c = (321) and

N = 4. The ice quiver Q̃ associated with the initial seed t0 is drawn
in Figure 13. Recall that ←−µ 15 = µ3µ6µ9µ12, ←−µ 14 = µ2µ5µ8µ11,←−µ 15 =
µ1µ4µ7µ10, ←−µ 12 = µ6µ9µ12, . . . .

Define the mutation sequence←−µ c = µ12µ9µ6µ3µ11µ8µ5µ2µ10µ7µ4µ1(=
←−µ 3
←−µ 2
←−µ 1). Take d = 2, then we obtain the subsequences (←−µ c)<2 =

µ6µ3µ5µ2µ4µ1 and (←−µ c)≥2 = µ12µ9µ11µ8µ10µ7.
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Figure 13. The quiver Q with the word i = (321)5.

Lemma 9.2.6 (Equivalent mutation sequences). (i) Let i = c3 and
denote ←−µ c = (µ2rµr) · · · (µr+2µ2)(µr+1µ1). Then the seed ←−µ ct0 is the
same as the seed (µ2r · · ·µr+1)(µr · · ·µ2µ1)t0. In other words, the mu-
tation sequences←−µ c and (←−µ c)≥1(←−µ c)<1 starting from t0 are equivalent.

(ii) Let i = cN+1, then the mutation sequences ←−µ c = ←−µ r · · ·←−µ 2
←−µ 1

and (←−µ c)≥d(
←−µ c)<d starting from t0 are equivalent for any 0 ≤ d ≤

N − 1.
(iii) Let i = cN+1 and ←−µ c denote the sequence ←−µ l−r+1 . . .←−µ l−1←−µ l,

then the mutation sequences ←−µ c and ←−µ c
<d
←−µ c
≥d starting from t0 are

equivalent for any 0 ≤ d ≤ N − 1.

Proof. (i) This cluster algebra of level N = 2 is not difficult and one
can easily find that the ice quiver associated with both seeds Σit0 and
(Σi)≥1(Σi)<1t0 are the same. We still have to compare the cluster
variables in the two seeds.

The reader could verify the claim directly by comparing cluster vari-
ables appearing along both sequences. Alternatively, identify this clus-
ter algebra with the Grothendieck ring of representations of quantum
affine algebras, such that the initial quantum cluster variable Xk(t0) is
identified with the isoclass of the simple module S(θek) = S(kmin, k).

we observe that the mutations along both sequences arise from T -
systems and, consequently, the new cluster variables obtained by both
sequences are identified with Kirillov-Reshetikhin modules S(kmin[1], k[1]),
1 ≤ k ≤ 2r. The claim follows.

(ii) Notice that the equivalence between mutation sequences is not
affected by changing the frozen part of the ice quiver. Use “=” to
denote the equivalence. Repeatedly applying (i), we obtain ←−µ c =
(←−µ c)≥1(←−µ c)<1 = (←−µ c)≥2 · ((←−µ c)<2)≥1 · (←−µ c)<1 = (←−µ c)≥2(←−µ c)<2 =
· · · = (←−µ c)≥N−1(←−µ c)<N−1.

(iii) First observe that ←−µ c = ←−µ −1
c . It is a sequence from ←−µ ct0 to

t0. By (ii), the sequences ←−µ c and (←−µ c)<d(
←−µ c)≥d starting from ←−µ ct0

are equivalent. Because←−µ ct0 and t0 share the same principal quiver Q
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and the equivalence between mutation sequences is not affected by the
frozen part of the ice quiver, we deduce that ←−µ c and (←−µ c)<d(

←−µ c)≥d
starting from t0 are equivalent. �

Lemma 9.2.7. Assume i = cN+1. Then all the quantum cluster vari-
ables appearing along the sequence (σΣi)−1 from t0 to t0[−1] also appear
along the sequence (←−µ c)N .

Proof. The claim follows by tracking the exchange relations involved.
Recall that the quantum cluster variables Xi(t), as well as their spe-
cialization xi(t) = Xi(t)|q 1

2 7→1
, are in bijection with the object Ti(t)

in Section 2.2. By using Calabi-Yau reduction, it suffices to remove
the frozen vertices and verify that the commutative cluster variables
xi(t) appearing on the sequence (σΣi)−1 starting from quiver Q(t0) are
contained in those appearing on the sequence (←−µ c)N .

For any given 0 ≤ d ≤ N−1, by Lemma 9.2.6(iii), we see that←−µ c and
←−µ c

<d
←−µ c
≥d give identical collection of cluster variables starting from the

initial principal quiver Q(t0). Because (σΣi)−1 =←−µ c
≥N−1 · · ·

←−µ c
≥1
←−µ c
≥0,

it suffices to verify that, starting from the quiver Q(t0), the mutation
sequences

(←−µ c
<N−1

←−µ c
≥N−1) · · · (←−µ c

<1
←−µ c
≥1)(←−µ c

<0
←−µ c
≥0)

and
(←−µ c

<N−1 · · ·←−µ c
<1
←−µ c

<0)(←−µ c
≥N−1 · · ·←−µ c

≥1
←−µ c
≥0).

give identical collection of cluster variables.
Let us denote Ad = ←−µ c

≥d+1 and Bd = ←−µ c
<d · · ·

←−µ c
<1
←−µ c

<0. In the

quiver Q′ = ←−µ c
≥d · · ·

←−µ c
≥0Q(t0), the set of vertices acted by Ad and

that acted by Bd are separated by the full subquiver on
{

mini[d]|i ∈ I
}

of Q′ (cf. Example 9.2.8). By definition of mutations, this property
is preserved by the quivers appearing along AdBd or BdAd. Therefore,
the mutation sequences AdBd and BdAd give identical set of vertices.
The claim follows by recursively swapping Ad and Bd for all d. �

Example 9.2.8. Let we continue Example 9.2.5. Take d = 2, then the
principal quiver Q′ = ←−µ c

≥d · · ·
←−µ c
≥0Q(t0) is drawn in Figure 14. Take

A = ←−µ c
≥d+1 = µ10µ11µ12 and B = ←−µ c

<2
←−µ c

<1 = µ1µ4µ2µ5µ3µ6µ1µ2µ3.
The sets {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6} and {10, 11, 12} are always separated by the full
subquiver on {7, 8, 9} of the quivers appearing along mutation sequence
AB or BA.

Moreover, any such quiver appearing is a union of small blocks in
Figure 15 for i 6= j ∈ I, 0 ≤ d′ ≤ N − 2, with at most one diagonal
edge of multiplicity −Cij.

Recall that the set I denote {1, 2, . . . , r}.

Proposition 9.2.9. When i = cN+1, the triangular bases in the seeds
t0 and t0[−1] are compatible. Moreover, they contain all the quantum
cluster variables appearing along the sequence (σΣi)−1 from t0 to t0[−1].
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Figure 14. A quiver Q′

i[d′]

j[d′]

i[d′ + 1]

j[d′ + 1]

−Cij−Cij

Figure 15. small block

Proof. Repeatedly applying Proposition 6.6.3, we have the following
argument:

Let Lt be the triangular basis w.r.t. a seed t and assume it to be
positive. Let u1, u2 be mutation sequences such that their composition
←−u = u2u1 is a mutation sequence from t to t[1]. If the cluster variables
appearing along the mutation sequences from u2u1 and from u−1

2 start-
ing from t are contained in the initial triangular basis Lt of t, then the
common triangular basis w.r.t. the seeds along the mutation sequence
u−1

2 starting from t to u−1
2 t exists.

Recall that, for i = (ir, · · · , i2, i1)N+1, the vertices of the ice quiver
for the initial seed t0 = t0(i) are given by

(1, 2, · · · , r, r + 1, · · · , 2r, · · · , l)
=(mini1,

min i2, · · · ,min ir,
min i1[1], · · · ,min ir[1], · · · ,min ir[N ])

=(maxi1[−N ],max i2[−N ], · · · ,max ir[−N ],max i1[−N + 1],

· · · ,max ir[−N + 1], · · · ,max ir)

where l = (N + 1)r.
We have shown that the triangular basis Lt0 w.r.t. t0 exists and

is positive. Now observe that all quantum cluster variables along
the mutation sequence Σi from t0 to t0[1] are known to be Kirillov-
Reshetikhin modules, and, in particular, contained in the initial tri-
angular basis Lt

0. Also, the cluster variables obtained along the se-
quence ←−µ l = µmaxir[−N ] · · ·µmaxir[−2]µmaxir[−1] from t0 to ←−µ lt0 are in Lt0
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by Proposition 9.2.4. By the previous argument, the common triangu-
lar basis w.r.t. the seeds along the sequence ←−µ l from t0 to ←−µ lt0 exists.

Notice that the principal quiver Q(←−µ lt0) is the same as that of the ice
quiver associated with the word i′ = (ir−1, . . . , i1, ir)

N+1 for the acyclic
Coxeter word (ir−1, . . . , i1, ir) (cf. Example 9.2.10). Applying Propo-
sition 9.2.4 to the seed t0(i′) associated with i′, we obtain that the quan-
tum cluster variables along the sequence µmaxir−1[−N ] · · ·µmaxir−1[−2] · · ·µmaxir−1[−1]

starting from t0(i′) are contained in the triangular basis Lt0(i′) for this
new seed t0(i′). Consequently, we deduce that the quantum cluster vari-
ables obtained along the sequence←−µ l−1 = µmaxir−1[−N ] · · ·µmaxir−1[−2]µmaxir−1[−1]

starting from←−µ lt0 is contained in the canonical basis L
←−µ lt0 for the seed

←−µ lt0, because this property is shared by similar seeds t0(i′) and ←−µ lt0,
cf. Lemma 6.3.4(iii)). By the previous argument, the common tri-
angular basis w.r.t. the seeds along the sequence ←−µ l−1 from ←−µ lt0 to
←−µ l−1←−µ lt0 exists.

Repeating this process, we conclude that the common triangular ba-
sis w.r.t. the seeds along the sequence (←−µ c)N from t0 to (←−µ c)N t0 exists.
In particular, the initial triangular basis Lt0 contains all the quantum
cluster variables along this sequence. By Lemma 9.2.7, Lt0 already con-
tains the quantum cluster variables along the sequence (σΣi)−1 starting
from t0. Repeating the previous argument, we obtain that the common
triangular basis w.r.t. the seeds along the mutation sequence (σΣi)−1

from t0 and t0[−1] exists. �

Example 9.2.10. Let us continue Example 9.2.5. Applying Propo-
sition 9.2.4 to the initial seed t0, we know that the cluster variables
appearing along the mutation sequence ←−µ l = µmax3[−N ] · · ·µmax3[−1] =
µ3µ6µ9µ12 correspond to Kirillov-Reshetikhin modules and belong in the
triangular basis Lt0. Consequently, by Proposition 6.6.3, we have the
common triangular basis w.r.t. all seeds along this mutation sequence
from t0 to ←−µ lt0.

Next, look at the ice quiver of the ←−µ lt0 drawn in figure 16. It
shares the same principal part with the ice quiver associated with the
word i′ = (213)5, cf. Figure 17. In other word, the seeds ←−µ lt0 and
t0(i′) are similar. Applying Proposition 9.2.4 to the seed t0(i′), we
know that the cluster variables appearing along the mutation sequence
µmax2[−1] · · ·µmax2[−N ] = µ3µ6µ9µ12 belong to the triangular basis Lt0(i′).
Therefore, this property holds for the similar seed←−µ lt0 as well, namely,
the cluster variables appearing along the mutation sequence ←−µ l−1 ==
µ2µ5µ8µ11 are contained in the triangular basis of L

←−µ lt0. Consequently,
we have the common triangular basis w.r.t. all seeds along the mutation
sequence ←−µ l−1 from ←−µ lt0 to ←−µ l−1←−µ lt0.

9.3. Compatibility in type A via level-rank duality. In this sec-
tion, we consider the special case when C is of type Ar and i =
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Figure 16. The ice quiver of the mutated seed µ3µ6µ9µ12t0((321)5)
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1

Figure 17. The ice quiver for the word i′ = (213)5

(1, 2, 1, 3, 2, 1 . . . , r − 1 . . . , 2, 1, r, . . . , 2, 1). Then wi is the longest ele-
ment in the Weyl group. The pair (C, i) is of both type (i) and (ii).

In the following example, we check Conjecture 9.2.1 for the special
case A4, which, together with Proposition 6.7.1, will imply the type A4

case in Theorem 9.4.1 9.4.2 9.4.3. This approach seems to be effective
for general r, but we don’t pursue the generalization in this paper.

Example 9.3.1. Consider Figure 9. The exchange relations along the
mutation sequence Σi = (1, 5, 8, 2, 6, 1, 5, 3, 2, 1) are T -system relations.
Consider the trivial permutation var∗ of [1, l]. It induces an isomor-
phism from principal quiver Q(t′0) (Figure 18) to the principal quiver

Q̃(t0). We have a variation map Var from PT (t) to PT (t′). The muta-
tion sequence (read from right to left) (σΣi)−1 = (8, 6, 3, 5, 8, 2, 6, 1, 5, 8)

becomes a new sequence on Q̃(t′0). It is straightforward to check that the
quantum cluster variables appearing along this sequence correspond to
Kirillov-Reshetikhin modules for the seed t′0, which is again associated
with the longest word. In particular, they are contained in the trian-
gular basis Lt′0. By the correction technique in Lemma 4.2.2, similar
quantum cluster variables obtained along (σΣi)−1 are contained in Lt0.
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Figure 18. Ice quiver Q̃(t′0) obtained by rotating the
quiver in Figure 9 and changing coefficient pattern.

9.4. Consequences. We summarize the consequences of the previous
discussion.

We have seen that the simple basis {S(w)} provides the initial trian-
gular basis w.r.t. the seed t0 after localization. By Proposition 9.2.9, we
have verified all the conditions demanded in Reduced Existence Theo-
rem (Theorem 6.1.6) for the word cN+1. Notice that, to any adaptable
word i, we can associate8 an initial subword i′ of some cN+1, such that
wi = wi′ and, consequently, A(i) agrees with A(i′). Notice that i′ is
adaptable as well. By working with type (ii) quantum cluster algebras,
we have the embedding from R(i′, a′) to R(cN+1, a) and the following
result.

Theorem 9.4.1. Assume that C is symmetric and i an adaptable word.
Then the simple basis {S(w)}, after localization at the frozen variables,
gives the common triangular basis of the quantum cluster algebra A(i).
In particular, it verifies Fock-Goncharov Conjecture, and it contains
all quantum cluster monomials.

The following result is a direct consequence.

Theorem 9.4.2. Conjecture 8.4.5 holds true. In particular, the quan-
tum cluster monomials in A of type (ii) are simple modules of quantum
affine algebras.

For quantum cluster algebras arising from quantum unipotent sub-
groups, we have verified Conjecture 8.3.3 in Theorem 9.1.3. Moreover,
Theorem 9.4.1 implies that the quantum cluster monomials ofA of type
(i) are contained in the dual canonical basis for the following cases.

8The quiver associated with an Ω-adaptable word i is a connected full sub-

quiver Q̃ in the Auslander-Reiten quiver of the bounded derived category of (Γ,Ω)-
representations, such that its intersection with each τ -orbit is connected, where

τ denote the Auslander-Reiten translation. We can thus expand Q̃ following the
direction of τ into a quiver associated with cN+1, which has an initial adaptable

word i′ producing Q̃. Notice that, for type (i), Q̃ is categorified by a terminal
(Γ,Ω)-representation, cf. [GLS07, Section 2.2] for detailed treatment.
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Theorem 9.4.3. Conjecture 8.3.2 holds true for any reduced word w
which is inferior than some adaptable word with respect to the left or
right weak order. In particular, it holds true for any reduced word w
when the Cartan type is ADE.

Proof. The first claim follows from Theorem 9.4.1 and compositions of
the embeddings of Grothendieck ring in the end of Section 8.3.

For type ADE, the claim holds for the longest word because it is
adaptable. Any reduced word w is inferior than the longest word with
respect to the left and right weak order, cf. [BB05]. The second claim
follows. �

Remark 9.4.4. When the quantum cluster algebra is of type (i). The
triangularity property of the common triangular basis might be com-
pared with the following weaker form of Leclerc’s conjecture [Lec03,
Section 3.1]:

Let b1, b2 be elements of the dual canonical basis B∗. Suppose that b1

corresponds to a cluster variable. Then the expansion of b1, b2 on B∗

takes the form

b1b2 = qsb′′ +
∑
c 6=b′′

γcb1b2(q)c,(62)

where s ∈ Z, γcb1b2 ∈ q
s−1Z[q−1].

Leclerc’s conjecture was recently proved in [KKKO14].
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